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This issue of Europe appears at a moment uthen agricultural
differences continue to dominate U.S.-E.C. relations. If any-
tbing, these tensions haue been exacerbated  by the recent U.S.
decision to sell 1 million metric tons of U.S. wheat flour to
Egypt at highly subsidized  pices. (European exporters haue
traditionally dominated the Egyptian wheat flour market.) The
flour deal with Egypt came as quite a surprise to the Commu-
nity, concluded  as it was in the midst of an ostensibly  construc-
tiue and friendly series of discussions betweenU.S.  and E.C.
offi.ciak  aimed at burying the hatchet otter their fann-trade dis-
putes. One can only hope that tbere will be no more such
"shots across the bow," since furtber actions of this kind would
be damaging for both sides and would seriously ieopardize  the
chances for a successful conclusion to the ongaing U.S.-E.C.
farm talks.
While the farm trade spat simmers, E.G. Lewis, a uisiting fel-
low at the Georgetown  Uniuersity Center for Strategic and In-
ternational studies, examines another sort of conflict in this is'
sue's couer story: "TIte Battle for Europe." Although  the
treaties that established  the European Community  giue the E.C.
no iurisdiction ouer defense matters, the importance of the
present debate ouer strategic alrns reductions and the basing of
intermediate-range  missiles in Europe is dfficult to ignore.
Lewis prouides a rundown on how Gouernment and opposition
leaders in the Federal Republic of Germany,Italy  and the
United Kingdom feel about arms control and the planned de-
ployment of U.S. cruise and Pershing II missiles on European
soil and forcefully  presents the case for deployment. ln our next
issue, we will explore the other side of tbe story, the anti-missile
argument.
On another front, Europe looks at the E.C.'s unique ap-
proach to North-South relations and why U.S. fficials some-
times find that approaclt somewhat hard to appreciate. The
Community  is presently  preparing for negotiations  later this
yearto draft a successor to Lom| II, tbe current bluepint for
its relations with ouer 60 deueloping  countries in Afica, the
Carribean,  and the Paciflc. Malcolm Subhan reports that the
present worldwide recession may make it dfficult for the E.C.
to increase its financial assistance or the scope of its trade con-
cessions to its neighbors in the deueloping  world.
ln tbis issue, Europe also takes the opportunity to celebrate
an anniuersary-the  ten year anniuersary of the United King-
dom's entry into the E.C.-with an expanded uersion of our
regular member state report. Ian Dauidson profiles the Conser-
uatiue Gouernment of Bitisb Pime Ministcr Margaret
Thatcher  and the potential pitfalls it faces on tbe road to the
next parliamentary  elections ouer issues ranglng from relations
with the E.C. to the future of Hong Kong. In another article,
former British Foreign  Secretary Lord Canington explains why
he feels E.C. membership ltas been a good thing for his country.
Finally, Kennetlt Sleet sheds same light on the Bitish econo-
my's current preoccupation with the tenuous  heahh of the
pound sterling, the direction of interest rats, and a threatencd
collapse of oil prices.
Elsewhere on the economic scene, we examine the European
Currency  Unit (rcu), the market basket of nine E.C. cunencies
that is becoming  an increasingly  popular denomination fr, fi-
nancial instruments.  Joly Dixon explains why the ECU has lately
become tbe worlts fourth most popular "currency."
Lastly, in this issue of the magazinc we debut a reuamped
"News of the Community" section, which we hope will make it
easier for our readers to better understand and keep tabs on go-
ings-on in the Community.




Perslti,ng mi,s si,le s ?
E.G. LEWIS
From January 22 to February 5, 1983, 12 American  iournal-
ists and fiue scholars  from Georgetown (Jniuersity's  Center for
Strategic and lnternational  Studies participated in lenghy dis-
cussions with 49 GermAn, Italian, British, and North Atlantic
Treaty Organization  (Nnro) leaders-both  Gouernment offi-
cials and opposition  party spokesmen. The following article
euolued from the statements  made and impressions  gained dur-
ing these meetings.
In his famous 1977 speech to International Institute for Strate-
gic Studies, German  Chancellor Helmut Schmidt sounded the
alarm to his Western allies over the Soviet testing of the new
SS-20 intermediate-range  ballistic missile by seriously question-
ing the effect of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (snlr) on
the future state of the intermediate-range  nuclear force bal-
ance in Europe. With its increased mobiliry and accuracy, a
range of approximately 5,000 kilometers, and three indepen-
dently targetable warheads  per missile, the SS-20 was rightfully
seen by Schmidt as a significant, Euro-straregic,  political and
military threat ro NATo to which the United States and the
alliance  had not responded. The SS-20 was nor just a replace-
ment for the aging SS-4s and SS-Ss, but rather a significant  step.
forward by the Soviets in their arrempt to decouple the U.S.
nuclear umbrella from the other NATo allies.
In a show of solidarity, the NATo countries finally re-
sponded to the Soviet SS-20 deployment  and agreed to a dual-
track strategy on December 12,1979.  On the one hand, they
supported theater nuclear force talks berween the United
States and the Soviet Union. On the other hand, they favored
the continued  modemization  of the Western nuclear missile
arsenal. Ultimately, these new missiles, including the 2,500-
kilometer Tomahawk  ground-launched cruise missile (cr-cv)
and the 1,80O-kilometer Pershing II, would be deployed be-
ginning in December  1983 if no substdntive progress  had been
made in the U.S.-Soviet  negotiations.
On November 18, 1981, President Ronald Reagan an-
nounced the new U.S. proposal for the lntermediate-Range
Nuclear Forces (lNr) talks-the zero-zero proposal. This zero-
option proposal, an expansion of an earlier European initia-
tive, would require the Soviets to dismantle a// SS-20s, SS-4s,
and SS-Ss and would force the United States to cease plans to
deploy GLCMs and Pershing  IIs. Thus, the essentials of the U.S.
negotiating strategy were: to consider only land-based,  inter-
mediate-range  missile systems; to consider the SS-20 systems
on a global basis, rather than only in a European scenario; and
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Paul Nitze, the U.S.  negotiator at the INF talks, held his now 
famous "walk in  the woods" with his Soviet counterpart, Yuli 
Kvitsinsky, on July 16, 1982. In attempting to break the dead-
lock in  the negotiations, Nitze injected his  own form  of flex-
ibility  by  proposing  ban  on  the  Pershing  lis  and  a  minimal 
deployment plan of 75 SS-20s and 75 GLCM launchers in  the 
European  theater.  The  plan,  however,  was  soon  rejected  by 
both Governments. 
The latest Soviet offer was presented by Yuri  Andropov on 
December  21,  1982.  The Soviets  stated  their  willingness  to 
reduce the number of SS-20s,  in  addition to retiring the SS-4s 
and SS-5s, in  the European theater (by dismantling, destroying, 
or moving) to approximately 162 or the equivalent number of 
British and French strategic nuclear systems. Andropov further 
indicated that a future agreement relative to aircraft (although 
not specific in  kind)  must be reached and that this agreement 
would have to be linked to the land-based missile agreement. 
Thus, to accept Andropov's proposal, three conditions would 
have  to be  met:  first,  no  new U.S.  intermediate-range missile 
deployment in  Europe;  second, a  qualitative  and quantitative 
freeze  on  forward  basing  systems  in  Western  Europe;  and 
third, acceptance of the Soviet formula for land-based missile 
parity with respect to the British and French nuclear weapons. 
Finally,  last January 31  in  West Berlin, Vice  President George 
Bush read President Reagan's offer to meet Andropov anytime 
and anyplace to sign an agreement to ban all land-based, inter-
mediate-range  missiles,  in  effect  implementing  the  U.S.  zero 
option proposal. 
The Dual-Track Decision 
During  recent  discussions  with  key  European  leaders,  the 
dominant  themes  were  the  current  INF negotiations  and  the 
future  degree  of adherence  by  the  NATO  countries  to  their 
December  1979  dual-track  decision.  In  addressing  the  INF 
talks,  the major issue  was:  Should the United States  be  more 
flexible,  in  light  of the  recent Andropov proposal, in  its  ap-
proach to the negotiations.  In  other words, should the United 
States  zero-option  proposal  be  scuttled  in  favor  of a  "more 
reasonable" alternative proposal? 
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl stated that his  position is 
very clear on the zero-option strategy:  "I wish to have neither 
U.S.  nor Soviet missiles deployed in  the European theater." He 
further  declared,  "This strategy  is  the  best  thing  to wish  for 
and I have  no intentions of [seeking] changes to this proposal 
before  the  March  6  elections"  in  the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany.  Dr.  Manfred  Womer,  the German  Defense  Minis-
ter, did  not believe that the U.S.  strategy was an  "all or noth-
ing  position,"  stating  that  the  zero  option  was  an  optimal 
position  which,  through  the  negotiating  process,  may  not be 
the final outcome. Each side must be prepared to compromise, 
but  the  compromising  must  be  done  behind the  negotiating 
door. "The zero  option was  the allied  position and  this  posi-
tion has  not changed," he emphasized. Womer strongly urged 
that the top priority for the allies  in  dealing with  the Soviets 
should be "to stay firm and together in their strategy." 
Dr.  Hans-Jochen  Vogel,  the  German  Social  Democratic 
Party (SPD)  candidate for Chancellor, emphasized that the zero 
option has  no realistic  chance of success and that "every op-
tion  is  open,  with  deployment  as  a  superfluous  issue.  There 
were  constructive  elements  in  the  recent  Soviet  proposal." 
Vogel  believed  that the  number of Soviet  missiles  should  be 
brought down  as  low as  possible,  but did  not agree  that the 
Soviets  would have  a  monopoly of rockets, since  the British, 
French, and  United  States  already  had  missile  systems  in  Eu-
rope.  Dr.  Horst Ehmke, vice  chairman of the SPD  parliamen-
tary  group  in  the  German  Bundestag,  believes  "it would  be 
completely wrong not to answer the Soviet proposal." 
From  Italy,  Dr.  Giulio  Andreotti,  member of the  Christian 
Democratic Party and head of the committee on foreign affairs 
in  the Chamber of Delegates, emphasized that "the U.S.  posi-
tion in the INF negotiations is clear; you can't simplify the zero 
option any further." With respect to changing the zero-option 
strategy  and  compromising  with  the  Soviets,  Italian  Prime 
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Minister Amintori Fanfani remarked that "if. one doesn't
know the state of his adversary and becomes more yielding,
then he is already lost." He also referred several times to an
old Italian proverb, "ln order not to be eaten by the wolf, one
must not become a sheep." Flaminio Piccoli, president of the
Christian Democratic  Party believes that "in accepting the zero
option strategy, the Italian Government must continue to sup-
poft the U.S. strategy; if not' then war will come." On the
other side of the coin, Giancarlo Paietta, vice chairman  of the
foreign affairs committee  and the number two man in the
Italian Communist Parry does not favor Reagan's  zero oPtion
proposal. "lt is more realistic to go to a controlled balancer"
he said, taking into consideration such missiles as the British
and French  strategic  nuclear systems.
The ltalian, Norwegian, and German members of the
EUROGROUP representatives to NATO left no doubt that the
allies must stand firm on the zero-option  strategy, as defined
by the United States in consultation with the other allies, in
order to convince  the Soviets to negotiate  seriously. It is also
extremely  important to indicate the allied willingness to con-
sider other possible options if they were balanced and based
on equal rights.
Responding to perceptions that she may be moving away
from the zero option, British Prime Minister  Margaret
Thatcher categorically  states, "No, no, nor no. The zero op-
tion is the best outcome, the best possible result." She believes
that if such an agreement can't be reached then the next best
step would be a balanced and verifiable disarmament Pact.
However,  she would rather it didn't come to that. Don't ever
give up the zero option. The U.S. position [in the INF negotia-
tions] is perfectly clear-very very comprehensive."  According
to Michael Heseltine,  the U.K. Secretary of State for Defense,
"the zero opdon is the best offer at the moment' but we [the
'Wesd are ready to talk with the Soviets." As Douglas Hurd,
Minister of State for Foreign-and Commonwealth Affain, reit-
erates: "The zero option is the right thing to do; it is the aim
and we should not back off. Any agreement  must be balanced."
British Labor Patry deputy foreign affair spokesman Roland
Moyle, says the zero option was welcomed  by his party in
November 1,98L "The party supponed the zero option as the
initial opening tU.S.l position at the Geneva talks," he said,
"however there is a lot to be said for the Russian point of
view [Andropov's proposal]. The British and French nuclear
deterrents should be included in the equation on the Atlantic
treaty side in negotiating away the intermediate nuclear weap-
ons." Furthermore,  he believes Britain "should not have its
own strategic nuclear deterrent."  Fin'ally, the leader of the
Social Democratic Party, Roy Jenkins,  believes  the zero option
may be the best option, but it is not the only option. It is a
good opening bid, but not necessarily  the closing bid for real
negotiations. He doesn't have the impression  that the United
States is absolutely locked in on the zero option and he
doesn't think the \$fest will get the zero option unless negotia-
tions with the Russians are conducted  in a very tough fashion.
The INF Negotiations
\Uith respect to NATo's dual-tract decision, the maior ques-
tion asked of the various European leaders was: If, by Decem-
ber 1983,'the INF negotiations show no signs of reaching  a
serious negotiated agreement, will you exercise the second part
of the NATo dual-track  decision and begin deploying the
GLCMs and/or Pershing IIs in your country? Kohl left no
doubts. "My position and the cDU's course of action are quite
clear," he said. "By the end of "1.983, we will analyze the INF
negotiations in Geneva; if they aren't working, then we will'
fulfill our duty and (begin) deploying  the Penhings IIs and
GLCMs."  The SPD's Ehmke said that "if nothing happens in the
negotiations by the fall, then keep on negotiating."  He does
not exclude deployment,  however, although he does believe
Pershing IIs probably would be replaced by some Penhing IBs
and some cruise missiles.
Fanfani indicated that since the Italian Govemment  was
committed to NATo's dual-track decision, then ltaly would
deploy the missiles at Comiso if there is no INF agreement.
Andreotti and Piccoli fully supported this view. However,
Pajetta insisted that, if the negotiations fail, his parry will not
support the dual-track decision.  "\$7e will vote and demon-
strate against  missile deployment."  The NATO EUROGROUP rep-
resentatives  state categorically  that this decision is not a condi-
tional one. "lf there are no concrete results in the negotiations
by the fall, then the NATo countries will deploy the missiles."
However, they also indicated that within the various NATo
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of the negotiations." 
Thatcher  emphasizes  that  the  dual-track  decision  stands. 
"We will  have  to deploy if  there is  no agreement," she  said. 
"All of us  in  NATO  have to stick together and always support 
NATO.  It  is  the  shield  and  guarantee  of freedom  for  every 
NATO  country,  particularly  in  Europe.  We  must  honor  and 
abide by its decisions." Heseltine, Hurd, and Francis Pym, the 
Secretary  of  State  for  Foreign  and  Commonwealth  Affairs, 
reiterated the British Government's firm  position on the dual-
track  decision.  On  the  other  side,  Labor  Party  spokesman 
Moyle emphasized  that if his  party were in  power, "it would 
oppose  the  stationing  of GLCMs  in  Britain  and  would  close 
American  and  British  nuclear  bases."  At  the  same  time,  he 
said, the Labor Party is  committed to continued U.K. member-
ship of NATO  and "absolutely committed to NATO  decisions." 
But if there is  no agreement in  Geneva, "a Labor Government 
would  not  necessarily  be  committed  to  modernization  and 
deployment.  We  would  attempt  to  change  those  (previous) 
decisions." 
Jenkins, for his part, feels  that the dual-track decision was a 
substantial  factor  in  bringing  the  Russians  to  the  table  for 
serious negotiations. "If we were to say  now that we weren't 
going  to deploy  the  cruise  missile-! would  not do this-it 
would mean  a  great  deal  to the  Russian  interests"  (and  hurt 
the  negotiations).  He hopes that by  the  end of the  day,  "we 
would have achieved a negotiation which meant that the cruise 
missile  would not have  to be  deployed  or,  at any  rate,  on a 
very much more limited scale." 
In addition to these critical issues, these leaders, both inside 
and outside Germany, expressed considerable concern over the 
potential  impact  on NATO  of the  March  6  German  election. 
Although the econoniy was the primary issue  for the average 
German voter, Kohl strongly believes German national security 
was an issue  of fundamental importance. Although it  was not 
intended to fulfill  this  role,  this  election may very  well prove 
to be the linchpin for the ongoing INF negotiations and NATO's 
dual-track decision. 
Although dissenting views  were presented, the views  of the 
German Defense Minister, I believe, came closest to expressing 
the consensus of the European leaders regarding the INF  nego-
tiations  and  the  dual-track  decision.  The  NATO  allies  must 
remain  firm,  must stick  together in  dealing  with  the  Soviets. 
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Only then  can  the Soviets  be  convinced that the West  means 
business-that it can't be divided-thus forcing the Soviets to 
approach the INF  negotiations more rationally and seriously in 
order to obtain true arms reduction. 
Yes,  the  West  must  be  firm,  but it  must also  demonstrate 
flexibility.  Any  compromising must and should be carried out 
behind closed  doors at the negotiating table with the Soviets 
and in  full  consultation with the NATO  allies, not in  the news-
papers.  As  Roy Jenkins  implied,  the  dual-track  strategy  was 
substantially responsible for bringing the Soviets to the negoti-
ating table. It may then just take actual, initial deployment of 
the Pershing lis and GLCMs  to thoroughly convince the Soviets 
to stop their war of words and to get down to serious negotia-
tions  to  effect  a  balanced  and  verifiable  agreement  in  short 
order. 
It should be kept in mind that initial deployment of the U.S. 
missile  systems  does  not  mean  complete  deployment.  Total 
deployment would require several years, during which time the 
leverage of the NATO  allies will continue to increase and even-
tually,  it  is  to  be  hoped,  convince  the  Soviets  to  negotiate 
seriously.  Furthermore, it  is  clear that any  time an agreement 
were to be signed,  the deployment cycle  could be  halted and 
existing on-site missile systems could be returned to the United 
States if this were a provision of the negotiations. 
In  order  to  support  the  necessary  political  will  to  play 
"hardball" with the Soviets,  the citizens  of the NATO  alliance 
must  gain  a  thorough  understanding  of  many  complicated 
arms control issues.  Unfortunately, as  Dr.  Alois Mertes, Minis-
ter of State in  the German Foreign Office, rightly argues,  too 
much emphasis  has  been placed on counting troops and mis-
siles,  instead  of trying  to  fully  assess  and  comprehend  long 
term Soviet political policies and aims. 
Additionally,  the  NATO  allies  have  been  losing  the  propa-
ganda  war  to  the  Soviets.  Thatcher emphasized  that,  in  the 
West,  we  must  be  continually  responsive  to  public  opinion. 
But to whom do the Soviets respond? For too long, the NATO 
allies  have  failed  to  educate  their  own  people  on  the  key 
issues,  allowing  the  Soviets  to  run  roughshod  over  Western 
public opinion. It is  time for the alliance to face the Soviets in 
unison, to prevent the Soviets from widening existing cracks in 
the  alliance.  It is  time  to  plug  those  cracks.  Let  the  Soviets 
know exactly where  they stand.  Let's  start taking the Soviets 
to task for their failure to negotiate seriously. 
These  actions,  if  taken,  will  allow  the  individual  NATO 
countries to develop the requisite national will and determina-
tion  to hold  the  alliance  together and  weather the  storm  of 
INF  negotiations and the modernization and deployment issues 
through to their logical conclusion. Then, if required to main-
tain  a position of solidarity in  facing  the Soviets,  the Govern-
ments  in  NATO,  with  the  fullest  support of their people,  will 
have the "guts" to deploy the GLCMs and Pershing lis. As  both 
Kohl  and  Thatcher  questioned:  Is  peace  with  freedom  and 
justice worth defending or is the alliance prepared to surrender 
passively to Soviet hegemony? The German election could very 
well  be  the  torch of leadership or the  blanket of despair for 
NATO. E 
E.G.  Lewis is  a  visiting fellow  at Gerogetown University's  Center for  Strategic 
and International Studies. US.EC RELATIONS
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US AND EUROPE DISAGREE OVER NUCLEAR ENERGY POLICIES
JOHN MAXWELL HAMILTON
Since coming to office in 1981, President Ronald Reagan  has
sought to heal festering  disagreements with the European
Community over nuclear  energy. This year provides  several
critical tests of whether he is succeeding-or whether the
United States and the E.C. will fall funher out of step. The
chief complaint  voiced by Euratom-the nuclear arm of the
European Community-has been the unreliability of the
United  States as a nuclear trading paftner. E.C. officials still
bitterly recall President Richard Nixon's 1,974 decision to
close U.S. order books for enriched uranium while his Admin-
istration considered (and ultimately rejected) a plan to turn
government-run  enrichment  services over to the private sector.
It was four years before the United States resumed enrichment
services.
The biggest irritant, however, has been the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Act (NNne),  passed by the Congress in 1979.
Strongly supported by President Jimmy Carter as a way of
controlling fuel and equipment useful in manufacturing  nu-
clear weapons, that legislation  placed new resrrictions  on U.S.
nuclear exports. Among other things the NNpA declared  that
nations must seek U.S. Government  approval  before reprocess-
ing American-supplied  uranium. Reprocessing is the technique
for separating  plutonium from irradiated uraniuml  plutonium
is useful both as a nuclear fuel and as an explosive in nuclear
weapons.
Thanks to a waiver provision in the NNpA, Euratom is al.
lowed to reprocess  without U.S. approval until a new agree-
ment for cooperation is negotiated.  But the need for a waiver,
as well as the pressure to renegotiate  an agreement that does
not otherwise expire until 1995, anger Euratom member  states
who argue that the United States is reneging on a legally
binding agreement.
Beyond that, officials at Euratom's  Brussels'  headquarters
complain  that NNPA restrictions  are not appropriate  in view of
the European Community's  nuclear non-proliferation creden-
tials. While some narions attempt to avoid inspection of their
nuclear facilities by the International  Atomic Energy Agency
(lnrn), Euratom has buttressed  IAEA safeguards with its own
inspection system. According to Euratom, its inspectorate is
almost as large as the tAEA's, although Euratom has half as
many facilities to monitor.
Behind E.C.-U.S. disagreements, which have spilled over
into cooperative  effons to keep nuclear weapons out of the
hands of other nations, lie different perspectives on nuclear
power. Relatively large supplies of non-nuclear energy, fears
European countries see their future economic heqbh linked to the atom, unlike  America,
wltere  many haue become  disenchanted witb nuclear energy. o Robin Moyer,  Btack  starabout nuclear power plant safery, and a steady stream of news
reports on cost overruns  in nuclear power plant construction
have contributed to widespread  American  disenchantment
with atomic energy. Indeed, United States utilities have not
ordered a single new nuclear power plant since 1.978 and no
orders are expected until at least the end of this decade.
Many European countries, however, see their future eco-
nomic health linked to the atom. For some energy-poor  mem-
bers of the European  CommunitS say Euratom  officials, nu-
clear power is 65 percent cheaper than coal. Though his
campaign  platform  had an anti-nuclear  plank, French President
Frangois  Mitterrand  authorized the construction of six new
nuclear power facilities just after coming to office in 1981.By
1990, say French energy officials, more than one-fourth of all
their power will be generated by nuclear fission.
The United States still supplies enriched uranium to Bel-
gium, Italy, France, the Netherlands,  and the Federal Republic
of Germany, making  sales in 1981 amounting to $150 million.
But the European Communiry is more aggressive in developing
new nuclear  technologies,  especially those involving  commer-
cial reprocessing. As a result, the United States' ability to use
technological  superiority  as a way of dictating E.C. nuclear
policies has declined. For its pan the American nuclear indus-
try worries that not only will its markets in Europe vanish, but
that it may eventually be altogether unable to compete with
countries like France, the United Kingdom,  Belgium,  and Ger-
many in making nuclear sales elsewhere  in the world.
Not surprisingly  the election of President Reagan,  a known
suppofter of nuclear power, rallied the American nuclear in-
dustry. The industry-supponed Atomic Industrial Forum went
so far as to call for major revisions to the NNPA to "enhance
the reliability of U.S. commitments and the efficiency of the
expoft licensing process." Although the Reagan Administra-
tion quickly ruled out plans to amend the act, it lost no time
in presenting a new nuclear policy that would ease restrictions
on nuclear trade with close U.S. allies. "ln contrast to the
uniform approach that held sway previously, our approach will
be a differentiated one," said Assistant Secretary of State
James L. Malone, who heads the bureaucracy  responsible for
nuclear diplomacy.
In an attempt to execute this "return to realismr"  Reagan
asked the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to speed up the
export licensing process and lifted the requirement that the
White House review all decisions to expoft highly enriched
uranium, which, like plutonium, can be used as a nuclear
explosive. In addition,  the President promised not to interfere
with foreign reprocessing  programs and he has not beleagured
his \7est European peers with requests that they toughen their
nuclear export policies.
The most dramatic Reagan initiative, however, came early
last year with the announcement  of a new plutonium policy.
To the horror of Americans who oppose any policy condoning
plutonium,  Reagan offered to give Japan and Euratom approv-
als of up to 30 years for the reprocessing of U.S. uranium. In
exchange,  these allies would negotiate new agreements  for
nuclear cooperation.
Cooling tower of a nuclear power  plant in France. oJ. Andanson, Sygma
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ffiThe idea, of course, was to meet the reprocessing approval
requirements of the NNPA without alienating major trading
partners, but it hasn't quite worked out that way. As much as
Euratom officials welcome the United States' differentiation
policy, they have greeted the plutonium policy coolly. As one
senior Euratom diplomat  explained  last fall, the American ap-
proach would implicitly give the United States rights over
Euratom  nuclear activities. \$(lhile it is irksome to continue
nuclear cooperation under the provisions of a waiver which
must be renewed annually, he said, that in itself was not
sufficient reason to agree to new terrns.
State Department officials concede that it may be difficult
to get a new agreement soon. Euratom has agreed to discuss
the plutonium policy, but those talks will not begin until the
United States  has reached  a new agreement with Japan. Mean-
while, the Americans believe they hold a better bargaining
position with the Japanese and movement  in the talks is pain-
fully slow. If substantive  discussions are not underway with
Euratom by the middle of this year, say Administration  offi-
cials, 1984 presidential campaign distractions  may preclude
agreement  before the end of Reagan's term.
Meanwhile the European Communiry has taken some heart-
ening steps from the American point of view on nuclear non-
proliferation.  In 1981, Euratom started its own non-prolifera-
tion working group to consider steps to control the spread of
nuclear  weapons. Great Britain has initiated discussions with
the United States and other nuclear supplier nations, most
located in Western Europe, to place greater restrictions on the
export of uranium enrichment  technology to proliferation-
prone countries.
Euratom nations also have supponed  U.S. efforts to upgrade
safeguarding technology at the International Atomic Energy
Agency. And last fall, when a number of third world narions
banded together to oust Israel from the IAEA general confer-
ence in Vienna, almost all Euratom member  states walked out
with the United  States in protest.
At the same time, however, there have been serious dis-
agreements.  European  Community members  criticized the
United States for its prolonged absence from the tArA follow-
ing the Israeli incident. It balked when the United States pre-
sented a 27 page list of reprocessing  technology that should be
subject to stricter joint export controls.
Most serious in many American eyes is the failure ro win
agreement to crack down on countries that pose serious prolif-
eration risks. Over American  objections, Belgium agreed to
supply nuclear technology to Libya, which has for some years
been eager to acquire a nuclear bomb. France, Belgium, and
the Federal  Republic of Germany have given noncommittal
responses  to a personal request from Secretary of State George
P. Shultz not to permit the e4pon of a commercial power
reactor to Pakistan, which is also known to be interested  in
acquiring nuclear arrns. \fhile most agree that the reactor
would not enhance Pakistan's ability to produce such weap-
ons, the State Department  believes that any willingness  to
cooperate  with that Asian country's nuclear program would be
a serious blow to a nuclear non-proliferation regime which
aims to deny all atomic energy equipment and fuel to coun-
tries that do not maintain  high non-proliferation  standards.
Failure to reach an understanding on these issues could
ultimately undermine the Reagan Administrarion's  ability to
win Congressional support for easing e4porr restrictions. Ad-
ministration  officials  have had little success so far in convinc-
ing critics that their plutonium  policy will result in greater
cooperation  on nuclear non-proliferation matters from
Euratom and Japan. Saying that the policy has thus far
amounted to "all quids and no quos," Representative Jona-
than B. Bingham (D-NY), a chief aurhor of the NNnA, intro-
duced a bill last year that would stiffen the Administration's
approach and initiate a series of additional nuclear expoft
restrictions. That bill, passed with bipartisan suppoft in the
House Foreign Affain Committee during the last hours of the
97th Congress, was reintroduced last month. In addition, Illi-
nois Senator Charles H. PercS chairman of the Foreign  Rela-
tions Committee, is expected to introduce amendments to the
NNPA.
Whether Reagan can strike a delicate balance that pleases
Congress, which wants more export controls, and Euratom,
which wants fewer, is uncertain.  State Department  officials say
that such diplomatic initiatives  as the attempt to block the
Soviet natural gas pipeline to Westem Europe have made the
European Community intractable on any matters involving ex-
poft controls. Moreover there is concern that the President
himself has not been willing to take up nuclear issues with
allies, thus leaving the impression  at home that he is simply
not serious about nuclear non-proliferation  and therefore  can't
be trusted. If trends like this continue, most agree that United
States-Euratom nuclear cooperation will continue to limp
along. (
John Maxwell Hamilton is a Washington, DC-based  iournalist  specializing  in
U.S. foreign policy.
The European  Community is more aggressiue in deueloping new nuclear
technologies,  especially tbose inuoluing  commercial  reprocessing.  Pictured  bere is
a reprocessing  plant in Tbe Hague. O Alan Nogues, Sygma"#*.
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Four years ago, one of the hottest little trade
disputes in Washington revolved not around
steel, automobiles, or agriculture, but around
that compact symbol of domesticity,  the
clothespin. The U.S. clothespin industry em-
ploying scarcely more than 400 people in
four plants in Maine and Vermont,  had
mounted a classic lobbying effort against
cheap imports from places like Poland,
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The U.S.
Government, though ostensibly an advocate
of free and fair trade, used its power to re-
strict the foreign competition. Quotas  were
imposed on clothespin imports for three
years. A year ago, President Reagan  extended
the quotas two years more.
As the American public and its politicians
inveigh against  trade barriers erected by Japan
and \Western  Europe, the story of clothespin
quotas may be worth remembering. If the
U.S. Government responds so readily to lob-
bying by the tiny clothespin business, it is
little wonder that the Japanese  Government
bows to pressures for import quotas from its
beef and citrus industries, which together em-
ploy 750,000 farmers.
The clothespin story specialists say, makes
an even more important point: When it
comes to trade barriers, the United States is
no saint. In one fashion  or another, explicitly
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or disguised,  the United States has a broad
array of restraints on impons. With Congress
threatening to approve a handful of tough
protectionist bills this year, raising the pos-
sibility of a fearsome worldwide  trade war,
trade specialists are challenging the wide-
spread notion that the United States  freely
opens the door to its markets while other
countries  unfairly slam the door in the face of
U.S. exports.
"We get in these ideological, passionate fits
when we're not in a position to argue that
well. . . . The overt (trade) restrictions  we
have are pretty big," said Harold B.
Malmgren,  former deputy U.S. Special Trade
Representative and now a consultant  in
Washington. "To put the matter bluntly, our
hands-as a nation-are not clean when it
comes to championing  freer flows of world
trade and investment," Murray L.
Weidenbaum. former chairman of the Presi-
dent's Council of Economic  Advisers' wrote
in a recent study issued by the Center for the
Study of American Business at Vashington
University in St. Louis where he is a profes-
sor.
The United States has tough obstacles to
sugar and dairy impons.  From time to time, it
invokes its own beef-import  restrictions.
Washington has prevailed on its trading part-
ners to abide by "voluntary" quotas on steel
and automobiles.  The American  textile and
apparel industry is shielded by both quotas
and tariffs. Foreign-flag, foreign-owned  ships
are barred from transpofting  goods between
American  ports.
While the United States complains that
other Governments  give undue and unfair
preference to domestic  manufacturers, "buy
American"  provisions in federal and state leg-
islation do much the same. The United States
gives a tax preference  to its exporters that is
an acknowledge violation of the world's key
international trade agreement. And foreign
nations charge that the U.S. legal and regula-
tory apparatus, presumably symbols of fair
dealing, are often exploited to harass their
exporters  and stymie import competition.
Even without new legislation, the clamor
for new import barriers is expected to get
louder. In February for example, the U.S.
International Trade Commission recom-
mended that import duties for heavy motor-
cycles from Japan and other countries be
boosted from 4.4 percent to an initial 45 per-
cent to protect the Harley-Davidson  Motor
Co. of Milwaukee. There was no finding that
the Japanese had engaged in unfair trade prac-
tices, although Harley-Davidson  accuses them
of that, only that the Japanese products were
p
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Last,ear  the L)tlitcd States ru a g\g-billion fiade defcit with lapan. Jdpanesc cars, such as these beixg ut&'aded in Newark  Harhor, contributed  to tbe prclrlemhuning the U.S. firm's business. The President
must make the final decision on new tariffs.
U.S. officials argue that American resrraints
pale by comparison with those of our major
trading  pann'ers-Canada,  Japan and Wesrern
Europe. "Next only ro Hong Kong, the
United States is the freest and most open mar-
ket in the whole world," said Lionel Olmer,
Under Secretary of Commerce  for Inrerna-
tional Trade. "Sure there are prorecrionist
tendencies  . . . (but) the United States stands
as a paragon of virtue in a turbulent sea of
protectionism."
Some recent studies from independent  ana-
lysts, however, conclude that the United
States may be less virtuous rhan advertised
and that Japan, mosr norably, may be less
sinister. Gary Saxonhouse, an economics  pro-
fessor at the University of Michigan,  recently
argued in a report that "Japanese non-tariff
barriers are no more restrictive,  and quite
possibly less restrictive, than those imposed
by its trading  partners . . . (and) it is quite pos-
sible that the removal of all non-tariff barriers
among the world's major market-oriented
economies  would benefit Japan substantially
more than its trading partners."
Even U.S. Government officials expecr that
removing  Japanese  trade barriers of all types
would lead to only $1 billion to $5 billion in
additional U.S. exports to Japan-hardly  eras-
ing the $19-billion  trade deficit with Japan
last year.
A recent study by William Cline of the
Insitute for International Economics  in Wash-
ington concluded  that tariff levels among the
major industrial nations  are roughly the same
and that available measures of non-tariff bar-
riers, including mandatory  and voluntary quo-
tas, show "there can be no automatic pre-
sumption that the United States has a
substantially  more open market than those of
its major trading partners."
Cline's study found that major non-tariff
barriers in the United States cover 34 percent
of the market for manufactured goods com-
pared with about 10 percent in Canada, T
percent in Japan, 20 percent in the Federal
Republic of Germany,  33 percent in France,
and 22 percent in the United Kingdom. Crir-
ics argue, and Cline admits, that the compari-
sons are unfair in some imponant  respects.
Most important, they do not measure  the se-
verity of import restraints.  France limits Japa-
nese auto impons to 3 percent of its market.
In the United States,  Japanese  auto impons
are nearly a fourth of the market. Indeed, the
willingness of the United States to allow sev-
eral of its domestic industries-from  manu-
facturers of television  sets to tape recorders-
to be overwhelmed by impons is testimony
to a courageous free-trade  stance, many U.S.
officials believe.
Amid the despair over the mammoth  U.S.
trade deficit with Japan, the American public
may forget that the United States has tradi-
tionally run a hefty trade surplus with the 10-
nation European Community.  From 1979
through 1981, in fact, the cumulative  U.S.
trade surplus with Europe outdistanced  the
deficit with Japan by more than $4 billion.
Last year, even with an exceptionally  strong
American dollar making U.S. expons more
expensive and less competitive, the surplus
with the Common Market countries totaled
$3.5 billion.
Despite the shortcomings of his study,
however, Cline said the results "cast some
doubt" on the common wisdom that Japan is
more protectionist than the United States.
Others argue that Cline's numbers fail to ad-
dress the hidden import barriers, adeptly used
by the United States' major trading partners.
As tariffs and quotas were seen as obvious
sins, nations have drawn on more subtle, but
equally effsctive devices.
Japan, many analysts contend, exploits  a
complex matrix of customs regulations and
standards to keep out certain imports. Ameri-
can pharmaceutical companies, for insrance,
have been frustrated by Japan's failure to ac-
cept the results of key clinical tests performed
in the United States. Other nations  have mim-
icked Japan and also turned the tables.
"Other institutions operate very openly.
There aren't all these hidden forms of restric-
tions," Geza Feketekuty,  senior assistant U.S.
Trade Representative, said.
Despite U.S. complaints  about a buy-do-
mestic psychology  in Japan, the United States
has its own hidden trade barriers in the form
of federal and state buy-American legislation
that in government purchases gives srrong
preferences to domestic manufacturers.  Be-
yond that, experts  say, there must be count-
less times that politically sensitive Govern-
ment officials  steer away from controversy  by
buying from U.S. producers.
A survey last fall by the Japan Economic
Institute,  a Washington research organization
financed by the Japanese Government, found
that at least 35 states limit governmenr pur-
chases of foreign-made  producrs  through buy-
American  legislation,  regulation  or informal
policies. Twenty four limit the use of foreign
steel in highway and bridge construcrion and
other public projects. Seven bar governmenrs
from purchasing foreign-made  cars or trucks.
Over the Administrarion's  obiections, Con-
gress last year also slipped a buy-American
provision  into the bill for increased gasoline
taxes to finance road and bridge consrrucrion.
The bill requires that American steel, cemenr
and other manufactured  products be used un-
less the construction  projects would cosr 25
percent more than with the use of imporrs.
Canadian  cement producer John Fowler
said the law will hurt, especially  in upstare
New York where Canadian firms regularly
supply cement. "Where will it stop? Maybe
The United  States prutects  its textile  and apparel industry from imports through  stiff quotas and tariffs.
E u Ro p r March-April 1983 11percent of Ameican  consumPtion.
the states will jump on the bandwagon and
do the same thing," the president of Lake
Ontario Cement Ltd. in Toronto  said.
The Europeans  are particularly upset that
Congress  last year, in appropriating money for
the Defense  Department,  inse rted a buy-
American  provision for specialty  metals when
weapons are made in the United States.
Olmer of the Commerce  Depanment con-
ceded that such buy-American provisions are
"arguably a subsidy." He added, however,
that "government  procurement in foreign
countries is, by and large, off-limits to U.S.
suppliers. So whatever they get in this coun-
try they ought to be damn glad they get."
The Europeans are occasionally  accused of
dumping products in the United States-ex-
pofting them for a price lower than long-run
costs or the selling price at home. Europeans,
however, have from time to time charged
U.S. manufacturers with doing the same
thing. Early this year, the E.C. imposed  anti-
dumptng duties on exports of nitrogen-based
fertilizers exported  by three U.S. firms-Al-
lied Co.p., Transcontinental Fertilizer Co.
and Kaiser Aluminum Domestic and Interna-
tional Sales Corp.
Moreover, the corporate umbrella under
which most U.S. exports trade is con-
ducted-the  Domestic International Sales
Corp.-is  generally  considered  a subsidy and
a violation  of the General Agreement  on Tar-
iffs and Trade (cnrr). By selling through  that
umbrella, U.S. firms can have taxes on in-
come eamed on expofts deferred indefinitely.
The United States is now looking for an alter-
native device that accomplishes the same pur-
pose but "is not cnrr-illegal,"  U.S. trade offi-
cial Feketekury  said.
More significant are tough U.S. restraints
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on certain agricultural  imports. Although the
United  States is generally considered remark-
ably open on agriculture, restrictions  are tight
in areas where the Government suPPons farm
prices. Strict quotas in the United States have
kept imports to less than 2 percent of U.S.
dairy production. Last May, Reagan imposed
import quotas on sugar for the first time since
1974. Together with existing duties and fees,
the quotas subsidize the nation's 14'000 sugar
producers and cost consumers  an estimated
$3 billion annually.
While U.S. politicans  often imply that the
nation's $43-billion  trade deficit stems from
other nations' unfair trade practices, one of
the key reasons for the imbalance-automo-
bile imports-is not the result of any kind of
improper expoft device. Yet the United States
was able to put pressure on Japan to limit
auto shipments  here to 1.58 million  annually
during the two years beginning April 1',1981.
Japan will decide before March 31 whether
to extend the quota period. "Nobody ever
said the Japanese were subsidizing automo-
biles," said Cline of the Institute for Interna-
tional Economics. "There are so many auto
workers that the political process led to pro-
tection."
The Commerce  Department's  Olmer argues
that such restraints are iustified, if only be-
cause Japan once excluded U.S. automobiles
while it developed  its own industry.  "The fact
of the matter is that Japan would collapse if
our markets  were not open to itr" Olmer
said.
Stiff U.S. protection  against apparel and
textile imports  is also based not on any alle-
gation of subsidies or dumping by overseas
producers,  but on the fact that U.S. producers
would be hun by the competition. Quotas
for imports from Hong Kong, Taiwan,  and
South Korea were set in the early 1950s-a
political concession from President  John F.
Kennedy so that he could get approval  for
other tariff reductions.
The United States this month imposed quo-
tas on textile and apparel imports from China
when the two nations  could not negotiate  an
agreement. China quickly retaliated by refus-
ing to sign new contracts for U.S. cotton,
soybeans  and man-made fibers. More contro-
versial was the agreement  last fall to restrict
European  steel shipments to the United
States. The U.S. International Trade Commis-
sion found that subsidies to the European
steel industry were causing material iniury to
American producers.  Under the threat of new
tariffs on imports, the Europeans  agreed to
restrict  sales to 5.12 percent of U.S. steel con-
sumption.  Europe had been supplying 5.3
Percent.
U.S. Government  officials aqgue that such
quotas, by redressing  the effect of foreign
subsidies, do not constitute  protectionism.
The Europeans, however,  contend that the
International Trade Commission  is excessively
liberal in interpreting  what is "material  in-
jury" to domestic  producers.
Are U.S. steel producers hurt because of
European subsidies or because of high U.S.
wage rates and other factors? France, for ex-
ample, argues that its steel shipments  to the
United States constitute only 1 percent of the
U.S. market. "How could 1 percent affect the
whole market?" asked Pierre Colmant, Minis-
ter of Commercial Affairs at the French Em-
bassy in Vashington. "'We believe the inter-
pretation by the U.S. Government  is really
pretty loose."
Yet some American observers argue that
the United States is not vigilant enough  in
implementing its trade laws. One U.S. law-
Section 201 of the 1974 Trade Act, known
as the escape clatrse-allows  the President to
impose import restraints if the International
Trade Commission  simply finds "iniury"
from imports.
Washington-based  trade consultant Stanley
Nehmer recently argued that the President
rarely takes action. He noted that, out of 45
cases completed since 1974, rhe trade com-
mission found iniury from imports in 25
cases. Only in nine of them has the President
seen fit to provide import relief, Nehmer said.
"This is not the record of a protectionist
trade policy," Nehmer said last summer. "lt
is a record of a trade policy that is inconsis-
tent with the spirit if not the letter of the
trade statues as Congress passed them, and
certainly inconsistent  with the promises made
to Congress,  industry  and labor." (
Martin  Baron reports frr The Los Angeles Times.
This article is reprinted from that newspaper.
Last fall, under the threat of new U.S. taiffs on steel imports, Europeans agreed  to restrict sabs to 5.12-
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TRANS-ATLANTIC RELATIONS 
Washington  has  a  full  agenda  of European 
issues as it prepares for the next summit meet-
ing of Western  leaders  to be  held in Williams-
burg,  Virginia,  this  May.  With  this  issue,  we 
begin  a regular column updating developments 
in various aspects of  U.S.-E.C.  relations. 
The Congress 
Congressional  participation  in  trans-Atlantic 
activities  is  on  the  increase.  Indeed,  some of 
the most original  thinking going on  in  Wash-
ington  is  coming from  Capitol  Hill. Consider 
a  new study  by  Library  of Congress  analyst, 
Stanley  R.  Sloane.  Aptly  titled,  "A  Uniting 
Europe  and  U.S.  Interests,"  the  work  was 
commissioned  by  Senator Charles  McC.  Ma-
thias  (R-Maryland).  The study  reflects  some 
of the most influential Congressional thinking 
on  American-European  relations.  And  some 
of it  is  provocative.  On the sensitive issue  of 
defense, for instance, Sloane suggests that in-
creased political cooperation among Commu-
nity  countries  might  "strengthen ...  Western 
political  cohesion"  and  encourage  a  larger 
European  responsibility  "for  its  own  de-
fense." The study is  scheduled for release this 
spring. 
Congressional  participation  in  U.S.-Euro-
pean  affairs  is  also  reflected  in  the  growing 
popularity of inter-parliamentary forums such 
as the North Atlantic Assembly and the regu-
lar  meetings  between  delegations  from  the 
U.S.  Congress  and  the  European  Parliament. 
More  intimate  communications  forums  also 
have  been  established.  Noteworthy  is  the 
"Congress-European  Parliament  Project." It's 
the  brainchild  of Clifford  Hackett,  longtime 
Hill  staffer,  and J.  Robert Schaetzel,  former 
U.S.  Ambassador  to  the  European  Commu-
nity.  Created  in  1981,  the  project  is  sup-
ported by grants from several foundations, in-
cluding the German Marshall Fund and Ford. 
Unlike  larger gatherings, the "Congress-Eu-
ropean  Parliament Project" is  designed  to fa-
cilitate  exchanges  of opinion  between  small 
groups of European  and  American  legislative 
leaders.  The last  meeting took place  in  Brus-
sels this past January where the American del-
egation  led  by  Sen.  Mathias  met  with  the 
heads  of the Socialist,  Christian  Democratic, 
and Communist groups in  the  European Par-
liament. 
Spot checks with  the Senate  Foreign  Rela-
tions European Affairs Subcommittee and the 
House  Foreign  Affairs  Subcommittee on Eu-
rope  and  the  Middle  East  suggest  a  full 
schedule  of hearings  this  spring.  The list  in-
cludes: allied  cooperation in  East-West  trade, 
foreign  assistance  for  Greece  and  Turkey, 
U.S.-Soviet  negotiations  on  the  reduction  of 
intermediate  range  missiles  in  Europe,  and 
U.S.-European trade tensions. 
Pending Legislation 
Two  major  legislative  matters  will  dominate 
Washington's European agenda over the com-
ing  months: agricultural trade and renewal of 
the Export Administration Act of 1979. 
Growing Congressional  dissatisfaction  with 
the European Community's alleged unfair ex-
port trade practices in  agriculture is  crystalliz-
ing around efforts by  North Carolina Senator 
Jesse Helms to initiate appropriate legislation. 
Helms,  the  chairman  of the  Senate  Agricul-
tural Committee, and his  colleagues are mu.ll-
ing over 12 separate bills.  According to com-
mittee staff director, George Dunlop, they are 
designed  to  "demonstrate  conclusively  and 
decisively  that  Congress  will  do whatever  is 
necessary  to ensure equity in  America's trade 
relations." 
Topping  the  list  is  Helm's  own  bill,  the 
"Agricultural Export Equity Act of 1983" (S. 
251 ).  It  would  require  sales  of surplus  U.S. 
dairy  products  at  competitive  prices.  The 
practical  effect  is  to  ensure  that  American 
products  are  sold  at  prices  below  those 
charged by  European competitors. S. 251  also 
requires the Secretary of Agriculture to report 
on countries who subsidize  their agricultural 
exports.  Staff  director  Dunlop  refers  to  this 
anticipated exercise as  an  effort to compile a 
"sinners list." The list  in  turn could  be  used 
by  the  U.S.  Government  to  take  retaliatory 
action  against  the  offender.  "We've  received 
overwhelming support for these actions back 
home," maintains  Dunlop. The committee is 
expected to report out an appropriate biJl  by 
March 15. 
The  Export  Administration  Act  regulates 
U.S.  shipments  of goods  and  technology  to 
Governments  deemed  hostile  to  the  United 
States. Its main focus is to monitor exports to 
Eastern  Europe  and  the  Soviet  Union.  Last 
June, Reagan used his authority under the act 
to unilaterally embargo sales of equipment by 
European licensees and subsidiaries of Ameri-
can  companies for the 3,600 mile Soviet gas 
pipeline.  The  President  subsequently  called 
off the embargo, but undercurrents of tension 
in trans-Atlantic relations remain. 
Opinions  in  Washington  are  divided  over 
whether-and  if  so,  how-the  Export  Ad-
ministration Act should be revised. The Com-
merce  Department,  which  exercises  lead  re-
sponsibility  for  overseeing  strategic  exports, 
has yet to adopt an  "official position." Unof-
ficially,  however, a major internal struggle ap-
pears to be shaping up between two groups in 
the  department:  the  "Fortune 500"  faction, 
led  by  Assistant  Commerce Secretary  Lionel 
H. Olmer, and the "National Review" oppo-
sition, led  by  Lawrence A.  Brady,  Deputy As-
sistant  Secretary  For  Trade  Administration. 
Olmer was, at best, a  lukewarm supporter of 
the U.S.  pipeline embargo last  year.  He now 
reportedly  supports  a  more  relaxed  posture 
on  U.S.  high  technology  exports  to  Soviet 
bloc countries. 
His position has  received powerful backing 
by  an  emerging  coalition  of  Washington-
based  corporations  and  trade  associations-
including the National Association  of Manu-
facturers.  Brady,  however,  has  an  influential 
ally  in  Richard  N.  Perle,  Assistant  Secretary 
of Defense  for  International  Security  Policy. 
Both  Brady  and  Perle  maintain  that  existing 
export  controls  must  be  substantially  tight-
ened. The first  hearing on renewal of the Ex-
port  Administration  Act  took  place  before 
the  Senate  Banking  Committee  in  February. 
More are expected to be held over the com-
ing months. The act must be renewed by Sep-
tember 30 when it expires. E 
JOHN STARRELS 
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US could learn something from EC approach. 
JONATHAN TODD 
The European Community's antitrust policy has  been subject 
to  much  criticism,  especially  from  the  United  States,  partly 
because  of the  heavy  fines  imposed  under  it.  On the  other 
hand, several recent developments have shown that these criti-
cisms  may  be  unjustified  and  that the United  States,  in  fact, 
could learn  from  certain aspects  of the  E.C.  antitrust policy. 
For example, the E.C. approach tends to be more flexible than 
that  followed  in  the  United  States,  and  is  more  related  to 
actual distortions to trade or competition than to prohibition 
per se, with each individual case judged on its own merits. 
A  recent  example  of this  flexible  approach  involved  Na-
tional Panasonic U.K.  Ltd., a subsidiary of the Japanese com-
pany Matsushita. The company's fine was lowered by the E.C. 
Commission because, after the infringement had taken place, it 
had introduced an E.C.  antitrust compliance program. Ameri-
can companies operating in  the E.C.  perhaps should consider 
seriously following  Matsushita's example by  introducing simi-
lar programs. 
When  the  E.C.  was  established  in  the  late  1950s,  its 
founders were keen to ensure that the tariff barriers abolished 
within  the  Community  would  not  be  replaced  by  market-
sharing  agreements  and  export  bans  by  private  companies. 
They  were  also  aware  of the  need  to  prevent  monopolies 
being  established  to  exploit  the  newly  created  E.C.  market 
unfairly.  As  a  result,  an  antitrust  policy  was  created  at  the 
Community level, with the E.C. Commission responsible for its 
implementation. 
The E.C!s  basic antitrust rules  are laid  down by  the Treaty 
of Rome.  Cartels  are  dealt  with  by  Article  85  of the  treaty, 
which forbids  "ali agreements between undertakings, decision 
by association of undertakings, and concerted practices which 
may affect trade between [E.C.] member states and which have 
as  their object or effect the prevention, restriction,  or distor-
tion  of competition· within  the  Common  Market."  Exemp-
tions are allowed under certain conditions for small-scale co-
operation  agreements  between  small  companies  with 
combined turnover and market shares below a certain thresh-
old, for exclusive  distribution and purchasing agreements, for 
subcontracting  agreements,  for  information  exchanges  be-
tween companies, for joint studies, and for joint use of equip-
ment. Coordination of reductions of capacity may  be permit-
ted in  industries where there is  a long-term fall  in demand for 
a product. 
The abuse of monopoly power is forbidden by Article 86 of 
the treaty, which states that "any abuse by one or more under-
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takings of a dominant position within the Common Market or 
in  a substantial part of it  shall  be prohibited as  incompatible 
with  the  Common  Market  in  so  far  as  it  may  affect  trade 
between  member states."  Article  86 may  also  be  applied  to 
mergers. 
The proposed regulation  on the control of mergers  by  the 
Commission  has  yet  to be  adopted by  the E.C.'s Council  of 
Ministers.  The 1973 ruling of the E.C.  Court of Justice in  a 
case  involving  the U.S.  company Continental Can established 
that certain mergers constituted an abuse of a dominant mar-
ket position, if the merger were aimed at increasing the com-
pany's dominance. An  investigation into the holdings acquired 
by  Philip  Morris  in  Rothman's  International  in  the  United 
Kingdom is currently under investigation by the Commission. 
Unlike  U.S.  antitrust  legislation,  E.C.  rules  do not impose 
prohibitions  as  such  on  horizontal  activities  by  companies. 
Instead, the Commission adopts a more flexible approach, and 
where  there  are  economic  or  other  justifications  for  what 
might outwardly appear to be anticompetitive activities, it will 
raise no objections. A recent example was the authorization of 
a  joint venture for  manufacturing and distributing radioactive 
material  and  products  in  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany 
between two competing companies. 
Amersham Buchler GmbH and Co. Kg.  was a joint-venture 
company set up  by Amersham International Ltd. of the United 
Kingdom  and  the  German  company  Buchler  GmbH.  Previ-
ously,  Buchler  had  acted  as  sole  distributor  of Amersham's 
products in  the Federal  Republic  and when the  joint venture 
was  established,  Buchler  transferred  its  radioactive  product 
business  to the  joint venture.  However,  in  the Commission's 
view,  the  joint  venture  was  likely  to  enable  Amersham  to 
produce and market a much greater variety of products in  the 
Federal  Republic  than  before.  Furthermore,  it  would  create 
the basis for creating a nuclear-waste disposal service, which is 
vital  to the marketing of radioactive  products. The Commis-
sion  decided  that the  joint  venture  would  therefore  benefit 
consumers  by  the  increase  in  competition  resulting  from 
Amersham's improved market penetration. 
The  accusation  is  sometimes  made  that  the  Commission 
imposes  excessively  large  fines  on companies for antitrust in-
fringements.  In  fact, the fines imposed by the Commission are 
not penal fines.  The Commission does not apply the principle 
of treble damages, unlike U.S. antitrust authorities. Instead, the 
Commission claims  that its  fines  policy is  based on judgment 
and balance, rather than on calculation. In practice, E.C. fines IN EUROPE
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tend to be set at between L percent and 10 percent of the
turnover of the product in question on the panicular market
where the infringement  took place, the exact amount being
determined by the duration and gravity of the infringement,
and the intent, the respective participation,  and the financial
standing of the companies involved.
In certain cases, the fines imposed  may seem harsh in com-
parison with the United States because of the difference in
priorities  between E.C. and U.S. antitrust rules. The Commis-
sion tends to take a very hard line on artempts to divide the
Common  Market by means of export bans, whereas the U.S.
authorities tend to be more concerned  with economic policy
considerations.  In fact, the highest fine ever imposed by the
Commission  (around $5.5 million) was on four companies
involved in restricting impons into France of hi-fi equipment
manufactured by the Pioneer Corporation  of Tokyo. The im-
minent ruling of the E.C. Court of Justice on the appeal
against this fine will be important in deciding whether the
Commission's  strict approach in this area is justified.
Far from aiming to impose the largest fines possible, the
Commission  is above all concerned with the removal of illegal
practice. In fact, a great many of the competition cases in
which the Commission  is involved are solved without any fine
being imposed,  by the company  concerned  amending its trad-
ing practices to the Commission's  satisfaction. A good illustra-
tion of this pragmatic approach was the recent Matsushita
case.
ln 1976 and 1978, National Panasonic  U.K., a subsidiary of
Matsushita,  prohibited  one of its distributors from reexpofting
Masushita products from the United Kingdom ro other mem-
ber states. At that time, Matsushita products were consider-
ably cheaper in the United Kingdom than elsewhere in the
E.C. The Commission  regarded this as an atrempt by the
company to allow its distributors in other member states
higher profit margins and as a serious infringement. However,
since mid-1981, Matsushita  has implemented a program  to
ensure that the distribution  of its products  within the E.C. was
in strict conformity with E.C. competition  rules. \fhen serting
the level of the fine, the Commission took into account as a
mitigating factor the existence of this compliance program.
Otherwise, the $430,000 fine would have been considerably
higher. (
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JOLY DIXON 
The  long-term  objective  of  the  European 
Monetary System  (EMS),  is  monetary  integra-
tion  and  the  establishment  of a  strong  and 
stable  monetary identity for  Europe, perhaps 
eventually  including  a  common  currency. 
Progress has been slow, however, and contin-
ues  to be so, but one instrument of the EMS, 
the European Currency Unit (Ecu),  is  enjoying 
a certain success. 
In  the three years  that it  has  been  in  exis-
tence, the EMS  has  achieved a  remarkable de-
gree  of exchange  rate  stability  between  the 
participating  currencies,  but  its  success  in 
leading to price stability has been much more 
limited.  The new  EMS  must  not be confused 
with  the  projected  economic  and  monetary 
union, let alone with a common currency.  Its 
immediate  limited  objective  is  to  create  a 
zone  of  monetary  stability  in  Europe  by 
closer  monetary  policy  cooperation.  It  will 
initially be used as an instrument for combat-
ing  excessive  fluctuations  in  exchange  rates 
and hence for reducing a factor of uncertainty 
in  trade and payments between E.C.  member 
states. In  addition, through a more stable ex-
change-rate policy,  it will  endeavor to create 
room  for  an  economic  policy  geared  to 
achieving  a  greater  measure  of internal  and 
external stability. 
The  system  combines  well-tried  practices 
from the currency snake and a new Ecu-based 
procedure for keeping currencies more closely 
in  line  than  previously  and  for  preventing 
them from drifting apart. The ECU,  which lies 
at the centre of the European  Monetary Sys-
tem,  is  used  as  the denominator-or nume-
raire-for  the  exchange-rate  mechanism,  as 
the  basis  of the  divergence  indicator, and as 
the denominator for operations under the in-
tervention  and  credit  mechanisms.  It  is  thus 
the new  European  unit of account, which  is 
not yet  a  generally  accepted  means  of pay-
ment, but is  intended to be used increasingly 
as such, initially between member states' cen-
tral  banks and subsequently, perhaps, in  con-
nectionr.. with  international  capital  move-
ments. 
The ECU  is  a basket of nine member states' 
currencies.  The  intention  is  that  the  Greek 
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drachma should be included in the ECU  basket 
within  five  years of Greece's accession to the 
Community, i.e.  before January 1, 1986. The 
amount of each currency in  the basket corre-
sponds  to  the  economic  importance  of the 
country in  question.  In  this  way,  the  weight 
of each  currency influences  the  value  of the 
ECU  basket,  which  is  calculated  each  day  by 
the  Commission  on  the  basis  of quotations 
on  the  relevant  national  foreign  exchange 
markets. 
All  the E.C.  central banks hold 20 percent 
of their gold and dollar reserves  in  the form 
of ECUs  and  there  has  been  considerable  use 
of ECUs  for  settlements  between  the  central 
banks.  ECUs  are  created  through a  system  of 
three-month  renewable  swaps,  and  at  the 
start of the system about ECU  25 billion were 
created.  With  the  rise  in  the  price  of gold, 
this  amount rose  to a  peak of nearly  ECU  50 
billion  in  early  1981. Subsequently the num-
ber  has  declined  to  around  ECU  42  billion. 
The Community central banks may use  these 
ECUs  for settlements in  the same way  as  they 
use any other reserve asset. 
The official ECU  can only be held and used 
by  the central banks of the Community.  Pri-
vate  markets  are,  however,  showing  an  in-
creasing interest in using the basket definition 
of  the  ECU  for  a  wide  variety  of  financial 
transactions  .. The official and the private ECU 
are  two  distinct  instruments,  but  they  each 
gain  from the other's presence. Although the 
ad hoc construction of any basket of curren-
cies is always possible, official backing for the 
definition and the calculation method for the 
equivalent  in  national  currencies  has  proved 
to  be  an  essential  ingredient  in  developing 
markets in such instruments. 
Defining the ECU as a basket of Community 
currencies has  attractions for both borrowers 
and lenders,  mainly  associated  with  the  fact 
that, compared with any  individual  currency, 
it· offers a greater degree of stability.  The ta-
ble below shows the composition of the ECU, 
and the percentage shares of each currency in 
March  1979  at  the  start  of the  EMS  and  in 
February 1983. The currency amounts in  the 
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currency? 
are  reviewed  from  time  to time and will  be 
changed at the latest by  December 31, 1985, 
when the Greek drachma will  be included in 
the  basket.  Any  changes  are  made  in  such  a 
way as to ensure that the exterior value of the 
ECU  is  not affected  by  the change itself.  With 
fixed  amounts and varying exchange rates  re-
sulting in  a  fluctuating  equivalent  of the  ECU 
in  any  currency,  the percentage share of each 
of the currencies varies over time. A currency 
which increases its value relative to the others 
accounts for a growing percentage of the bas-
ket and vice versa for a currency losing value. 
The advantages of the ECU over any individ-
ual national currency stem from the fact that, 
being a weighted average of a number of cur-
rencies,  the variation  of the value  of the ECU 
in terms of any currency in the basket is  likely 
to be  less  than that currency's variation  rela-
tive  to any  of the  other currencies.  The ex-
change  risk  associated  with  the  ECU  is  there-
fore less  than that of any individual currency, 
which can  be an important factor despite the 
development by financial institutions of many 
ways  of protecting  operators  from  currency 
instability.  Indeed, forward markets and other 
hedging  possibilities  are  not readily  available 
to the smaller, less sophisticated, or long-term 
operator-as the simple examples of a British 
resident  with  a  second  home in  France  pur-




Currency  Fixed amount  March  1979  1983 
German mark  0.828  33.0  36.0 
French franc  1.15  19.7  17.7 
Pound sterling  0.0885  13.6  14.5 
Dutch guilder  0.286  10.5  11.3 
Belgian franc  3.66  9.3  8.1 
Luxembourg 
franc  0.14  0.3  0.3 
Danish krone  0.217  3.0  2.7 
Irish punt  0.00759  1.1  1.1 
Italian lira  109.  9.5  8.3 The  ECU  iscomposed of  the  following  amounts  of national  currencies: 
~,  0:828  German".mark  (OM)  ·  3:.66  B~gian trahcs ··(BFA)  ·  ·; 
1  .15  French  francs  (FF)  0.140  Luxembourg  franc  (LFR) 
0.0885  pound  sterling ·  (UKL)  0.2.17  Danish  krone  (DKR) 
109  ·  .cltalian  li{e (LIT)  lf: . .  ·  o .•  Q0759  Irish  pound (IRL)  · 
ct286  ~utch g~itder (HFL)  ·;;  , 
chased  with a  medium-term loan, or an  indi-
vidual  planning to  retire  in  a  different  coun-
try,  demonstrate.  ECU-denominated  instru-
ments  can  provide diversified  asset. 
As  well  as  providing  currency  diversifica-
tion  the E CU  provides  a  good  store of value. 
Its  overall loss of purchasing power' over time 
is  linked to the inflation rates in  the Commu-
nity.  As  a  weighted  average  of  Community 
currencies there will  be more loss of purchas-
ing  power  than  in  the  most  stable  country, 
but less than in  the least. The aims of the EMS 
are  also  important in  this  respect.  As  it  suc-
ceeds  in  achieving  monetary  stability  in  Eu-
rope, the strength of the ECU will improve. 
As  it  is  always  possible  to  split  it  into  its 
component parts, each of which is  a  national 
currency,  all  the  usual  financial  operations 
can be carried out in  ECUs  in  exactly the same 
way  as  for  any  single  currency.  It might  be 
thought that this  would put the ECU at a  dis-
advantage  because  of  the  higher  transaction 
costs  involved  for  the  financial  intermediary 
with the multiplicity of the number of trans-
actions.  In  practice,  it  has  been  found  that 
these costs tend to be  small,  especially as  fa-
miliarity  with  the  necessary  operations  in-
creases  and  as  the  number  of  transactions 
rises.  As  the  E CU market  develops,  it  will  be 
increasingly  possible  to avoid  having  to  deal 
in  each  of the component currencies to pro-
vide cover. If, for example, a  financial institu-
tion  can  match  an  E CU  borrower  with  a 
lender, the cover is  automatic. 
There  has  recently  been  a  substantial  in-
crease in  the use  of the E CU by financial  insti-
tutions.  For  a  number  of  years,  a  Belgian 
commercial  bank has  accepted  term  deposits 
in  ECUs,  but until  recently these deposits were 
obtained  mainly  from  the  international 
wholesale market, where amounts are in  mil-
lions  rather  than  thousands.  In  early  1982, 
the bank concerned decided to enter the do-
mestic retail  market and put ECUs  on the same 
footing as  any  foreign  currency.  In  most E.C. 
member  states,  it  is  also  possible  to  have  a 
current  bank  account  in  E CUs.  These  ac-
counts,  like  any  foreign  currency  accounts, 
are subject to domestic exchange control leg-
islation, and so are  not available to residents 
in  some  countries.  The  Community  institu-
tions  and  especially  the  Commission,  which 
has  both  receipts  and  payments  to  make  in 
ECU,  have  a  number of such  accounts, which 
are used extensively. 
In  1981  there were six  ECU bond issues  to-
taling  nearly  E CU 250  million,  with  yields  to 
maturity  between  12.96  and  14.57  percent. 
During  1982 the  market took off.  Total ECU 
issues  amounted  to  nearly  ECU 2.5  billion, 
making  the  ECU  the  fourth  most  used  cur-
rency.  The issues  included  borrowing by  the 
Governments  or  state-owned  industries  of 
three  E.C.  member states-Italy, France, and 
Ireland-and  by  a  number  of  E.C.  institu-
tions, notably the European Investment Bank. 
There  have  also  been  two  ECU issues  in  the 
North American market. The short-term mar-
ket has also been covered. In  February 1981, 
a U.K. clearing bank issued one-month certifi-
cates  of deposits  (CD)  for an  amount of ECU 
1  0 million. Several COs have been issued dur-
ing  the  last  year,  and  the  minimum  amount 
required  per certificate  has  been  reduced  to 
meet the needs of an expanding market. 
The banks most active in  the development 
of E CU  transactions are actively examining set-
ting  up  an  ECU clearing  system  which  would 
considerably  help  the  development  of  ECU 
transactions. Only net balances would have to 
be  covered  or split  into the component cur-
rencies.  The  idea  is  to  balance  ECU transac-
tions and then settle the net amounts through 
ECU accounts  held  by  the participating  banks 
with  a  central  bank.  The  banks  concerned 
have  contacted  the  Bank  for  International 
Settlements  (BIS)  in  Basel  and it  is  very  likely 
that  the  BIS  will  agree  to  act  as  the  central 
bank to the system. 
Other financial  institutions are also  becom-
ing  involved  in  ECU transactions.  Some of the 
main  Italian  insurance  companies  have 
launched  ECU-denominated  life  policies.  A 
number  of  multinational  companies  express 
internal  prices  and  conduct  their  accounting 
in  ECUs.  The  Faellesbanken,  the central  bank 
of the Danish savings  banks, has, since 1979, 
offered E CU denominated loans to its  custom-
ers.  These activities are being facililitated  in  a 
number of countries  by  official  actions  rec-
ognizing the ECU as having the same status as a 
foreign  currency.  In  Italy,  for  example,  its 
conversion  rate  in  lire  is  quoted  at  the  ex-
change rate fixing session. Rates are also pub-
lished  daily  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the 
Commission  and  in  a  number  of  financial 
newspapers. 
These developments of ECU  use  provide in-
teresting  new  opportunities  and  challenges. 
The size  of the market  is  still  small,  but  its 
growth  rate  has  been  impressive  and  can  be 
expected to remain so with the consolidation 
of the EMS.  The creation of a European Mon-
etary Fund, which could be a sort of suprana-
tional  central  bank  with  the  ECU  as  its  cur-
rency,  has  been  delayed,  and  the  EMS  itself 
may  well  face  more difficulties  until  there  is 
greater convergence of the economies of E.C. 
member states.  In  the long run, however, the 
pressure  to  create  a  stable  monetary  identity 
in  Europe will remain. E 
joly Dixon is  responsible  for  financial  affairs  at the 
E.C.  Commission's Delegation in Washington. 
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Haut US stntes attract'inuestment from Eu'rope.
BUSINESS
H. PETER DREYER
"A subsidiary of the (German)  Kloeckner-
lWerke, nestled in the hills of Louisa, iust
south of Gordonsville,  Virginia, is in the
midst of a $15 million expansion that will
allow it to double its production of rigid-nv<.
plastic film and sheets. Kloeckner-Pentaplast
of America Inc., which opened its first pro-
duction line in September 1'979, has set its
sights on becoming the largest manufacturer
of polyvinyl chloride film and sheets in North
America."
Thus began a press release, issued  earlier
this year, from the Brussels-based European
office of the state of Virginia. If the an-
nouncement  did not exactly cause turmoil on
the economic news scene, it was because  the
transaction it described has become a com-
monplace in the past 12 to 1.5 years. It has
hundreds of precedents, and in their great
majority these are the results of the efforts
undertaken  by the offices which so many
American states now operate in Western Eu-
rope.
It was not always so. Beginning  in the
1 950s, and at a sharply accelerated  pace
throughout  the 1950s, it was U.S. companies
which came to Western Europe in large num-
bers, either buying into existing  European
corporations or creating their own new pro-
duction facilities. They had sound reasons for
doing so. European  wages were low in com-
parison to those in the United States; Euro-
pean countries,  enioying a boom never before
experienced,  offered huge sales opportunities
at a time when the U.S. home market was
largely saturated; and American firms often
possessed  extensive capital resources,  which
were further boosted by a considerably  over-
valued exchange rate for the dollar. And,
while this U.S. "invasion" was frequently  re-
sented and criticized by Europeans,  there
were very few European  Governments  which
did not, in fierce competition with one an-
other, try to attract American investments  by
offering a large variety of inducements and
ince ntives.
Toward the end of the 1950s, however,
the scenario  changed  quickly and drastically
as what might be termed the "investment fun-
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damentals"  evolved.  Faccd with a rapidly
growing payments deficit, Washington  began
to worry about the outflow of funds caused
by U.S. corporate investments.  Meanwhile,
the sky was no longer the limit in the Euro-
pean markets and the differential between
U.S. and European wage costs narrowed.  In
some countries the discrepancy  was actually
reversed due to the far higher social charges
customary  in Europe. Last, but far from least,
comparative  cost structures  underwent a mas-
sive shift as, starting in 1971, rhe dollar was
"derhroned" and suffered consecutive  formal
and de facto devaluations  practically through-
out the past decade.
All these factors-adding  up, in effect, to a
totally new ballgame, provided the back-
ground for a novel investment slant which
only a few years earlier would have been un-
thinkable and, a few exceptional  situarions
aside, would have made no economic  sense.
Europeans began discovering the U.S. mar-
ket- which, with the dollar now lower, they
could afford io enter-where  wage rates
might be below those they knew at home and
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Virginiacia!  stability  conceivably  superior  to  that  in 
their own countries. Added to all  this was the 
conviction  that,  if  they  wanted  to  sell  their 
wares  in  the  huge  U.S.  market,  it  was  far 
better to produce them there also. 
Yet  "reverse investment," as  it  came to be 
called, appealed to Americans also. They saw 
it  as  a  means of bolstering economic activity 
in  their country, of getting more mileage out 
of  existing  facilities,  and  of  reducing  the 
frightening payments deficit.  And  while such 
efforts  certainly  enjoyed  the  blessing  of the 
U.S.  Government-during several years in  the 
early  1970s  Washington  even  added  one  re-
verse investment counselor in  its  Brussels and 
Paris  embassies  who were  jointly  responsible 
for  all  of  Western  Europe-it  was  always 
clear  that  the  practical  work  could  be  han-
dled only by the individual states.  Federal au-
thorities advising a would-be investor to go to 
Indiana  rather  than  Massachusetts would  be 
sure to cause trouble. 
Already in  the mid-1960s the state of New 
York  had set up an office in  Brussels,  mainly 
to promote exports to Europe of goods made 
in  New York.  Virginia,  however, was the first 
state to arrive on the scene-again in  the Bel-
gian  capital-with  an  organization  oriented 
primarily  toward  selling  the  Old  Dominion 
state to  European  would-be  investors.  It  did 
so in  1968, and in  the following years a veri-
table  migration  of  other  states  to  Europe 
took  place.  It  was  not  unusual  for  a  state's 
Governor to  travel  to  Europe for the formal 
opening of the office and combine this with a 
goodwill tour through several  E.C.  and other 
countries. 
As  of  the  latest  count  no  fewer  than  30 
states  (plus  the  Commonwealth  of  Puerto 
Rico)  now  are  represented  in  Europe.  To 
these must be added the offices which  nearly 
all  major  U.S.  ports  maintain  in  Europe,  in 
some  instances  under the  same  roof as  their 
state's representation.  Brussels,  no doubt  be-
cause it  is  also the E.C.  headquarters, always 
has been, and still  is,  host to more U.S.  states 
than any other West  European city.  And it  is 
to  Brussels  that  nearly  all  major  industrial 
states have gone. A minority has preferred the 
Federal  Republic of Germany; a  scattering of 
state  offices,  moreover,  is  found  in  Switzer-
land,  France, the  United  Kingdom, and  Den-
mark.  The  rule,  in  any  event,  is  that  each 
state  office  "takes  care"  of all  of  Western 
Europe. 
Which  states  have  stayed  away?  Mostly 
they  are  those from  the  West Coast and  the 
Rocky  Mountain  region,  even  if  there exists 
an  "Old  West  Regional  Commission"  com-
bining  the  efforts  of  Montana,  Nebraska, 
Wyoming,  and  the  two  Dakotas.  This  vast 
area as  a  whole is  apparently not particularly 
interested  in  attracting  European  investors, 
and they,  in  turn, are not usually attracted to 
locations  which  are  fairly  distant  from  the 
principal U.S.  market conglomerations. 
The potential investor, of course, will  look 
at  many  other  factors  as  well,  such  as  the 
availability  of  labor,  especially  skilled  labor, 
and  the  degree  to which  it  is  unionized.  He 
will  also  have to choose between the widely 
varying incentives held out to him-usually a 
mix  of tax  privileges,  credits  at  low  interest 
rates, and the sale or rental of suitable build-
ing  sites  on  preferential  terms.  In  addition, 
the  investor- normally  will  benefit  from  the 
state's  business  advisory  and  related  services; 
in  turn,  as  the  state  offices  in  Brussels  all 
claim, they· will  actually dissuade from  enter-
ing  the  United  States  any  investor  whose 
products in  their opinion  would  not stand  a 
chance. Such  counsel probably was more im-
portant in  the early years, as the considerable 
European  ignorance  about  the  U.S.  market 
has gradually given way to a greater extent of 
sophistication. 
Just  which  of  the  many  state  offices  has 
performed  best through  the years  is  impossi-
ble to ascertain, as their base conditions differ 
and their results are not usually  made public. 
But  Denis  Rufin,  who  has  run  the  Virginia 
office since its inception and can rightly claim 
that it  is  one of the leading states-together, 
presumably, with Illinois, Michigan and Ohio, 
all  operating out of Brussels-presents an im-
pressive  record  which  would  assuredly  be 
among the best. 
"So  far,"  he  says,  "we  have  brought  237 
foreign  firms  to  Virginia.  They  created 
30,000  new  jobs  and  their aggregate  invest-
ment was about $1  billion." 
What  European  industries  have seen  fit  to 
come  to  the  United  States?  What  has  hap-
pened  to  European  investments  in  the  more 
recent years when the "fundamentals" under-
went still  another, though perhaps less  drastic 
change,  and  the  recession  carne  to  be  felt 
strongly  on  both  shores  of the  Atlantic?  To 
neither  question  can  there  be  a  comprehen-
sive and conclusive answer. 
It  is  true, of course, that it  is  high  technol-
ogy  rather  than  "smoke-stack"  industries 
from Europe which have chosen to come. All 
the  same,  the  range  of  the  products  they 
wished  to  introduce  to  the  U.S.  market  has 
been  a  very  large  one,  and  they  may  have 
been  innovative  ones or products  which  the 
European  company  assumed  it  could  manu-
facture  in  the  United  States  at  competitive 
prices.  Also,  the  investment  decision  may 
have had various motivations, such as a desire 
simply to add another leg  to the existing do-
mestic production base, or to be close to the 
actual  or  potential  U.S.  customers  (notably 
for products requiring after-sale servicing), or 
to have  an  American  foothold  for easier ac-
cess to Latin American markets, to name only 
some considerations. 
Secondly,  the  stagnation  of  industrial  in-
vestments felt  everywhere in  the West due to 
the  current  recession  has  also  affected  the 
flow  of European  investments to the  United 
States, officials  from  all  the various state bu-
reaus  in  Europe concur.  And  they also  agree 
that the  financial  and other rewards  of such 
investments  may  have  peaked  in  1979  and 
become  distinctly  less  evident  since.  Since 
then,  after all,  the  dollar  has  become  much 
more  "expensive,"  U.S.  inflation  rates  have 
topped those of many  European nations, and 
wage-cost  structures  are  no  longer as  favor-
able by  comparison as  they had been for sev-
Spartanburg,  North Carolina, is headquarters  to 
over 50 foreign companies, including this Swiss 
engineering plant.  Courresy of Sulzer Bros., Inc 
era!  years,  for all  that social  and other fringe 
benefits  have  stayed  much  higher  on  the 
whole in  Europe. 
Nevertheless,  while  European  investments 
in  the  United  States  have  slowed  these  past 
few  years,  they have  definitely not ground to 
a  halt,  as  already  indicated.  Talks  with  the 
European  representatives  of  several  states 
show that they confidently expect investment 
to pick up again  once the recession gives way 
to  a  definite  recovery.  Nor  are  the  funda-
mental aspects  viewed  as  an  insuperable  hur-
dle.  The implementation  of investment deci-
sions often  takes a  couple of years;  investors 
might  reasonably  speculate  that  by  then  the 
dollar may have weakened once more. 
Be  that as  it  may,  the principal  state repre-
sentations apparently have  no plans  for curb-
ing  their  activities  in  present  circumstances; 
often the opposite may actually be the case. It 
could  be  significant  that  this  year-and  this 
for  the  first  time-five  big  Ohio  cities  will 
participate  in  the  Hanover  Fair  this  spring, 
adding to the efforts of their state's office. E 
H.  Peter  Dreyer  writes  from  Brussels  for  The Jour-
nal  of Commerce. 
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Tlw WaU Street Joumal challenges other English-larryuage duili,es.
JASPER BECKER
"Why is the financial director of a Greek
shipping company  phoning Hamburg about
today's edition of an English language news-
paper"?  queries an advertisement appearing
around Europe. It is for the Financial Times,
but since January 31, it might equally  have
been referring to Tbe Wall Street JournallEu-
rope (ws;e). Now found in newsstands in all
commercial  centers, it's appearance-severe
and austere, evoking a mental image of a be-
spectacled, conservative gentleman-has  bred
speculation that a hot circulation war is in the
making. lUill Europe's businessman be enter-
tained by the same soft of cut-throat rivalry
that has spawned Bingo quizzes and page-3
pin-ups among British tabloids?
It is hard to imagine that sort of fight going
on, given the nature of the combatants, but
the market for the English-speaking  reader in
Europe is certainly  getting more and more
crowded and tough each year. The choice is
wide, especially for the businessman. Not
only is there a full complement  of worthy
national newspapers, like the Frankfurter
Allgemeine  hitung in the Federal Republic of
Germany or the Il Sob in ltaly, but there
already exists a paper for the American  ex-
patriate, the lnternational Herald Tribune
(rHr). For the past 97 years it has been offer-
ing a non-national view of world affain and
now boasts a circulation of 140'000 in'l'64
countfies. But the wslE's most serious rival in
Europe must be the international  edition of
the United Kingdom's leading  financial news-
paper-unmistakable  with its imperial pink
newsprint-the  Financial  Times (rr), which
since 1979 has been producing  "Europe?s
business newspaper"  from Frankfurt.
On the magazine front, the competition is
no less fierce, and the number of readers  pre-
pared to go beyond  their national news maga-
zines is even greater.Time  has a circulation of
400,000 in Europe, Tbe Ftonomist  60,000,
and the European editions of Newsweek,
BusitussWeek,  Forfittu,  and others no less.
It is a phenopenon  that was inconceivable
before the last war and it reflects, much to
the annoyance of the French, the preemi-
nence of the English language  and the growth
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Tailored to the needs of the international executiue in Europe,The  Wall Street JournallEurope  appears
euery business  day. Courtesy  of Dow Jones (v Co.,lnc.
of international  trade. All these publications
are chasing the same reader, the top-earning,
high spending,  international  businessman, the
prime tarjget for luxury goods, travel, com-
mercial, and financial advertising.  Political  in-
fluence, on the other hand, is rarely their ob-
jective, whatever their cultural influence may
be.
The more purely business oriented newsPa-
pers are all based on an assertion made in the
introduction to the first edition of the wsJE-
"Business  is international." It must therefore
follow that business news is an internationally
tradeable  commodity. \ilhat the Greek finan-
cial director must know is much the same  as
his client in Hamburg will be interested in.
And beyond that, the chairman of Sony in
Tokyo will need to read the same news as the
president of General Motors in Chicago. In
other words, neither  language nor culture
need be an obstacle if you are selling interna-
tional news. It also creates a situation wherethe  three  international  newspapers  are  now 
competing  with  each  other as  to  which  can 
claim  to  be  the  most  international  of them 
all. 
It  is  all  the more revealing therefore, to be 
able  to observe  how the WSJE  concept of in-
ternational  news  differs  from  that of the  FT. 
American  business  journalism  is  challenging 
British. On the face  of it the two papers have 
every  reason  to  be  interchangeable.  Both 
started at  much  the same  time as  daily  news 
sheets  for  the  London and  New York  stock 
exchanges.  They  both progressed  from  mere 
fact  sheets  on  stock  and  commodity  prices 
to  writing  company  news  and  eventually 
achieved status as national newspapers. 
Achieving  that status  was  all  the more  re-
markable  for  The  Wall  Street Journal  (WSJ), 
since  it  alone  has  that  distinction  in  the 
United States. With a much smaller market to 
grow in  and dogged by industrial problems, it 
was  more likely  for  the  FT,  with  a  U.K.  cir-
culation of 200,000, to  be  the first  to move 
into  Europe.  Managing  director  Richard 
McClean  claims,  though,  that  the  paper's 
progress  abroad  has  been  fortuitous.  Its  suc-
cess  in  British  terms  is  no  less  remarkable 
than  the WSJ's  since  it  is  the only  newspaper 
on  Fleet  Street  to  be  making  profits.  None 
the less,  it was the flagship  of the Dow Jones 
empire  which  rook  the  plunge  first  when  it 
launched its Asian edition in September 197  6. 
The  FT  only  went  European  in  1979,  fol-
lowed shortly by  the IHT in  Asia. 
Each of the three has the makings of some-
thing  called  a  global  newspaper  in  it  and  a 
three-cornered  fight  around  the  globe  is  on 
the cards,  thanks largely  to the opportunities 
opened  up  by  satellite  communications.  For 
the  moment,  though,  the  WSJ  is  making  the 
most  of the  new  technologies'  possibilities, 
while the  FT  is  only now trying to tackle the 
U.S.  market.  It's  present  circulation  in  the 
United  States  is  only  5,000,  but  it  recently 
signed  up  to  provide  news  for  a  two-hour 
cable  television  program  called  "business 
times."  And  the  FT  has  signed  a  syndication 
deal  with  the  Houston  Chronicle,  to  be  fol-
lowed  by  others,  introducing  business  news 
inserts  in  leading U.S.  and Canadian newspa-
pers. 
The editors of both the WSJE  and the FT are 
adamant that  there  is  no  rivalry.  "We don't 
see  ourselves  in  direct  competition.  There is 
room for the WSJE  and we  welcome it," says 
McClean  confidently.  "I  think  the  FT  has 
overreacted. Sure, there will  be some overlap, 
but  this  is  more  likely  to  be  with  the  IHT, 
which  might  lose  some of its  European  cir-
culation  of  nearly  80,000,"  says  Norman 
Pearlstine, the publisher of the WSJE. 
With so  many  of its  readers  being  Ameri-
cans,  the IHT  is  indeed  likely  to be  hard  hit, 
since those anxious to obtain a wider business 
coverage  will  be  tempted  to  change.  Highly 
regarded  in  Europe  as  the  best  all  around 
international  paper,  it  suffers  from  the  small 
size. of its  staff,  leaving  it  heavily  reliant  on 
news agency  reports and on The Washington 
Post and The New York  Times for editorials. 
And it definitely lacks the in-depth analysis of 
business  affairs  to compete directly  with  the 
WSJE. 
Even  so,  the  FT  is  taking  no chances.  The 
paper  has  made  some  changes,  although 
Terry  Darner,  the  marketing  director  of the 
international edition, claims that they were in 
the  pipeline  anyway.  A  third  section  of the 
paper,  dubbed  "International  Market,"  now 
includes  in  full  the New York  and American 
stock exchanges and a noticeable smartening-
up of both European and non-European news 
has also been evident. Added to this are more 
features,  such as  a series  on ITT  and ATT,  and 
the  introduction  of a  non-financial  story  on 
the front page. But Pearlstine is happy that his 
WSJE  will  reach the right readership. "We have 
a ·better  coverage  of  the  United  States  and 
Asia  and  we  offer a  truly  international  and 
neutral  view  of the  world,  a  notion  which 
might be hard for Europeans to accept." 
The FT,  he thinks, is  more British  than Eu-
ropean,  which  is  true  in  so  far  as  there  is 
plenty of British  coverage for the 20 percent 
of its  readers  who are  British.  And  there  is 
also  room  for  allegations  that  the  WSJE  is  a 
paper  written  for  Americans  by  Americans. 
Pearlstine defends himself by pointing out the 
number  of  non-American  correspondents 
hired. 
Actually,  this  question  may  be  irrelevant 
for  many  readers  who,  irrespective  of  their 
nationality, want an American slant on impor-
tant  trade  or defense  issues.  What  will  cer-
tainly grow less  important with time, though, 
is  the  supply  of financial  data,  as  desk-top 
data  communications  spreads.  What  counts 
then is  clearly the analysis, interpretation, and 
presentation of news and a  certain entertain-
ment value.  Indeed, much important business 
information  is  too  dull  to get  into  newspa-
pers.  This  is  a gap  well  filled  by  publications 
like Business Europe. 
As  far  as  presentation  goes,  Europeans 
might  well  find  themselves  irritated  by  the 
few concessions made to European tastes, but 
then  the wsj's  style  has  been  no obstacle  to 
success  in  the  United  States.  The  European 
edition exactly follows  the Asian  and Ameri-
can  editions.  By  contrast, the FT  claims to be 
better laid  out, with  many  more divisions  so 
that the reader can  easily  find  what interests 
him. It also includes  many areas  not covered 
in  the WSJE  such as  a marketing page, a  tech-
nology section, and so on. The FT  now runs 
to around 36 pages plus frequent supplements 
and a Saturday edition, while  the WSJE  so far 
has  managed an  average  of 18 pages.  This is 
partly explained, however, by a lower amount 
of advertising. 
It will clearly take time for the WSJE  to find 
the right editorial mix, as it  has the FT,  which 
today still only has a circulation in  Europe of 
65,000.  The  WSJE  hopes  to  reach  a  12,000 
circulation  figure  within  the  first  month  or 
two and move up to 25,000 in  the next 5 or 
6  years.  "But,  let's  face  it,  when  you  think 
that the WSJE's  U.S.  circulation is  2  million, a 
few  thousand  here  of there  makes  little  dif-
ference.  What matters to us  is  who our read-
ers  are,  not  how  many,"  says  Pearlstine.  At 
25,000 the venture will  break even, as  it  did 
in  Asia.  Although  there,  by  comparison,  the 
IHT has reached a circulation of 20,000 in  just 
18  months.  Pearlstine  is  unworried,  though, 
by  any  comparisons.  The  product  will  be 
changed as  they go along in  response to read-
er's letters, which has so far been congratula-
tory.  And Dow Jones looks on the venture in 
the very long terms. 
Certainly for European readers, the mix un-
til now has been sometimes curious. In a page 
of Asian  news, for instance, there is  no men-
tion  of the  riots  going  on  in  Assam,  India. 
Perhaps  more  revealing  is  the paper's  distant 
attitude to E.C.  affairs, an  area of interest to 
all  European readers and an area in  which the 
FT  provides  heavy  coverage,  with  three  full-
time correspondents. A recent feature  on the 
European Parliament took a rather ironic and 
disparaging  view  of  the  institution.  "It still 
gives  me the feel  that it is  written  by  Ameri-
cans  for  Americans  in  America,"  comments 
Adriaan  Appels,  director of advertising at ITT 
Europe. As  an  advertising vehicle, though, its 
importance was  seized  upon when ITT rushed 
out an  early  advertisement in  its  forthcoming 
corporate campaign. 
Against these criticisms must be set the pa-
per's  easy,  light  style,  the  no  frills  news  re-
porting, and the high standard of the editori-
als. Add to this, the enormous scope given by 
the  paper's  ability  to  draw  on  the  world's 
largest  network  of correspondents.  The first 
editions  have  included  some  fascinating  fea-
ture stories  on such  things  as  the plot to as-
sassinate a leading terrorist and his  close links 
with the American intelligence services or the 
story  of Chinese-Americans  tracing  their an-
cestors in China. 
Financially,  the  vast  resources  behind  the 
paper will ensure its modest objectives will be 
reached. But will it answer the question posed 
on  the  front  page  of each  edition:  "What's 
news"? Fortunately there is  no need to have a 
single  answer to that question.  Instead  there 
will  now  be  in  Europe  both  a  British  and 
American  perspective  on that question  avail-
able side by side. E 
Jasper  Becker  reports  from  Brussels  for  Advertising 
Age's European edition, Focus. 
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THE  THIRD 
The Community s  development policies 
are unusual. 
MALCOLM SUBHAN 
Of the  numerous voices  that can  be  heard  whenever North-
South relations are  discussed at international conferences, the 
most  unexpected  perhaps  is  that  of the  1  0-nation  European 
Community.  It is  unexpected  because  the  E.C.  is  unlike  the 
other participants-it is  neither a state, nor an organization set 
up  by  the  international  community.  Not  surprisingly,  there-
fore,  many  developing  countries  have  found  it  difficult  to 
understand the Community and, on occasion, have challenged 
its presence at the conference table. And yet because the Com-
munity is  in  a category of its  own, it  has  been able to invent 
new ways of helping developing countries and to create institu-
tions based on a partnership between equals. 
To  understand  where  the  Community  its  headed  with  its 
development policy,  it  is  useful  to have  some  background on 
what has  been accomplished to date. If the E.C. has been able 
to innovate, it  also has  been constrained by  the history of its 
member  states.  As  a  result,  its  development  policies,  while 
forward  looking  in  many  ways,  also  perpetuate  divisions 
within the third world which go back to colonial times.  This 
was probably inevitable, given the origin of these policies. The 
fact  is  they  owe a good deal  to France.  When the Treaty of 
Rome  setting  up  the  European  Economic  Community  was 
being  negotiated  in  1957,  the  French  insisted  that  it  make 
provision for their colonies. This last-minute demand took the 
others  by  surprise,  but  resulted  eventually  in  Part  IV  of the 
Rome Treaty. Under Part IV,  the colonies and overseas territo-
ries which four of the six member states possessed at that time 
were given "associate" status. This entitled them to free access 
to  the  E.C.  market  for  their  exports  and  financial  and  tech-
nical aid, through a fund specially set up for this purpose-the 
European Development Fund (EDF). 
Part IV  was  soon overtaken by a major political event:  the 
granting of independence to the colonies. The six-nation Com-
munity could have told the 18 newly independent states that it 
would treat them like any other developing country-which in 
effect would have meant ending their preferential access to the 
Community market and winding up  the EDF.  Instead, the E.C. 
negotiated  with  them  a  five-year  convention  of association. 
The Yaounde Convention, signed  in  1963, was  important for 
two reasons:  It was the first  agreement between industrialized 
and  developing  countries  to  cover  all  aspects  of their  eco-
nomic  relationship  and  the  substantial  concessions  the  E.C. 
had granted  the  colonies  unilaterally  were  now incorporated 
into a contractual agreement negotiated with the 18 indepen-
dent states. 
International solutions are  helping to rehabilitate, modernize, and expand 
industries in developing countries. 
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North-South  relations.  Paradoxically,  the  first  serious  attack 
on it  came in  1973 and it  was  mounted by the very countries 
that  stood  to  benefit  from  it:  the  independent,  developing 
members of the  British  Commonwealth in  Africa,  the Carib-
bean, and the Pacific. They were entitled to all the benefits of 
the  Yaounde  Convention under an  agreement reached  during 
the negotiations for Britain's entry into the E.C. Matters came 
to a head in  the negotiations for an agreement to replace the 
Yaounde  Convention.  Several  Commonwealth  countries  dis-
missed  the  very  concept  of association  as  "neo-colonialist" 
and the Convention as  a neo-colonialist charter. Their attitude 
probably reflected the very different ways in  which the French 
and  British  had  run  their colonies and helped them adjust to 
the world at large after decolonization. 
The negotiations which  resulted  in  the first  Lome Conven-
tion  (1973)  were  therefore  extremely  testing,  both  for  the 
nine-nation  Community  and  the  46  African,  Caribbean,  and 
Pacific  (ACP)  countries.  They  were  highly  political  also,  with 
the  Africans  coordinating  their  negotiating  position  through 
the  Organization  of  African  Unity.  The  ACP  countries  were 
more aggressive, more demanding than the 18 associated states 
had ever  been.  The result  was  a  Convention which  incorpo-
rated the positive  elements of the two Yaounde Conventions 
while  breaking  new  ground.  It respected  the  political  sover-
eignty of the ACP  states and their economic and social  objec-
tives.  The  E.C.  member  states  not  only  renewed  the  trade 
concessions  granted  under  the  Yaounde  Convention,  they 
went a  step  further and  renounced their claims  to reciprocal 
treatment for their own exports. 
Where the US and the EC Differ 
Certain aspects of the  E.C.'s  development policies  have 
been criticized  by the United States.  As  an advocate of 
free  trade, it  took a  jaundiced view of the proliferation 
of preferential  trade  agreements.  Tariff  concessions  to 
the  Mediterranean  countries  on  citrus  fruit  clearly  put 
U.S.  exporters  at  a  disadvantage.  Nor can  the  United 
States  be  altogether  happy  with  the  way  in  which  the 
Community's  program  of  aid  to  the  "non-associated" 
countries is  being extended in Central America. Only last 
month the  E.C.  Commission  decided  to finance  a  pro-
gram  of  rural  development  in  Nicaragua.  Earlier,  the 
European Parliament welcomed the Commission's desire 
to  work  with  Central  American  Governments  which 
showed a genuine desire to implement agrarian reforms. 
The United  States and the  E.C.  also  have  differed  in 
their approach  to  the  North-South  dialogue,  to which 
the Europeans attach much more importance.  Many of 
them feel the Reagan Administration's faith in the virtues 
of free  trade and private  investment to be exaggerated, 
especially  where  the  poorest  countries  are  concerned. 
These countries need increased financial help in the form 
of grants or soft loans. The United States, however, has 
been pressing the World Bank to use commercial, rather 
than development, criteria in its lending. 
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The feature  of the Lome Convention which attracted most 
attention  was  its  mechanism  for  stabilizing  export  earnings. 
Under this  mechanism,  known as  Stabex, the E.C.  undertook 
to offset any shortfall in  the income from exports of some 34 
agricultural  products  and  iron  ore  to  the  Community.  With 
Lome II,  signed  in  1979, the number of agricultural products 
was  raised  to  44 and  a  separate  mechanism  (Sysmin)  devised 
for  six  minerals,  including  copper,  phosphates,  bauxite,  and 
manganese ore. 
Financial  aid  has  been a key  feature of all  the conventions. 
It amounted to $4.3  billion  under Lome I and was  increased 
to $6.9 billion for Lome II.  Much of the aid  is  in  the form of 
grants and soft loans, although over $1  billion  is  being made 
available under Lome II  by  another E.C.  institution, the Euro-
pean Investment Bank. 
Negotiations for a successor to Lome II  will  open this Sep-
tember.  They  will  take  place  between  a  Community  of  10 
member states  and  over 60  ACP  countries.  Although  prepara-
tions have  begun on both sides,  they are still at a preliminary 
stage.  The  member  states  are  likely  to  stress  the  need  for 
continuity.  Despite their dissatisfaction with the way  in  which 
some of the key  provisions of Lome II,  including Stabex, are 
working,  it  is  unlikely  the  ACP  countries will  demand  radical 
changes. 
Even  so, the Community may find  the preparations for this 
year's negotiations the most difficult ever.  Because of the con-
tinued economic stagnation it probably will  find  it  difficult to 
increase its  financial aid to a level acceptable to the ACP  coun-
tries  and Stabex,  therefore,  may  have  to be  revised.  The na-
scent  protectionism  in  the  E.C.  may  force  it  to  limit  certain 
trade concessions.  But  the preparations are likely  to  be  diffi-
cult for yet another reason. The Lome Convention is  only one 
strand of the E.C.'s development policy, even  if it  is  the most 
important by  far  (especially  in  terms of the resources  it  com-
mands). 
With  some  exceptions  the  other  strands  are  not  as  well 
developed,  even  when  they  involve  such  large  areas  of the 
third world as  South and Southeast Asia,  Brazil,  Mexico, and 
others.  There are a  number of reasons  for  this,  but the most 
important perhaps  is  the concentration on the  ACP  countries. 
(Jealous of their prerogatives, the latter are  unwilling to share 
them with even  the poorest Asian  countries.) Since  1972, the 
E.C.  has  developed a  number of instruments with the aim  of 
strengthening and expanding its  relations with other develop-
ing  countries.  But  this  has  been  done  piecemeal  and  in  re-
sponse  to  external  demands,  such  as  that  from  India  for  a 
trade agreement which was  first  voiced in  1962, but was  not 
met  until  1974. Major trade concessions  were granted  to all 
developing countries in  1972 but in  the context of an interna-
tional agreement. 
The most  important instruments  are  the association  agree-
ments,  on the  one hand, and the cooperation agreements  on 
the  other.  The  former  were  negotiated  with  the  seven  Arab 
states of the southern Mediterranean and Israel between 197  5 
and 1977. They provide for free access for most manufactured 
goods and tariff red.uctions for agricultural products. Provision 
is  made  for  financial  aid,  which  amounts to some $1  billion 
for 1982-86. 
Perhaps  more  interesting,  at least  conceptually, are  the co-Thc 197.) signing of thc first Lom? Conuention,  which euentually prouided $4..1 billion in financial aid to deueloping countries.
operation  agreements with a number of Asian and Latin Amer-
ican countries, including India, the S-nation Association  of
South East Asian Nations (nsEnN), Brazil, and Mexico. They
are essentially "framework" agreements  which provide a legal
basis for cooperation not just for trade, but also on industry
and science and technology. Unfortunately  the sums available
to promote such cooperation  are minuscule. The E.C. does
extend financial and technical aid to countries in Asia and
Latin America, in particular to the poorest, for rural develop-
ment schemes, including food production.  The principal bene-
ficiaries are India and other South Asian countries which will
receive the lion's share of the $235 million earmarked for
1 983.
As the E.C. is a major agricultural  producer, its food aid
program  is substantial by any standard. In 1983 it is expected
Thc futurc' rf a
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to cost some $550 million, a 10 percent  increase over the
previous year. \fith developing countries becoming more de-
pendent on imports such a program clearly is needed, but it is
a "dangerous necessity" in the words of the E.C. Commis-
sioner responsible for development,  Edgard Pisani. "Food
aid," he declared  recently, "must be used to bring about the
disappearance  of food aid."
The Community obviously has developed a variety of instru-
ments for promoting a closer relationship with countries that
cannot accede to the Lom6 Convention, but they are not
enough to reduce the imbalance in its policy toward these
countries.  The imbalance is all the greater if the countries with
association agreements  are removed  from this group. This im-
balance is reflected in Pisani's recent memorandum on E.C.
development policy which deals principally with the ACP and
Mediterranean  countries. The concentration  on these coun-
tries needs no justification; it is dictated by history and geogra-
phy as much as by economics. But it does confront the E.C.
with a dilemma. Despite the economic crisis, the Community
remains the world's largest trading entity; it is also among the
richest and technologically most advanced regions of the
world. What shalpens the dilemma is the growing realization
within the E.C. that Asia and Latin America  have more to
offer in economic  terms.
This explains the importance  of the cooperation agreements.
Effectively used, they can create the conditions in which eco-
nomic agents can bring about the transfer to Asian and Latin
American countries of the financial  resources  and technology
they need. But the E.C. will have to assure them that it will
not close its frontiers to their exports once they become com-
petitive. The Community, having assumed the burden of help-
ing over half the developing  world, would like other industri-
alized countries to share the responsibility toward developing
countries in Asia and Latin America. Not surprisingly, it wants
to see the Nonh-South  dialogue restarted. Not only would
this reduce the pressure  on the Community  from these coun-
tries, it also would make it easier to find international  solu-
tions to their development  problems.  C
Malalm Suhban wrics fxtm Brussels ftr newspapers in India and Hong Kong,
including  thc Far Eastern Economic Review.
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Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone's three day visit
to the United States in January improved the climate, if not yet
the substance, of American-Japanese  relations.  In contrast with
his predecessors,  Nakasone was "unusually bold, direct and
outspoken," wrote The Washington  Post, in responding to
anxious  questions put to him on trade and defense matters  in
Washington  by scores of Congressional and industrial leaders.
Nakasone candidly admitted the need "to find a breakthrough
and proceed on a new road" if the close relationship berween
his country and the United States is to be preserved.
Tokyo is also finding that relations with the United States
are not the only source of diplomatic  concern for Japan these
days. Ties with Brussels are also frayed,  as European leaders
reiterate American charges that the Japanese are taking unfair
advantage of their rWestem paftners. On the surface, Japan's
relationship with the European  Communiry  appears tranquil.
Tokyo's uncertain commitment to self-defense, for instance, is
not a sore point with Brussels, as it is with 
'\tr7ashington. In
fact, the Japanese  and Europeans  find themselves  in agreement
on a number of policy matters: Mideast negotiations,  for one,
and the inadvisabiliry of embargoes against the Soviet Union,
for another.  But when it comes to trade, the Community  is, if
anything, even more adamant than the United States in de-
manding a different Japanese approach.
During periods of economic  distress,  it's easy to find scape-
goats. And the Japanese are prime candidates. Their trade
surpluses with the United States and the Community were $20
billion and $14 billion, respectively, in 1982. And unless Ja-
pan's currency, the yen, begins to strengthen (in turn increasing
the relative prices of Japanese goods), those trade surpluses
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will probably increase in 1983. Endowed with newer technol-
ogy and fewer budgetary commitments to the welfare state,
Japan has begun to overtake the Americans  and Europeans in
the production and marketing of products-from basic steel
to biotechnology.  So it's not surprising that Japan's former
mentors  occasionally  resort to charges that that country's con-
tinued economic success-in  the midst of a severe global re-
cession-is attributed to a mythical 'Japan Inc." which is
dedicated to conquering  the entire world market.
The European  Community  also has a specific list of griev-
ances against Japan. In March 1982, for instance, the E.C.
began considering  action against Japan under Article 23(2) of
the General  Agreement  on Tariffs and Trade (cnrr). At issue
is Tokyo's alleged failure to lower barriers to European ex-
ports. The United States has made similar charges and the
Japanese are having a hard time convincing their Western paft-
ners that they are wrong.
ln an effon to head off Communiry  action under Anicle
23(2), Tokyo announced a series of tariff reductions on 72
products last December  24. The list ranged from cigarettes to
chocolate biscuits. Then in mid-January Nakasone announced
plans for funher tariff cuts on 50 agricultural and 28 industrial
items. But the Communiry remains convinced that Japan is
dragging its feet on the issue. Even now, European automakers
find it devilishly hard to crack the Japanese market when
customs officials insist upon making vehicle-by-vehicle  inspec-
tions. So unless the new Prime Minister demonstrates an abil-
ity to surrnount ingrained protectionist  practices at home, the
GATT may end up ruling in Brussels' favor. And with that,
Japan could lose its reciprocal  trading privileges.Meanwhile,  individual  E.C.  member states  are  calling  for 
negotiated import restraint agreements with Japan.  A number 
already exist.  Notable is  the one which effectively keeps Japa-
nese  automobile exports to several  thousand units  a year per 
individual  European  country.  The  present  demand  by  Euro-
pean  Governments is  for import restraint agreements on light 
vans,  motorcycles,  machine  tools,  color televisions  and  tubes 
-sectors where  the Japanese  have  made  spectacular market 
gains in  Europe as of late. 
Nor are  unilateral  actions  being  ruled  out.  In  November 
1982, for instance, France decided that market penetration by 
videotape  recorders-90 percent  of which  come from Japan 
-had reached  a  crisis  stage.  In  an  effort  to  choke  off the 
flow,  Paris  decreed that these goods must be  cleared through 
one tiny customs station located in Poitiers. The Japanese have 
taken  the  French  before  the  GAlT,  accusing  them-not sur-
prisingly-of engaging  in  unfair  trade  practices.  But  the  mo-
mentum toward further  restrictions  on Japanese  exports  des-
tined for the Community promises to grow. 
Nakasone is  fully aware of Europe's smouldering anger over 
his  nation's  trade  practices.  And  he  wants  to  do  something 
about  it.  In  January,  while  the  new  Prime  Minister  was  in 
Washington  attempting  to  calm  U.S.  concerns,  two  of  his 
ministerial  colleagues  were  attempting  to  achieve  the  same 
result  in  Europe.  During the first  part of the month, Foreign 
arrival of Sandanori Yamanaka, the head of the powerful Min-
istry of Trade and Industry (MITI).  In  a two day symposium in 
Brussels  put  on  jointly  by  MITI  and  the  E.C.  Commission, 
Yamanaka  called  for  increased  Japanese-European  industrial 
cooperation as  a  way  out of the  impasse.  In  fact,  a growing 
number of industrialists  in  both countries are  doing  just that 
by  entering into joint ventures.  British  Leyland's Triumph Ac-
claim Car, for instance, is built under license from Honda. 
With the number of unemployed people in  the Community 
over 12 million, the Japanese are hoping that more joint ven-
tures  of this  type  will  deflate  charges  that  their exports  are 
throwing Europeans out of work. If and when the trade bal-
ance  between Japan and the Community improves,  joint ven-
tures  may  indeed  prove  to  be  the  appropriate  deterrent  to 
protectionism. 
What about the future? Can Japan and Europe resolve their 
serious differences over trade? Probably.  Foreign investment is 
growing in  Japan.  And  that's a trend which Tokyo can point 
to  when  European  critics  say  its  home  market  is  closed  to 
foreigners.  A number of those investors are now coming from 
the  Community.  In  August  1982, for  instance,  18  European 
firms  alone established enterprises in Japan or acquired shares 
in domestic companies. 
Over  the  long  term,  developments  at work  in  the  global 
economy will  have a significant effect on the climate of eco-
European Governments are looking for import restraint agreements on light vans, motorcycles, machine tools, color televisions and tubes-sectors where the Japanese 
have made spectacular market gains in Europe as of late.© Sygma 
Minister Shintaro Abe traveled to Bonn, London, and Paris in 
search of a diplomatic solution to the trade impasse. 
The results were mixed. Michel Jobert, France's Minister of 
External Trade, bluntly told Abe that the present imbalance in 
his  country's bilateral trade with Japan-$1.7 billion in  1982 
-was "not tolerable". But the Federal Republic of Germany's 
new  Chancellor,  Helmut Kohl,  sounded a  more  conciliatory 
note. Pledging that he would fight against future protectionist 
actions against Tokyo, Kohl, along with Britain's Prime Minis-
ter,  Margaret Thatcher,  nevertheless  called  for  "further posi-
tive signals" (a polite euphemism for more export restraint) on 
trade from Japan. 
Abe's  departure  from  Europe  was  soon  followed  by  the 
nomic relations  between  Europe and Japan.  But Brussels  and 
Tokyo should  not leave  their fate  to forces  over which  they 
have,  at  best,  imperfect control. In  some measure,  these  two 
partnerS  must  take  c~arge of their mutual agenda.  In  an  ad-
dress  before  the  Japanese  parliament  soon  after  his  return 
from  Washington,  Nakasone  sounded  the  appropriate  note: 
"There  are  already  moves  afoot  in  the  other  industrialized 
countries for protectionist legislation  aimed at Japan. If these 
are  translated  into reality,  not only will Japan be visited  by  a 
severe  recession,  but  the  world  economy  will  inevitably  go 
into decline., E 
John Starrels is a writer for The Los Angeles Times syndicate. 
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Not long ago, Maqgaret Thatcher, the British Prime Minister,
made an unscheduled trip to the Falkland Islands in the South
Atlantic, to review the scene of an equally unscheduled British
military victory last summer. Having ensured, accidentally  as it
were, that her visit coincided with an adequate contingent of
the British media, she managed  by her dramatic flight south to
precipitate  strangled screams of rage in Argentina, as well as a
new flush of jingoism  in the popular British  press.
The most widely reproduced  photograph of the trip showed
her standing, with her handbag and her headscarf, on the
wrong side of a barbed wire fence which carried a notice
warning of the dangers of unlocated and unerploded Argen-
tine mines. The Economisf weekly magazine  gave it the cover
treatment, with the caption "l can walk on water too."
In many ways, this photograph epitomized  the Thatcher
who has succeeded,  against all the odds, in mesmerizing Brit-
ain. Many people hate her, many more think she is wonderful;
no one, however, doubts that Thatcher is the British Govern-
ment. And until this writing, no one can doubt that she has
shown an almost magical gift for getting away with errors and
shortcomings  which ought, by rights, to have brought down
any other Prime Minister.  She walks in minefields. So far, the
mines have not gone off.
Let us start with the Falklands war. After the islands had
been recaptured from the Argentine invaders, the Government
agreed (under pressure from the opposition  panies) to set up
an enquiry into how this anachronistic  conflict had come
about. A committee was established under the chairmanship
of Lord Franks, a former British ambassador to 'Washington,
and in the middle of January it produced its report, which was
duly published and debated in the House of Commons.
The repoft gave Thatcher's  Government total exoneration
from all culpability: It could not have foreseen the Argentine
invasion, and it could not have prevented it. Yet the totaliry of
the report, which goes back many years, to the first emergence
of the Falklands as a serious  Anglo-Argentine bone of conten-
tion in 1955, shows clearly that the Thatcher Government  was
as profoundly  negligent as all its predecessors  in believing  that
evasion was a serious policy.
Over a 17-year period, no British Govemment was prepared
to make a clear choice: Either accept, in the face of the
vociferous hostility of the tiny Falkland Islands lobby, that
sovereignty would in the end have to be ceded to Argentina,
or else devote those military resources  which would be neces-
sary to ensure that they could be protected against attack.
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AFTER THE FAIKIANDS WAR,
MARGARET  THATCHER  FACES
TNANY POIITICAI LANDMINEI
View of Big Ben froTn Westminster Bidge in London.  o Malcolm  J. GilsonInstead they clung to the delusion that empty negotiations
would indefinitely defer the necessity of making such a choice.
The Franks report does not fudge the facts of this history. It
simply evades making a political judgrnent on a political ques-
tion, and its.not-guilty verdict is a technical  sophistry. A public
opinion poll showed that 70 percent of the British people
thought the verdict was wrong and all serious newspapers
assailed the committee-all of whose members  were former
Cabinet ministers or public servants-for having served up an
establishment whitewash for the establishment.  But the bot-
tom line is that Thatcher's  inquiry gave her the verdict she
wanted.
By now, the Falklands must be a wasting electoral  asset.
There are still the occasional human-interest  stories of widows
being flown by a compassionate Government to visit the war
graves on the islands, but on balance the enduring residue of
the war will be the annual S400-500 million bill for garison-
ing Fortress Falklands,  as Thatcher calls it. In the meantime,
there are a large number of other minefields in which
Thatcher  aims to walk unscathed.
The fint of these minefields is the next general election,
which must be held by the spring of t984, and may be held
any time from this June on, when adjustments to the constitu-
ency boundaries should  have been completed.
Most people tend to assume that Thatcher will win this
election whenever she decides  to go to the country. The opin-
ion polls show the Conservative Pany well ahead of its rivals,
with 44 percent support, compared  with only 35 percent for
Labor and 20 percent for the alliance between the Liberals
and the Social Democratic Pany. On the face of it this is an
extraordinary situation, considering  that the country has well
over 3 million unemployed, and the outlook is for very slow
economic growth and a further increase in unemployment. But
it probably has three explanations.
The first is that the Labor Parry is in a state of almost
complete  disarray, and its leader, Michael Foot, is proving
incapable of putting matters right. The second is that, while
Thatcher's stringent economic policy may have failed to de-
liver the goods in terms of prosperitS it has certainly brought
the rate of inflation down rather impressively, to a level of
around 5-5 percent. The third factor is Thatcher herself. Some
people describe this as "the Falklands factorr" but it goes
much wider than the glory picked up in that brief struggle.
Rather it is a sense of respect for the power of her personality.
For all these reasons Thatcher's natural inclination may be
to disdain tactical calculations  of the timing of the next elec-
tion, and carry on serenely until the end of her five-year terrn.
But the joker in the pack could turn out to bp unemployment.
Ever since the recession began, political commentators have
wondered  at what point rising unemployment would provoke
an electoral revolt against Thatcher, or even the outbreak of
civil disturbances.  The figure of 2 million came and went, then
2.5 million, then 3 million; the political climate remained
astonishingly  calm. Yet senior Conservative  ministers are un-
easily aware that the unemployment  issue is like a tightly
coiled spring, and that at any time something  could trigger its
sudden  release.
The next minefield is the future of Hong Kong, a large pan
of which is held under a lease from China which expires in
1997. That may seem a long way off, but since a key element
in the Hong Kong economy is the property market, which
operates on L5-year leases, the time for deciding  the future is
already beginning to run out.
Thatcher's visit to Peking and Hong Kong, toward the end
of last year, seemed set to conjure up a crisis with the Chinese
Government. Hong Kong's bustling  capitalism is a major bene-
fit to the mainland,  since its purchases of food and raw materi-
als provide China with a very large proportion of its foreign
exchange earnings. But when Thatcher started talking about
the sanctity of the leasehold  treaty (which the Chinese have
long disputed), Peking was provoked into asserting  equally
publicly that it would be satisfied with nothing less than sover-
eignty after the lease expires.
The Prince and Princess  of Wales. o Black srar
The alarm precipitated in the colony by this public discord
has now abated, and British and Chinese  officials have re-
verted to the diplomatic discretion of secret meetings.  Any
rational observer can see that in the end the Chinese Govern-
ment will get what it wants, because Britain has no legal basis
and no physical means of resisting. It only remains for the
Chinese Government to decide exactly what it does want-a
Hong Kong fully incorporated,  for ideological  reasons, into
the mainland, or a status quo arrangement under which Hong
Kong would be allowed, for economic reasons, to be inter-
nally and economically  self-governing under a Chinese  flag.
Either way, Britain has no future in the colony. Any rational
observer  can see this; but does Thatcher see it? It is not yet
clear.
With any luck Hong Kong can be kept off the front pages
until after the elections, but there are two other minefields
which will inevitably have to be crossed  during the campaign:
the Euro-missiles controversy, and the long-standing quarrel
about Britain's contributions to the European Community
budget. British opinion is, and has long been, staunchly in
favor of membership  in the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (Nnro) alliance, and the latest polls show that the elec-
torate is opposed three-to-one to unilateral  nuclear disarma-
ment (the policy advocated by Michael Foot and his Labor
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Party).  But  a  fairly  narrow  majority  is  also  opposed  to  the 
deployment of new cruise missiles, and if the Germans were to 
start backing away from the NATO plan after their elections in 
March,  Thatcher's  position  could  become  much  more  diffi-
cult. 
Her position  is  almost certain to become more difficult  in 
Pro-Labor,  anti-tory demonstrators march along the streets of London. <D  Sygma 
the  case  of  the  long-running  dispute  over  what  the  British 
Government  regards  as  its  excessive  net  contributions to the 
European  Community  budget.  The  bang-crash  tactics  em-
ployed by  Thatcher during her first  two years  in  power thor-
oughly alienated the other E.C.  member states and, though a 
calmer  approach  is  now  being  adopted,  matters  have  been 
enormously complicated by  the intervention of the European 
Parliament. 
During  the  past  three  years,  the  other Governments  have 
reluctantly agreed to ad hoc rebates to reduce the size  of the 
excess  U.K.  contribution. But the Parliament, with an  eye  on 
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its  next elections, in  1984, is  now refusing to pass  the Com-
munity budget unless the E.C. Council abandons these ad hoc 
payments and introduces some permanent system. 
In  principle, there is  nothing the British Government would 
like  better-provided, of course,  the permanent system  were 
sufficiently favorable.  In practice, the dispute is  holding up the 
payment  of last  year's  rebate  and  any  negotiation  on a  new 
system  would  risk  stymieing  this  year's  rebate  as  well.  Since 
the Labor Party is  bound to make its  anti-Community policy a 
central plank  in  its  election  platform, Thatcher risks  an awk-
ward choice between failing  to get the money Britain is  owed 
and precipitating a major row with the other member states by 
simply  withholding payments  into  the  Community budget. If 
that  were  to  be  the  choice,  it  is  easy  to  see  which  way 
Thatcher  would  go:  Meekness  is  not  one  of her  character 
traits. E 
.I an Davidson is the Political Editor of the Financial Times of London. oto crossroods
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CONSERVATIVES'  ECONOMIC POLICIES FACE CRUCIAL TEST.
KENNETH  SLEET
When asked for a view of the British economy' I am immedi-
ately put in mind of the Englishman  who stopped his car in
Cork to ask a passing lrishman the way to Kinsale. "lf I were
you," the lrishman replied, "l wouldn't start from here." It
would be much easier to tell from the economic map where
Britain is and where we are going if we were not bemused by
the prospect of a general election, if the oil market  were not in
turmoil, if we had any real confidence in our reading of the
U.S. federal budget deficit and the course of U.S. interest rates.
So far apart are the Conservative and Labor Panies on cen-
tral issues that if Labor won a maioriry and its leader Michael
Foot were installed in Number 10 Downing Street, all bets are
cancelled. Labor is committed to unilateral  nuclear disarma-
ment. Who can estimate the fallout from a neutralist Britain
and the damage it would cause to our political and economic
relationships  with the United States? Labor is committed to
taking Britain out of the EuroPean Economic Community.
The consequences  for manufacturing industry if Britain lost
tariff-free  acces to its largest export market are literally incal-
culable. \$[hat would happen to foreign invesrment, mainly
American,  which is heavily influenced by the fact that Britain
is inside the E.C.? Again, incalculable.
Though not yet committed, Labor is identified with the
economic strategy drawn up by Peter Shore, the Parfy's
"shadow" Chancellor of the Exchequer  and a probable  suc-
cessor as leader.  Shore's prescription  is directed to reducing
unemployment  to 1 million people in five years. The mixture
is massive  government  spending and currency  devaluation. His
original dose was 30 percent, but as the pound has dropped
more than 10 percent, it is presumably  now 20 percent.  True,
Shore has gone quiet. I suspect his colleagues have told him
that British voters do not take kindly to promises of devalua-
tion.- The pound is not entirely discredited  as a patriotic sym-
bs(and people understand  that if the pound goes down, the
cost of holidays abroad goes up.
As I do not believe Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's
Conservative Party will lose the election, I do not lose any
sleep over Labor's nuclear missile policy or Peter Shore's eco-
nomic strategy.  The E.C. issue is more complicated. Labor is
against British membership and a maiority in the parliamentary
Conservative Party remains in favor, despite the Community's
low populariry rating. The interesting  question is whether the
Prime Minister's commitment is 100 percent. Or, to Put it the
other way: \U(/ill her commitment reach 100 percent only when
the E.C. is recast in the way she would like?
Aberdeen, Scotland. o Adam woolfitt, woodfin  campBritish Steel Corporation's industrial complex  between Sheffield and Rotherdam.  o phoro  Researchers
Her hostility to the Common  Agricultural Policy (cnr') and
her warlike attitudes on the size, shape, and division of the
Community  budget are familiar enough. She wants both the
cAP and the budget changed. How she goes about trying to
change them will depend more on the outcome of the German
election than any other single factor. If Helmut Kohl is still
federal Chancellor after March 5, Conservatives  in Britain
foresee a fruitful phase of collaboration  in Communiry  affairs
with a Christian Democratic German  Government. The sharp
point is that Britain's membership is not in serious  doubt while
Mn. Thatcher  is Prime Minister.
Our immediate  concerns are collapsing world oil prices,
sterling's  foftunes, and the course of interest rates. A strong
political will exists to prevent bank interest rates from rising,
cenainly before the general election, because another increase
in rates would force up the politically sensitive home loans
rate. Stern words from the Prime Minister to London  Bank
chairmen  and skillful money-market massage by the Bank of
England may or may not be enough to hold them, but no-one
seriously disputes  the fact that any reduction in rates can only
follow a fall in the U.S. rates.
Therefore, we speculate intensely about the future value of
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the dollar, the "real" nature of federal reserve monetary pol-
icy, the "true" money-market  implications of the U.S. Govern-
ment's budget deficit, and the financing of American eco-
nomic recovery. The theoreticians  expect the dollar to drop-
though to be fair they are not alone-because it is overvalued
and because the U.S. balance of payments will deteriorate as
business gets up steam. The prediction is for a subsequent
hardening of U.S. interest rates. The puzzle is how other coun-
tries will react. If the dollar is weak then a hard currency
country might be wise actually to cut interest  rates to prevent
its currency from appreciating  and to keep the benefits of a
devalued dollar. [n that scenario is the United Kingdom a hard
currency country? If the present government stays in power
and sticks to the same paths of fiscal and monetary rectitude,
the answer is "yes, probably."
This conjecture leads naturally to oil, and from oil we slide
easily to British competitiveness and balance of payments.
Probably only a country with a puritan tradition and con-
stantly changing weather would persist in looking on self-
sufficiency in oil as a mixed blessing. North Sea oil has trans-
formed the United Kingdom balance of payments on cuffent
account and, through the investment of surpluses  overseas, oilUNITED  KINGDOM  IN  FIGURES 
Area  ....  :  ..... :  ..........................  ;.'  .....  :.;  ...  :'<'94,247 sq. ·miles .. 
Population  . : ~ ...........  ~ ....... :  .......  ;:'  ............  :56 ·'millio~ 
Unemployment rate (1-982) 
.,(first three qq~rters) ..... ;  ..  ·.\:·· .. ··;:_ ·  ....  ·~· ..  :~)  1. _~3°/o 
·lnflation rate (19~:2) ._. ........................  ;._ ,, 8.7% 
Trade:{1982f  ,  ·  "  ....  ~  .  ·. 
Total ·Exports ....  ;: ........................  ~ . ' ......  ~$ -8?.3J  .. bifli6ri 
Total Imports  · :~ · :: ...........  ·~, · .... ::·  .....  ; : .~ ..  : :'. $90.~9  ~billio~ 
,  Exports to U.S.  ; ~ ~  ......  1 ........  g  ....  :: .... ~ .......... . $11.72.billion '"  5-·· 
Importssfrom· U.S.  .  ...  ~  ....  :~ ......  " ~ ~ . :': ...  ~ .·~··· - ~.:$1Q~5? .~illion  ' · 
""':  {£  .  •  ,  ·.  .  &, , ,  ,~ ::  '  ~:  ,'1~  >J~.v  r<-·<,~_;_ .  ,  '  < 
Exports to E:C.  .. ..........................  :  ....  :~$36.28 billion 
Imports from·: E.C".' ................  ;Y ;·  ......  ·:·., ••• !.$39·;93 billiop 
is  steadily transforming the capital account. North Sea  oil and 
natural gas  are  contributing about £14 billion  to the current 
account.  In  1981, the account was  in  surplus  to the 1tune of 
£6.17 billion, in  1982 to the tune of £4.69 billion. This year 
the  international  monetary  fund  is  forecasting  £2.6  billion. 
The surplus, undeniably, is shrinking, but, with oil prices drop-
ping,  the  natives  seem  unable  to take  any  comfort from  the 
fact  there  will  be  a  surplus  in  1983.  Until  recently,  expert 
opinion,  including  that  within  the  British  Treasury,  said  the 
surplus  would  disappear  completely.  The  critical  area  is  not 
oil, but the balance of non-oil trade. 
In  1982 Britian's  share  of world  exports of manufactured 
goods dropped to 8.3 percent. In  10 years, we have lost a fifth 
of our share of the world market, thanks in  large part to the 
rise  in  the  sterling  exchange  rate  between  1979  and  1981. 
Compared with 1979, non-oil exports last year were 1 percent 
lower in volume, while the volume of non-oil imports went up 
6 percent. The latter figure  may be half the truth, since  1979 
was a year of inventory accumulation, whereas last year inven-
tories were flat. The fear  is  that Britain  can  keep  out of the 
red  only  as  long  as  recession  lasts.  With  the  first  signs  of 
recovery,  the  country  will  be  awash  with  imports  and  the 
balance  of  payments  will  again  have  that  old  waterlogged 
blues  look. The 11  percent devaluation  of sterling since  No-
vember is that fear made real. 
Looking at the International  Monetary Fund index of rela-
tive U.K.  labor costs, Britain is  now as  competitive with other 
Organization  for  Economic  Cooperation  and  Development 
Countries as  it was in  1966, the year before the labor govern-
ment devalued. The post-1967 experience should destroy any 
illusions that a major devaluation now is  likely to afford any-
thing  more  than  temporary  relief.  After  a  fall  of a  fifth  in 
relative  unit labor costs since  1980-81, there are grounds for 
believing  that  Britain  can  be  competitive  in  non-oil  trade.  If 
the economy  is  to grow  securely  out of recession  and  again 
approach  something  nearer  full  employment,  the  problem  is 
the scale and quality of the capital investment Britain needs. 
It  is  also  worth pointing  out,  especially  in  the  context  of 
British self-doubt and foreign disbelief, that the return of eco-
nomic  growth  does  not automatically  bring  with  it  a  resur-
gence of inflation. We  are particularly apprehensive about in-
flation because it  has come down so rapidly,  from 12 percent 
a  year go  to under 5 percent.  History shows long periods of 
above average  growth with  low inflation  rates.  The most re-
cent is  1952-64 when the Korean War inflation followed by  3 
percent average  annual  growth  with  3  percent  inflation.  Be-
tween  1933 and  1938, the British  economy grew an average 
of  5  percent  a  year,  while  inflation  averaged  2  percent.  If 
history  is  bunk, then  it  is  just as  foolish  to extrapolate from 
recent  baleful  historical  experience  as  it  is  to  take  comfort 
from what happened in the "remote" 1930s and 1950s. 
Official  forecasts  for  the  British  economy  are  straightfor-
ward enough. The economy this year will probably show 1.75 
percent (real gross domestic product). Retail prices will proba-
bly rise  6 percent, at most for the year as a whole. Unemploy-
ment will rise to 14 percent of the working population and the 
balance  of payments  surplus  will  be  down  $2  billion  at  $4 
billion. 
The underlying realities are  much more interesting than the 
forecasts and less subject to error. The long delayed assault on 
British overmanning and restrictive practices is  under way.  At a 
time of falling  output, this has involved plan closures and the 
loss of much productive capacity.  It is  fashionable  to refer to 
this  phase  as  "the  de-industrialization  of  Britian."  But  it  is 
arguable how much of the lost capacity,  in  steel for instance, 
would  have  found  a  role  again.  Efficiency  has  improved and 
the  feeling  against  the anarchy of our traditional methods of 
pay  bargaining  and  the  destructiveness  of political  strikes  is 
sufficiently strong to carry us,  in  time, to a rational system of 
industrial relations. As  the Latin Horace said: "He has accom-
plished much who has made a beginning." E 
Kenneth Sleet is  City Editor of the Daily  Express in London 
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Withdrawal would be "disastrous." 
In  this  interview  with  David Wood,  Lord Carrington- the 
former  British  Foreign  Secretary who resigned to  show that he 
carried responsibility for  his department's miscalculations in the 
Falkland  Islands  war-asserts his  belief in  the  usefulness  of 
U.K. membership in the European Community. 
When I interviewed Lord Carrington in  the London headquar-
ters of GEC, he was still as  much the politician as  the business-
man  he  has  once  again  become.  He declared  his  passionate 
commitment to "Europeanism." He explained  how,  by  "bad 
luck,  or bad  management,"  the  United  Kingdom  had  joined 
the European Community at a time when a world trade reces-
sion  limited  the  benefits  to  political,  rather  than  economic, 
expansion. He also looked rather wryly  at the European Par-
liament and that "odd animal," the E.C. Commission in  Brus-
sels. 
In  or  out  of  Government,  Lord  Carrington's  candor  and 
common sense  have  made  their political  mark.  I  first  asked 
him  what  he  thought  of the  Labor  Party's  commitment  to 
withdraw  from  membership  of  the  European  Community. 
Withdrawal, he said, would be disastrous. Let me quote him: 
"The consequences  of our withdrawing from  the  Commu-
nity  would  be  horrifying  economically  and politically.  If you 
look at the trend of our trade-between 40-50 percent to the 
Community-! can't see  how the Community would allow us 
to negotiate a solution which would enable us  to have all  the 
advantages of trading tariff free  within the EEC,  without abid-
ing by  the rules  or paying the subscription. Nor do I see why 
they  ~hould. If we  were  to  pull  out  it  would  be  a  major 
setback for companies after 10 years of adjusting and orientat-
ing themselves to the Community." 
"And politically it  would be disastrous.  Politically,  the suc-
cess story over the past three or four years  has  been political 
cooperation," he  said.  Lord Carrington placed much emphasis 
on  the  importance  of political  cooperation,  no  doubt  with 
memories .of  the  leading  part  he  played  in  developing  and 
nursing it.  "Curiously enough," he remarked, "even when the 
United Kingdom ministers fought over the budget, the quarrel-
ing never spilled over into the political side." 
"Of course, by  being members of the Community we have 
been  able  to  influence  the  way  things  have  gone.  We  have 
benefited by being involved in influencing things the right way. 
If you  look at the shambles Europe was  in  after the 1939-45 
war,  it  is  a  remarkable achievement that  10 European coun-
tries got together." 
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How,  though,  do "Europeanists" in  British  politics  answer 
the argument for withdrawal, or, indeed, overcome any apathy 
or wilting commitment there may  now be  in  the British  elec-
torate? "The worrying thing," Lord Carrington replied, "is that 
it  was  easy,  or  comparatively  easy,  to  run  the  Six  [original 
members of the E.C.] when the world economy was  expand-
ing.  But when you have a depression, it is much more difficult 
for  the  countries  of the  Community to subordinate  national 
interests to the common good. Our bad luck or bad manage-
ment was to join just at the time when the oil hike took place, 
so  that as  a  country we  never  had  the  advantage  of the  ex-
panding years.  We  got the crisis  years.  Present disappointment 
is  largely due to that." As  Lord Carrington put it, "the depression caused the Com-
munity,  in  economic  terms,  to  run  out  of  steam.  Conse-
quently,  the Common Market has  never been completed, not 
least in  areas like banking and insurance, that are important to 
Britain. There is  stagnation in  the economies of the European 
countries, and everybody-myself in particular as a member of 
the  E.C.  Council  of Ministers-came to the conclusion  that 
the only way to get up momentum was political." 
That preoccupied and worried not only Lord Carrington as 
Foreign  Secretary,  but  also  several  other  Foreign  Ministers, 
including  Hans-Dietrich Genscher of the  Federal  Republic of 
Germany  and  Italy's  Emilio  Colombo.  "The  Genscher-Co-
lombo ideas  were  fairly  unexceptional,  but it  was  an attempt 
to make it look as though Europe still had some vitality in it." 
Lord Carrington accepted the destination for closer political 
unity  as  wise  and  timely,  although  he  had  characteristic  res-
ervations about the route. He found, for example, that for his 
taste  the  Germans  loved  "concepts," whereas  his  inclination 
was  practical,  if  not frankly  pragmatic.  "We think  of letting 
the  Community  grow  organically,  rather  than  in  conceptual 
ideas. They are setting out to have a blueprint, which we look 
upon with  hesitation.  We  sometimes look less  eager than we 
really are." 
He went on to show that he is  not to be numbered among 
those who want to see  the Community with an  independent 
defense  capability.  "I would not go along with  that. The in-
volvement  of  America  in  European  defense  is  vital  in  the 
military  sense,  because  I can  conceive  of no way  the Ameri-
cans would be prepared to pay for a  European nuclear deter-
rent  that  would  be  credible  vis-a-vis  the  Russians.  Nor do  I 
think the political thesis would be very attractive. The involve-
ment of America is  enormously important as  a cement in  the 
alliance-particularly with  the Germans, who would  be very 
nervous about a  European defense community which did not 
include the Americans." 
Nevertheless, he conceded that it was illogical that the Eu-
ropean Community did  not talk about defense.  He was  cool 
about a defense role, because there were 10 member countries 
of the  Community  and  15  member  countries  in  the  North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization  (NATO).  There must  be  care  not 
to exclude Norway, or the Spanish. The French, he said, were 
supersensitive  about it;  and  it  was  a  great  problem  that  the 
Irish Republic does not belong to NATO and insists on keeping 
its  neutrality.  In  the  Council  of  Ministers,  Lord  Carrington 
said,  the compromise was  that they could talk about security, 
T 
if  not  defense,  and  security  included  such  questions  as  the 
arms limitation talks.  "I would be nervous about moving too 
quickly beyond that." 
What  concerns  him  about  West  European  defense  is  the 
peace movement, consisting of different groups of people gen-
uinely  alarmed  about  the  proliferation  of nuclear  weapons. 
Lack of any contact for three years or so  between the super-
powers-partly because  of Soviet  invasion  of Afghanistan-
had an  effect.  "To a certain extent we  have a  breathing space 
while the Geneva disarmament talks go on. But I can't see an 
early  result.  If that  is  so,  we  have  to  be  vigorous  in  our 
defense, vigorous in  showing where the blame lies. It is  unilat-
eralism that I complain about. It is  all about lack of trust-we 
don't trust the Russians, they don't trust us. The only way you 
can get any sense in that situation is to build up, over a period, 
elements of trust,  by  arms  limitation in  the interests of both 
sides. And unilateral arms limitation is not the way to do it." 
I asked him how he saw the Community's institutions devel-
oping.  Plainly,  he  believes  that the European  Parliament will 
have to stay content with its present powers, and that member 
countries should appoint to the Commission men and women 
of the very  highest ability.  Of the Parliament he says:  "It was 
there. Therefore, we  ought to do what we possibly could to 
keep it  involved with the Community. If you ignore it,  it  will 
in  the end cause you a great deal of trouble. But I don't really 
believe, in  the present state of the Community, that any of the 
countries concerned are going to give  up a part of their sover-
eignty  to a  European  Parliament.' Nor do I see  any  member 
country  which  would  be  prepared  to  allow  the  Council  of 
Ministers to be overridden by the European Parliament. That 
is the national safeguard." 
"The problem  is  that  you  have  set  up  an  institution,  and 
given it a credibility and authority, because it  is  elected by the 
will  of  the  people.  And  yet,  in  the  nature  of things,  it  is 
extremely difficult to see  how you can give  it  any power.  All 
you can say is that on occasions it has influence." 
The E.C. Commission, he says, is  "a very odd animal," both 
political and non-political. "What is  important is that member 
countries send their very  best people, because it will  be up to 
them to provide the fuel  to sustain the Community. We  have 
to work very  hard at it to see the Community does not come 
apart at the seams. It is  hard work to keep your friendships in 
repair." E 
David Wood is a former European Editor of The Times of London. 
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Festival brings paintings, 
sculpture, dance, music. 
ALEXANDER COHANE 
Lincoln Center © Uniphow 
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A  feast  of  a  festival,  "Britain  Salutes  New  York,"  will  be 
running nonstop in  all  five  boroughs of New York  City from 
mid-April  through spring and summer, with the high  spots of 
the  festival  being  booked  for  Manhattan  between  April  and 
July.  The festival  celebrates the 200th anniversary of the sign-
ing of the Treaty of Paris  that ended the war between Britain 
and the United States. 
"Constable's England" will  be perhaps the most glorious of 
the  many  splendid  events-180 or so  in  all-that comprise 
the  festival.  Sixty  of  Constable's  landscape  paintings  and 
sketches are  to be  on view  at the  Metropolitan Museum  of 
Art  on  Fifth  Avenue  from  April  14 to July  31.  Also  at  the 
Metropolitan, from May 14 to September 25, will be the first 
complete retrospective  since  1946 of the  sculpture,  carvings, 
and drawings of Henry Moore. Henry Moore is  85 years  old 
and  still  working.  Both  floors  of the  Lehman  Wing  of the 
museum will  be needed to give an adequate survey of his life's 
work. 
Not just  at  the  Metropolitan,  but along almost the whole 
length  of upper Fifth  Avenue  there will  be  salutes  to Britain. 
Up  at 103rd street, the Museum of the City of New York  has 
prepared an  historic  review,  "British  New York  1664-1783." 
Unlike  most  festival  events,  this  one  will  continue  until  the 
end  of  November.  Andrew  Carnegie's  old  mansion  at  91st 
Street,  now  the  Cooper-Hewitt  Museum,  will  present  200 
objets  d'art  by  Carl  Peter  Faberge  on  loan  from  the  royal 
collections at Sandringham. Only once before, at the Victoria 
and Albert Museum in  London, has such a Faberge collection 
been  placed  on  public  view.  The  Cooper-Hewitt  display  is 
open April 15 to July 10. 
Two  blocks  down  from  the  Cooper-Hewitt  Museum,  in 
Frank Lloyd Wright's still audacious, whirligig masterpiece, the 
Guggenheim Museum has arranged a group of modern British 
paintings  and  sculpture  from  its  own  collection.  These  will 
include the triptych "Three Studies for a Crucifixion," by  the 
celebrated Anglo-Irish painter Francis Bacon. The exhibition is 
being  sponsored,  aptly  enough,  by  the  Guinness-Harp  Cor-
poration. 
Almost  next  door,  in  the  beautiful  Beaux  Arts  building  of 
the  National  Academy  of  Design,  there  will  be  two  exhi-
bitions.  The  first  is  made  up  of  paintings  from  the  Royal 
Academy, including works by Constable, Gainsborough, Reyn-
olds,  and  Turner.  These  paintings  will  later  travel  to  seven 
other American  cities.  The second  exhibit contains 50 paint-
ings  by  an  honorary  American  citizen,  Winston  Churchill. 
Churchill's paintings will also move on, to Washington, for the 
Treaty of Paris  bicentennial  celebrations  in  that city  this  fall. 
Midtown, at the Morgan Library at Madison and 36th Street, 
some  70  Holbein  portrait  drawings  on  loan  from  Windsor 
Castle  will  be  displayed  under  the  title,  "Holbein  and  the 
Court of Henry VIII." These famous drawings may be seen at 
the Morgan from April 21  to July 30. 
On  the  west  side  of Manhattan,  the  Royal  Ballet  will  be 
dancing,  for one week only  from  April  18-23, at the  Metro-
politan Opera House. Meanwhile, at the Martin Beck  theater 
on 45th Street, the Royal Shakespeare Company will  be giving 
"All's Well  That Ends  Well"  for ten weeks.  The Monteverdi 
Choir  will  sing  Gabrieli,  Schutz,  Bach,  Monteverdi,  Cavalli, 
and  Purcell  in  the  Cathedral of St.  John the  Divine.  On the Francis Bacon, "Tbrcc  Studies ftr  a Crucifixion." (iruncsy  of The Solonron R. (iuggcnheinr  Museum.
Great Lawn of Central Park, for two days in M"y, the Glen-  and closing on May 20.
fiddich Scottish Games will take place. Celtic reels, a "tattoor" These, and many, many more delightful  entertainments
kilted running races, a parade of the clans and other events make up the festival "Britain Salutes New York." The festival
will bring a revivifying whiff of heather to the turf of Central is a joint public and private enterprise.  British and American
Park. More quietlS up in the Bronx, the New York Botanical companies have sponsored most of the events and there is also
Garden will piisent an American version of the Chelsea  support from public sources such as the British Council and
Flower Show. This Anglo-American splash of color, like Her-  the U.S. National  Endowment for the Ans. C
rick's daffodils, will stay but a little while, opening on April 20
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driving vacation in Europe. Nothing could be
and customs and prearrange shipment of the car
Stateside when your vacation  is over. Whereupon
you will have more than memories. You'll have a
Mercedes-Benz.  See your dealer soon. Or for
\a  free European Delivery brochure, write
\ Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc., Euro-
pean Delivery Information, One Mercedes
Drive, Montvale, N.J. 07645.
simpler. You can take delivery  at the factory in
Stuttgart, West Germany, or any of several 
1
maior European cities. Your authorizedr
Mercedes-Benz  dealer can handle paper work
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London 
Consider an England without its  band of red-
coated horsemen and hounds chasing foxes 
across a country landscape. Opponents of fox 
hunting are trying hard to make it that way 
and claim they have the hunting folk running 
scared. The fox's best friends are led by the 
League Against Cruel Sports, which wants all 
hunting with dogs banned throughout Britain. 
The league protests that fox hunting is  the 
"barbaric" sport of a "selfish minority intent 
on chasing wild animals to death." 
Championing the hunters is  the British 
Field Sports Society. It argues that hunting 
with packs of hounds is  the most humane 
and ecologically sound method of controlling 
the fox population. The anti-hunting lobby, 
the society says, portrays hunters in a "totally 
misleading way, calculated to distort the true 
picture of the sport." 
The battle has simmered for two decades 
and recently flared into a propaganda war for 
the hearts and minds of the politicians. The 
stakes are high  because the opposition Labor 
Party last fall promised to outlaw fox hunting 
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with dogs if it returns to power. A national 
election is  due before the middle of next 
year. The ruling Conservatives don't object to 
what has been traditional sport in  England 
since at least the 15th Century. The society 
plans to campaign intensively throughout 
1983 to get Britons to vote for pro-hunting 
candidates at all  levels. 
Fox hunting is an emotive issue in  both 
camps. The hunters see it as part of the coun-
try way of life and a matter for individual 
Courtesy of British Information Service. 
conscience and choice. The opponents of 
blood sports think setting one animal in pur-
suit of another is immoral-the hunters be-
lieve morals are a matter for individual con-
science and choice. Hunting proponents 
believe morals are a matter for "personal de-
cision within the law." 
Most contentious of all are the arguments 
over fox culling and the animal's suffering in 
the process. The hunters maintain that foxes 
are vermin that must be controlled and that 
hunting with dogs is  the best way-there is a 
chase and the fox either escapes completely 
unscathed or is  killed instantly when caught 
by the leading hound. The fox suffers far 
more when it is  snared, gassed, or shot and 
just wounded, they contend, and illegal poi-
soning is  worst of all. 
Abolitionists reply that there is  no hard ev-
idence showing rural fox populations need to 
be controlled and say the "control argu-
ment" is  but an excuse to "kill animals for 
amusement." Hunters retort that what they 
enjoy is  not the kill, which they rarely see, 
but the working with the hounds and riding 
across country wherever the fox leads and 
whatever the obstacles, hazards, and uncer-
tainties. 
If so, counters the League Against Cruel 
Sports, why not spare the fox and adopt 
"drag hunting," or following an artificially 
laid scent?  It  is popular on the European con-
tinent and, says the league, "offers a humane 
alternative and retains the packs of hounds, 
horses, and pageantry." The British  Field 
Sports Society feels that "the uncertainty of 
the chase is  its charm. Interest in  watching 
hounds work would be lost in  drag hunting." 
Lack of discipline is another charge leveled 
by  both sides. Opponents of fox hunting ar-
gue the hounds, although trained to obey the 
master of the hunt's voice and hom, often 
chase after and sometimes kill other animals, 
including innocent household pets. The hunt-
ers, they declare, have followed hounds 
across private property, into gardens, through 
herds of frightened livestock, and even into a 
graveyard during a funeral service. The hunt-
ers say they do everything possible to stay where they belong and pay promptly  for any
damage they cause. They in turn accuse the
protesters of sabotaging their hunts and of at-
tacking foxhounds and horses.
Ironically, the greatest  peril to fox hunting
could be its own current  popularity. Once
limited to the landed gentry it has become
more egalitarian and some hunts are becom-
ing too large. As the usable  countryside
shrinks, hitherto obliging farmers cannot al-
ways sustain the damage and may have to
ban the cries of "tallyho" from their land.
PF-TER.I.  SHAW
I'onn
Although clarinettist Sabine Meyer may have
been simply caught in a power struggle be-
tween conductor Herbert von Karaian and
the Berlin Philharmonic  Orchestra when he
tried to have her accepted on staff, her situa-
tion did remind  many of the long way Ger-
man women still have to go before they
reach equality with men.
No equal rights amendment  was necessary
in the Federal  Republic  of Germany since Ar-
ticle Three, Paragraph  Two, of the basic law
adopted for the country in May 1949 de-
clared that "men and women shall have equal
rights." Nevertheless, a lot of the legislation
needed to blow life into that constitutional
guarantee  was delayed until Social Democrat
Willy Brandt's reform-minded Government
came into office in 1969. And public life re-
mains essentially  a male dominion.  Before
von Karajan tried to force Meyer on the Ber-
lin Philharmonic,  the 120 orchestra members
had previously accepted but one woman col-
league.
Here and there, some women have
achieved  high public office. Social Democrat
Annemarie  Renger  was president of the Bun-
destag, the lower house of parliament,  and
was thus hierarchically  (although  not in the
public perception) the republic's  second-rank-
ing official,  right behind the head of state,
from 1972 to 1976.
Financial journalist  Julia Dingwort-Nusseck
advanced  to the presidency of the Lower Sax-
ony State Central  Bank and Christian Demo-
crat Birgit Beuel  became  that state's Minister
of Economics, but they are the exceptions.
Rarely have more than 10 percent of the
members  of the Bundestag  been women and
their representation in that chamber actually
is decreasing.
On the other hand, women have won tre-
mendous legal victories. Brandt's  reformers
pushed  through penal code changes that es-
sentially allow abonion  on demand. They
also reformed  the marriage laws to permit
women to escape unhappy marriages  without
risking their financial futures.  In fact, men
complain  that this latter reform has gone too
far-a woman can now abandon  her hus-
band and children to go off with another
man and still demand, and get, half of her
husband's wealth. This has been the ruin of
more than one family-owned business,  and
some deputies are considering  how to reform
the reforms.
A major victory for women, or so it
seemed at the time, was the 1,979 extension
of paid leave for women from six weeks be-
fore giving birth to six months  afterward.
That reform helped women employed  in
large firms that have enough staff to cover for
absentees,  but it often effectively excluded
them from employment in small firms.
More women, meanwhile,  are going to
school. The "Deutsches  Studentenwerk" re-
pofts that 40.5 percent of university  and 30
percent of technical  college students are
women, up from 35 and 20 percent as re-
cently as 1979. And they are making  progress
in the church.  The Evangelical Church, for
example,  says the number of female pastors is
up from 2 percent of the total in 1954 to 7.3
percent. Almost one-third of all students who
have passed their first theological examina-
tions are women.
Young women, however,  tend to drop out
of apprenticeships much more often than do
men. One study says this may be because
they often are steered into apprenticeships for
which they are over-educated,  although an-
other suggests most of them drop out because
they find the job physically  overtaxing. If the
latter is true, then there may indeed be a limit
to the equality with men that German
women can achieve and that may be one rea-
son why no German women are lobbying for
the right to join the armed services, other
than as nurses or doctors.
The writers of history,  meanwhile,  con-
tinue to disregard women. Female  students
assigned to study German  resistance  to the
Nazis-during this 50th anniversary of Adolf
Hitler's rise to power-complain that the his-
torians make almost  no mention of the
women involved. And the left-of-center
Frankfurter Rundscha,l  reports that of that
city's 2,800 streets,  boulevards,  and squares,
only t5 are named for women. \uF.t.t.lN(;ToN
Athens
Since Homeric times, when Odysseus spent
10 years finding his way home from the Tro-
jan War, nostalgia for Greece has been a part
of the culture among Greeks who have been
forced to live abroad. In recent years, Greeks
who went to the United States and \ffestern
Europe to seek their fortunes  have returned
home in increasing numbers. Now the politi-
cal exiles who fled to eastern  Europe after
the defeat of the Communist rebels in Greece
34 years ago have been offered the chance to
join them.
The Socialist Government's  decision to al-
low free repatriation of around 30,000 Greek
political exiles and their families  is intended
to close a dark chapter in the country's post-
war history. But a large question  mark hangs
over their future in Greece, where the state
pension fund is burdened with debts and an 8
percent overall unemployment rate rises to
more than 23 percent for younger graduates.
There is some doubt about how many qxiles
will actually take up Premier Andreas
Papandreou's offer.
Since 1974 when the Communist Parry be-
came legal and the road back to Greece  was
opened, some 32,000 former fugitives  have
been permitted to return. Their applications
were individually screened  by security offi-
cials in Greece, a process  which led to long
delays. But another  4.500 exiles who have al-
ready received permission to come home have
postponed  doing so because of the financial
and social problems they find in Greece.
Social security rights, often the source of a
comfortable income for Greeks who return
from the West, cannot yet be transferred
from East European countries,  with the ex-
ception of Bulgaria. Even in that case, Greeks
who have returned  from Bulgaria say they
only receive  part of their pension.
Skilled  technicians and graduates,  who
make up a large propoftion of the original ex-
iles' families,  say their diplomas  may not be
recognized in Greece  or are considered infe-
rior to similar Western qualifications. More
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Eastern Europe are under 40, and were either 
born there or are too young to have taken 
part in  the 1947-49 political upheavals. 
Exiles who go back to their original 
homes, often in  rural areas, may find their 
property confiscated long ago or acquired by 
relatives. 
Premier Papandreou has promised to re-
store Greek citizenship to former exiles in a 
process uncomplicated by the bureaucracy of 
the past. The Government also wants to bring 
bilateral negotiations on transfer of social se-
curity rights to a swift conclusion, perhaps 
covering the payments through imports from 
the Soviet Union, the German Democratic 
Republic, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Po-
land where most exiles live. 
Negotiations are being opened with the 
Greek Orthodox church, which owns large 
tracts of unused land scheduled for eventual 
takeover by the state, to provide property for 
the exiles' return. But free repatriation, long 
awaited by the former fugitives, seems to 
have brought no rush of immigrants. Many 
are more likely to take advantage of the Gov-
ernment's willingness to allow them home 
for a preliminary visit with no commitment to 
remain. KERIN  HOPE 
Paris 
The French have launched another attack in 
their battle against franglais.  Alarmed by the 
invasion of English words into technical 
vocabularies, the French Government is at-
tempting to purge anglicisms from the re-
search papers of French scientists. 
The Government has admitted defeat in 
ridding everyday speech of such old standbys 
as le weekend, le  parking, and, more recently, 
le jogging,  but it  is  drawing the line on the sci-
entific use of such American computer lingo 
as le hardware and le software. The purge 
comeS' in  response to surveys indicating as 
many as 7 5 percent of French scientists sub-
mitted research papers in  English to confer-
ences held in  France. 
To combat the problem, French Research 
and Technology Minister Jean-Pierre 
Chevenement has sent a letter to leading 
French scientific organizations requesting 
their members to "systematically" publish in 
French at conferences held in  French-speak-
ing lands. The request annoyed many French 
scientists, who contend that if they publish 
papers exclusively in  their native tongue they 
will be limiting their audience. 
Although French is  the second la~guage af-
ter English in  international diplomacy, it is 
ranked only 11th in  terms of the number of 
people who speak it around the world. Eng-
lish, Spanish, Arabic, Portugese, the languages 
of China, Russian, Hindi, Japanese, German, 
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and Malaysian all outrank French. 
The Government's request to publish in 
French also has bewildered many of the na-
tion's scientists who point out that there are 
often no French equivalents for the technical 
words coined by Americans. Not to be put 
off, the Government has set about bringing 
such French words into existence. The 
French Industry Minister has published a list 
of French computer words recently created 
with assistance from the 40 "immortals" of 
the prestigious Academie  Fran~aise, a group 
of noted writers who also act as a watchdog 
over the purity of the French language. 
Le logiciel has become the accepted term 
for software and le  materiel for hardware 
while Ia  banque de donnees  is  the French 
term for data bank. Some of the changes are 
mere cosmetic transfers of the English con-
cept into French spelling. A multiprocessor 
has become un multiprocesseur while the 
English "on line" has been translated as en 
ligne and "listing" is  now un listage. 
Chevenement has complained that all too 
often French researchers "work for the glory 
of being published in  English journals." The 
Research and Technology Minister has said 
he envisions creating a program to sensitize 
the French-speaking scientific community to 
the problem and to upgrade the quality and 
distribution of French scientific journals. 
Frenchman Alfred Kastler, the 1966 Phys-
ics  Nobel Prize winner, believes, however, 
that there is little the Government can realis-
tically do to curb the regression of French in 
scientific circles. "Faced with the invasion of 
English, the commands of the Government 
are inoperative," Kastler said. CAROLYN  LESH 
Luxembourg 
The airwaves are humming in  Luxembourg 
and in  a very literal sense. Radio Television 
'Luxembourg (RT!.)  is  facing major decisions 
about its future and, when you consider that 
the company is  the country's largest single 
taxpayer, it's no wonder that the vibrations 
are being felt throughout the economy. In-
deed they go even further because like most 
successful Luxembourg enterprises, RTL  has 
imprinted itself across a large section of the 
map of Europe. When you recall that the 
Government leaders of France and the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, as well as Luxem-
bourg itself, have held special meetings to dis-
cuss Rn's plans you have a measure of the 
company's commercial and cultural reach. 
Radio Luxembourg has been beguiling lis-
teners in  France, Germany, Belgium, and Brit-
ain for most of the half century since its cre-
ation. Some wonder whether commercial 
radio would ever have come to Britain, for 
instance, had the public there not been 
primed for it  by habitual listening to Radio 
Luxembourg's seductive late-night blend of 
ads and pops. Many viewers in  northern 
France and Belgium might add that RTL  today 
provides their best television entertainment. 
The relationship between this energetic, 
highly professional enterprise and the staid 
broadcasting authorities of neighboring coun-
tries has always been uneasy, but it only 
reached the level of a major political dispute 
some three years ago when RTL announced 
plans for a satellite-beamed commercial tele-
vision station openly designed to capture au-
diences throughout most of northern Europe. 
Reports suggested that networks in  France 
and Germany acted to put pressure on their 
Governments to get the plans blocked. 
RTL in  Luxembourg. Whatever the truth in  this, the fact is  that 
for several years now the expansion plans of 
RTL have become enmeshed in  a high level 
political tangle. The latest blow to the Lux-
embourg company's ambitions landed last 
year when France announced plans to estab-
lish its own satellite television system to oper-
ate from 1985. Whether the French· move 
was a retaliation against Luxembourg or sim-
ply inspired by  the commercial and techno-
logical gains to be won from such a service, 
the fact remains that it presents a potentially 
severe competitive blow to RTL. 
The RTL management is  now pondering 
whether to take up the French offer of a sin-
gle channel broadcasting frequency on their 
satellite, which could substantially limits its 
ability to beam programs in  German or Eng-
lish, or whether to pull out of the enterprise 
altogether. RTL is  a privately owned company 
and in  this sense owes no loyalty other than 
to its shareholders (mainly French and Bel-
gian).  RTL has made major investments in  re-
cent years in  such areas as  joint film produc-
tion with companies in  other countries, 
animated television productions, and experi-
mental broadcasts in  local languages. While 
much of this may have been based on the as-
sumption of a satellite broadcasting facility, 
one suspects that the management may also 
have had a keen idea of which way the politi-
cal winds were blowing. 
Which leaves the Government of Luxem-
bourg in  something of a quandary. It cannot 
control the RTL decision. It would not like to 
see Luxembourg's domination of the popular 
European airwaves slip away by default. So it 
is suggesting that if RTL does back out then 
another company might be invited to take up 
the option. 
An  Anglo-American consortium has been 
suggested as one likely candidate, although 
there is  probably an element of saber-rattling 
here. It  is  difficult to contemplate the loss of 
a company that has probably given  Luxem-
bourg more recognition and popularity than 
any other single enterprise in  the postwar 
years. Bur the reality, political or economical, 
is  not encouraging. ALAN OSBORN 
Copenhagen 
While Sweden's new socialist Government 
has reaffirmed the Swedish tradition of regu-
lating as  much of human behavior as possi-
ble-the newest example being the decision 
to protect gullible minors by allowing the 
film "E.T." to be shown only to adults-
Denmark, on the other hand, is  trying to de-
regulate both business and public administra-
tion. 
Danish business is  facing another difficult 
year and the conservative-led Government of 
Poul Schlueter is  now trying to boost the mo-
rale of the business community by scrapping 
costly environmental policies and looking 
through the statute books to get rid of as 
much red tape as  possible. 
Making life easier for business is  just part 
of a far more ambitious frontal attack on 
Danish bureaucracy. Though Danes are gen-
erally fairly pragmatic about rules and regula-
tions, the inertia of public administration and 
the multitude of laws implementing the wel-
fare state in  the 1960s has caused a profusion 
of bureaucratic rules deemed necessary to 
make the laws work. 
Now an official report on the bureaucracy 
claims that this is  not so. There are 216 rules 
and regulations dealing with just welfare pay-
ments to sick workers. More than two thirds 
of these rules are completely superfluous and 
could be replaced without prejudice to the 
law, according to a committee of public ser-
vants and employer and labor union represen-
tatives. 
The special government agency responsible 
for increasing the efficiency of public admin-
istration believes that this is  just the first 
proof that thousands of unnecessary rules and 
regulations, many of them mutually incom-
patible, will surface in other fields.  Local au-
thorities alone have identified more thari one 
thousand problems in  interpreting existing 
rules and regulations, which may be eased or 
solved by the repeal of or drastic changes in 
existing rules and regulations set by central 
government. 
The Government hopes that its program to 
deregulate the Danes will  have a double re-
ward: it will allow more efficient implemen-
tation of the rules and regulations that are 
kept on the books and it will give business 
and the ordinary citizen a better understand-
ing of how and why they are regulated. 
For a liberal-conservative Government hav-
ing to increase taxes in  times of economic cri-
sis  this sort of move is  by no means without 
political appeal. For observers outside Scandi-
navia it  is  a further reminder of the fact that, 
although there are many similarities between 
the Scandinavian countries, there are also 
some striking differences. LEIF BECK  FALLESEN 
Rome 
The popularity of Pope John Paul 11-the 
first non-Italian for 400 years-is currently 
being put to the test in  Rome. Last Novem-
ber, after a long meeting of Cardinals, the 
Pope announced that 1983 would be a Holy 
Year,  to celebrate the 1950th anniversary of 
the death of Christ. Nobody had expected 
it-it is  entirely up to the Pope whether such 
anniversaries are celebrated in  this way or 
not-and no one had been told in advance. 
When Sig Ugo Vetere, the Mayor of Rome, 
was told by an assistant that the Pope had 
just declared a Holy Year,  he said to him: 
"this is  no time for making jokes." 
Holy Year actually began on Ash Wednes-
day when the Pope ceremoniously opened the 
Holy Door of St.  Peter's which is only used 
during Holy Years.  Holy Year will start 
slowly, but by  the end of the summer be-
tween 8 and 12 million extra pilgrims are ex-
pected to have come to Rome, prayed at the 
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prescribed shrines, walked through the Holy 
Door into St.  Peter's, and confessed their 
sins. The Pope may have thought that Ro-
mans would be pleased. 
It meant that apart from his visits to Latin 
America and Poland he would be devoting 
much more of the summer to Rome than he 
normally does. It meant excellent business for 
the hotels, pensions, and trattorias of Rome, 
even though many pilgrims are poor and will 
try to stay and eat in  the many religious hos-
tels.  For the Italian Government, it meant a 
welcome boost to Italy's foreign exchange 
earnings from tourism, already vital to the 
balance of payments. 
For the City Council of Rome, however, 
the Holy Year was bad news. The council 
feared that it would cause a serious and ex-
pensive setback to its plans to make a dra-
matic assault on both the city's terrible traffic 
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ter display the city's archaeological heritage, 
especially that from the ancient Romans. The 
plan involves banning cars from large areas of 
the old center of Rome, and closing the Via 
dei Fori Imperiali, the important main road 
that crosses the imperial forums of ancient 
Rome. The object is to open up the area un-
derneath and beside the road to archaeolo-
gists, in due course creating an archaeological 
park out of the present, rather scruffy, forum 
area which lies  between the Colosseum and 
the Capitol. 
Mayor Veters' view is that the situation is 
so bad that something must be done now. If 
excuses are made because of the Holy Year, 
the whole plan will slip and, what with the 
precariousness of local as well as national 
Governments in  Italy, it may never be imple-
mented. So in  mid-March the closure notices 
are due to go up on Via dei Fori Imperiali, 
and if there is  chaos when Holy Year gets 
fully underway a few weeks later at Easter, 
then who will  be to blame? It will not be the 
first time that the religious and temporal 
powers in  Rome will have been at logger-
heads. JAMES BUXTON 
Dublin 
The Pro-Life Amendment Campaign (PLAC), 
after two years of hard lobbying, scored a no-
table victory when the Irish parliament began 
debating a bill on a referendum to insert a 
clause in the Irish constitution outlawing 
abortion. There are two unusual aspects 
about such a development. First, it runs 
counter to the trend in  most other European 
countries, where legislation on abortion has 
been gradually liberalized in  recent years. Sec-
ond, abortion has been totally forbidden in 
Ireland since 18  61  and there has been virtu-
ally no move to change the law by any im-
portant interest group. What is more, the pro-
posed constitutional change will make no 
alteration whatever in the existing legal situa-
tion concerning the outlawing of abortion. 
Why then should the country be getting 
stirred up over a campaign to prohibit some-
thing that is already prohibited? The U.S. Su-
preme Court is partly to blame because the 
people behind PLAC,  including some of the 
country's leading gynecologists, fear that if 
the 18 61  law is ever challenged before the 
Irish Supreme Court it may follow the reason-
ing of its American counterpart back in  197  3 
and rule that the unborn child has no guaran-
teed constitutional right to life. 
Very few people in the country believe that 
the Irish Supreme Court would ever give such 
a ruling, but PL.\c points out that the Irish 
constitution dating from 1937 only speaks of 
the rights of the "citizen" and thus seems to 
exclude the unborn. In addition, Ireland is a 
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signatory of the European Convention on 
Human Rights and there are fears, according 
to Justice Minister Patrick Noonan, that the 
convention in  future might be interpreted as 
guaranteeing a woman's right to abortion. 
Opponents of PLAC argue against an expen-
sive nationwide referendum to make a change 
in the constitution that will have no effect on 
the existing legal prohibition against abortion 
and will leave unchanged the situation 
whereby an estimated 3,500 women travel 
each year to Britain to have abortions there. 
They say it is  merely a waste of time and 
money and distracts the country from far 
more pressing economic problems, including 
a 14 percent unemployment rate. It is also ar-
gued that the proposed constitutional change 
will  be seen as imposing Catholic moral 
teaching on the 5-percent Protestant minority. 
The various Protestant churches have in 
fact publicly opposed the holding of a ref-
erendum, while insisting this does not mean 
any alteration in their abhorrence of "abor-
tion on demand." Their main objection 
seems to be against "using constitutional 
prohibitons as a means of dealing with com-
plex moral and social issues." These are bet-
ter dealt with by legislation in  the view of the 
Protestant Churches. 
These Protestant objections are a blow to 
both the present Fine Gael-Labor coalition 
Government and the Fianna Fail opposition, 
which in  fact drafted the amendment that is 
now before parliament. All  three parties are 
firmly committed to the eventual reunifica-
tion of Ireland by peaceful means, includinr; 
the removal of laws which can be seen to 
N orthem Ireland Protestants as sectarian or 
enforcing Catholic morality. Unfortunately 
both Garret FitzGerald, the present Prime 
Minister, and Charles Haughey, leader of 
Fianna Fail, gave pledges to PLAC to hold an 
anti-abortion referendum when a general 
election was approaching in  April 1981 and 
apparently failed to realize the effect it would 
have on the Protestant churches. 
The consequences are now more serious 
for FitzGerald, as he is also identified with a 
"crusade" to promote Irish unity precisely 
through removing legal and constitutional 
measures which are objectionable to North· 
em Protestants. In  fairness, he appears con-
vinced that the Irish constitution lacks ade-
quate protection for the unborn and that the 
proposed amendment would not enforce ex-
clusively Catholic moral teaching, a view 
which some leading Protestant churchmen 
have said they share. 
The whole affair is  becoming something of 
a nightmare for politicians especially in  the 
coalition parties, where demands for a free 
vote on the controversial bill are increasing. 
For non-politicians, the issue is seen more 
and more as divisive and unnecessary, al-
though the vast majority of people who op-
pose holding a referendum would also op-
pose the introduction of abortion on demand 
as it operates in  the United Kingdom and the 
United States. 
Here there are genuine and sincerely held 
differences of opinion spanning the religious 
and political divide which Irish society and 
legislators have not had to face up to before. 
The Catholic Church has remained on the 
sidelines, deliberately. It has not sought the 
amendment, but the hierarchy "applauds the 
ideals" of PLAC.  The bishops, no doubt 
wisely, have decided to stay our of the fray, 
unlike in  1948 when their interference in a 
proposed state scheme for mother and child 
care caused a political crisis which has still 
left its trace in Irish life.-JOE CARROLL 
Brussels 
Asked to comment on his country's interna-
tional trade prospects at a recent press confer-
ence, a Belgian banker surveyed his audience 
and remarked with a wry grin: "Right now 
I'd say our fastest growing imports were for-
eign  journalists." I expect most journalists 
here would counter with a remark about bu-
reaucrats and interpreters, but his point is a 
reasonable one. In the 10 years since the 
United Kingdom, Ireland, and Denmark 
joined the European Community the number 
of full-time foreign television, radio, and 
press men and women in  Brussels has more 
than doubled to somewhere around 300. 
Greece's entry swelled the ranks and already 
there are a score or so of Spanish and Portu-
guese correspondents located here to monitor 
their countries' protracted negotiations for 
E.C. membership. 
The biggest single boost in  recent years to 
Brussels' status as a base for international 
journalists came in January this year when 
The Wall Street journal launched its  Euro-
pean edition. Edited in  Brussels and employ-
ing 50 full-time reporters and editors in  Eu-
rope, the ]ournars arrival has powerfully 
fortified Brussels' challenge to Washington as 
the world's largest multinational press center. 
The comparison isn't entirely fair though, 
as the relatively meager contingent of Ameri-
can journalists here will suggest. Brussels is 
indeed the headquarters of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization-and as such a lure for 
military and defense correspondents-but by 
far its  biggest newsmaker is the European 
Community in  its various institutional shapes. 
To some extent, you could say it thus repre-
sents an extension of domestic Government 
reporting for its member countries' newspa-
pers and agencies. 
The spectacle of the Brussels press corps in 
full cry can be an awesome one for visiting American politicians and officials, especially
when questions are rattled off in any one of
seven different languages.  But again appear-
ances are deceptive. The number of "tradi-
tional" staff foreign  correspondents  based
here by national  publications is probably not
much more than in Paris, say, or Bonn. The
uniqueness  of the press in Brussels lies in the
large number of specialized  correspondents
covering subjects ranging from agriculture  and
fishing to trade, energy, and industry.  Many
free-lance operators serve a string of publica-
tions, while at any given moment there are
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search for books.
The daily output of information  from the
E.C. Commission  and the European  Parlia-
ment provides ample pickings  for most cor-
respondents, but to many news organizations
the main charm of Brussels is its highly devel-
oped system of communications  and the
scope rhis affords for access to stories
throughout  Europe.  If Paris or Bonn have
more appeal for American foreign correspon-
dents in terms of the items which engage their
readers' interest, the situation is obviously
different for a publication  aimed at an exclu-
sively European readership.
For Brussels at any rate, the launching  of a
new newspaper is a welcome development,
not least fo; the additional exposure it will
give, as a kind of by-product, to Belgium's
own domestic  activities.  You can already buy
the national newspapers  of a dozen or more
different countries  in Brussels on the day of
publication  and anyone who complains  of be-
ing ill-informed here now can surely only be
regarded as illiterate. ALAN  osBoRN
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For more than five decades, jazz musicians
from the United States have been traveling to
Europe to play their music before audiences
that have traditionally responded  with more
respect and affection than those back home.
Some musicians, like the great tenor saxo-
phone player Ben Webster,  have been re-
ceived with such hospitality that they have
decided to remain there. A more recent
development,  however,  is the emergence of a
growing number of fint-class European iazz
players who are making their own consider-
able contribution  to the iazz genre, no longer
willing to merely imitate their American
counterparts.
It will come as no surprise  then that jazz
festivals in Europe have been, and continue
to be, major musical  events for Americans
and Europeans alike. Not only do they pro-
vide a rich opportunity to hear music by the
best jazz musicians in the world, but iazz fans
from many countries are drawn to the festi-
vals to enjoy the warm camraderie  of other
enthusiasts  like themselves.
Perhaps the best example of this is the iazz
festival in Montreux,  Switzerland-the best
known of all the European festivals and the
only one that rivals the great Newport Jazz
Festival in New York City. It is considered  a
great honor for musicians to play at Mon-
treux because they know they will be able to
mingle with the best in the world. Some of
the legendary performances in iazz history
have taken place there and there are more
than a hundred major jazz albums that have
been recorded at Montreux.
While Montreux  provides the setting for
the best-known festival, it is the city of Co-
penhagen, however, that has come to be
known  as the "iazz capital" of Europe. It has
provided jazz musicians with a year-round
home base to which they can return after
performances  all over Europe. Copenhagen's
reputation is largely due to a rich iazz tradi-
tion established at the legendary  Montmartre
Club, which opened in 1960; to its successor,
the "New Montmartre," which opened its
doors in 197 6 as the "biggest jazz club in
Europel"  and to the summer festival, this year
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scheduled for July 8-17 and which, according small town of Moers, outside of Dusseldorf,
to director Poul Bfornholdt, diffen from the  the town's city council subsidizes new wave
other summer  festivals "because the city itself  music as a prestige project. People like David
serves as a stage for the festival." Murray, George "Blood" Ulmer, and An-
A "reputationr"  however, is one thing and  thony Braxton have been active in their
the reality is often quite another. The para- projects.
dox of the situation in Copenhagen  is that  In France a new club on Paris' right bank,
there are both Scandinavian  and American "New Morning,"  has recently  opened. Pianist
musicians of international standard living  Martial Solal is still a pivotal figure in the
rhere, but not enough jazz places or mass French iazz scene. The tradition of Django
public inreresr, for all that matters, to accom- Reinhardt is being carried on by the gypsy
modate  all this talent. The result is that many generation of guitarists; namely Christian
of the musicians refer to Copenhagen as a  Escoud6 and the brothers Elliot and Boulou
"base," and do what jazz musicians  have al-  Ferret. France is also known for its summer
ways done: that is, travel to where the work  festivals: International  names are always fea-
is. In this case: Norway,  France, Germany,  tured at the annual festivals in Antibes, Juan
Italy, Spain, and lately Japan. les Pins, and in Nice.
Today there seems to be an increased inter-  The North Sea Festival, that takes place
est in iazz in many European countries. In  every summer,  just outside of The Hague, is
Oslo, Norway,  for instance usually associated  probably the biggest jazz spectacle ever, fea-
with iazz because of the innovative musician- turing as many as 500 musicians.  Italy also
ship of renor Jan Gabarek-there are now  has a small festival every summer, in the me-
three jazz clubs, and two major summer festi-  dieval city of Pemggia  located in the beautiful
vals: the Molde and KongbergJazz  Festivals. Toscana region. Gigi Campi's  musical cooper-
Another example is the interest in new  ative, "Music Unlimited" will have a small
wave and avant garde jazzin the Federal Re-  festival in San Remo from April 8-10 featur-
public of Germany. Free Music Productions  ing Ernie Wilkins' "Almost Big Band,' Eddie
in Berlin is an organization directed by musi- "Lockjaw" Davis, Francis Boland's group'
cians that arrange workshops and concerts  and Johnny Griffin.
wirh musicians  from all over Europe. In the  Spain perhaps doesnlt have many local
Musicians  jamming at the New Montmartre  cluh in Copenhagen  o Kirsren Malone• 
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Spanish  mustetans  of  international  standard, 
outside  of  the  gifted  blind  pianist  Tete 
Monteliu who is  noted for his  many fine  re-
cordings with Ben Webster, but it has perhaps 
one of the most active  jazz  audiences  in  Eu-
rope.  Sevilla,  for example, celebrated its  first 
annual  jazz  festival  in  November,  1982, pre-
senting  three  nights  of  music  featuring  the 
groups  of  Arthur  Blythe,  Chico  Freeman, 
Dollar Brand, and the Mingus  Dynasty.  Each 
concert  of  2,000  seats  was  sold  out. 
San Sebastian in  the northern Basque region 
is  currently  planning  its  18th  jazz  festival, 
which, according to tradition, will  take place 
around  the  20th  of July.  The  neighboring 
town, Vitoria, will  follow up with a series of 
concerts. Two years  ago  these cities arranged 
a  series  of  concerts  that  were  attended  by 
enormous crowds. For example, 15,000 peo-
ple  turned  out  for  a  concert  featuring  the 
Chick Corea Quartette (Joe Henderson, Gary 
Peacock,  Roy  Haynes).  The first  jazz  festival 
in  Madrid took place in  October, 1982. Usu-
ally  these jazz  events are presented at the stu-
dent's residence center in  the north west part 
of  Madrid  which  seats  about  800  people. 
However,  when  Sonny  Rollins  appeared  last 
in  Madrid,  he  played  to  capacity  crowds  of 
about 8,000 in  Madrid's Sports Palace. 
For  any  real  understanding  of  the  jazz 
scene in  Europe, however, one must return to 
Copenhagen and review some of the remark-
able developments that have taken place since 
1960.  It  was  in  that  year  that  bass  player 
Oscar  Pettiford  decided  to  live  in  Copenha-
gen and it was his  initiative that eventually led 
to opening1 one of the most remarkable peri-
ods on the European  jazz  scene.  In  coopera-
tion  with  his  Danish  partner,  Anders  Dyrup, 
they started the Montmartre and a new era of 
jazz in  Europe had begun, the roots of which 
can be clearly heard today. In  1961 the popu-
lar bass player died and, for a period of time, 
his dream of having an international jazz club 
died  with  him.  The Montmartre, which  had 
become immensely popular during Pettiford's 
time  and  had  featured  Stan  Getz  for  long 
term engagements, closed. 
The following  year,  however, the club was 
re-opened under the auspices of an American 
pianist living in  Copenhagen at the time,  Har-
old  Goldberg,  and  a  Dane,  Herluf-Kamp 
Larsen.  Eventually  Goldberg  returned  to  the 
States  and  the  Montmartre  continued  under 
the direction of Herluf-Kamp Larsen until the 
latter part of the  1970s.  During  those  years, 
one of the most important periods of jazz  in 
Europe  became  the  reality  of  Pettiford's 
dream:  an  international  jazz  club,  featuring 
established U.S.  musicians as  well  as  the  best 
France is  known for its summer jazz festivals in Antibes, juan le  Pins, and in Nice. co  Photo Researchers 
that European jazz  could offer.  A whole his-
tory  of  jazz  passed  through  Montmartre's 
doors  during  that  golden  period,  beginning 
with a three-month engagement with the late 
piano virtuoso Bud Powell. 
Dexter Gordon first came to Copenhagen's 
Montmartre  in  1963  after  he  had  just  left 
Ronnie  Scott's  jazz  dub in  London.  He has 
described  this  period  as  "one  of  the  most 
fruitful  periods  in  my  life ....  "  Herluf had. 
the kind of jazz policy at the time wherein he 
would book a musician for long term engage-
ments. Another aspect of this policy was that 
he would book groups featuring Cecil Taylor, 
Archie Shepp,  Don Cherry, Albert Ayler,  and 
other "avant garde" musicians-even though 
he  knew  he  would  be  taking  an  economic 
risk, because he felt they were important mu-
sically. 
Because of this  kind of policy it  would be 
quite common during that time to have musi-
cians  of  such  contrasting  styles  as  Don 
Cherry, Sonny Boy  Williamson, Roland Kirk, 
Dollar Brand  (Ibrahim  Abdullah),  Don Byas, 
and  many  others  in  town at the  same  time. 
With  all  these  musicians  around  it  was  only 
natural  that  many  unusual  and  impromptu 
jazz  sessions  resulted.  On  one  occasion, 
Sonny Boy  Williamson sat in  with the house 
rhythmn  section  that  was  usually  composed 
of pianist Kenny Drew, who had come to live 
in  Copenhagen  in  1963,  bassist  Niels-
Henning Orsted  Pedersen,  then  only a  teen-
ager,  and  Danish drummer Alex Rei!.  During 
this era it would not be uncommon to experi-
ence three of the greatest tenor players in  jazz 
history  onstage at one time:  Dexter Gordon, 
Don Byas,  and the maestro-Ben Webster. It 
was  precisely  due  to  this  kind  of  bountiful 
musical  activity  that  many  U.S.  jazzmen  be-
came attracted  to Copenhagen.  Ben  Webster 
first  came  to Copenhagen  in  January,  1965, 
and was scheduled to stay in  the Danish capi-
tol  for  only  a  week.  Instead  he  remained 
there until his death in  1973. 
Today  Copenhagen  is  home base  for  such 
established  musicians  as  trumpeter  Idrees 
Sulieman,  Sahib  Shibab,  guitarist  Doug 
Rainey,  trombonist/ singer  Richard  Boone, 
drummer  Ed  Thigpen,  pianists  Kenny  Drew, 
Horace  Parlan,  and  Duke  Jordan;  also  big-
band  arrangers  and  composers  Billy  Moore, 
Thad Jones, and Ernie  Wilkins live  and work 
out of Copenhagen. 
In  1975,  Herluf-Kamp  Larsen  was  forced 
to  close  "the  old  Montmartre"  because  of 
severe economic problems. A musical vacuum 
was  felt  in  Copenhagen  that  gave  even  the 
blues  the  blues.  However,  those  15  years  of 
intense musical activity and the enormous in-
fluence the American musicians had upon the 
Danish  and  European  jazzmen  left  its  mark. t 
Leonard Malone is  a free lance  writer based in Co-
penhagen. 
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HOW TO FIND 
THOSE EUROPEAN 
ANCESTORS  our 
roos 
DIANA SCIMONE 
"In due season we went there with our axes, 
to have it proved to us that America truly and 
literally is a land flowing with milk and honey. 
Lotten and Christine came to our aid with 
pails, pots, pans, and any other vessels we 
could ladle our sweet treasure into. And it was 
necessary to have such things in readiness. 
With a terrific crash the tree plunged to the 
ground, the bent top buried itself deep in the 
earth, a part of the trunk splintered to pieces, 
and we had to start scooping up the honey." 
The Memoirs of Gustaf Unonius (1810-1902), 
immigrant  leader  and  founder  of  the  Pine 
Lake Settlement in  Wisconsin. 
Lotten, Christine and the rest of the Unonius 
family were not alone in  thinking the land on 
the  western  shore of the  Atlantic  was  over-
flowing  with  milk  and  honey.  In  the  latter 
half of the  19th and  early  part of the  20th 
Centuries,  Europeans  by  the millions  packed 
up  their  belongings  into  a  few  boxes  and 
crates and traveled across an  unknown ocean 
expecting  if  not  fame,  at  least  a  modest 
amount of fortune.  Today,  their descendants 
make  up  the  melting  pot  r.hat  is  known  as 
America, where there is  a growing interest in 
learning  more  about  the  roots  to  the  past. 
Many  amateur  genealogists  hope  to  find  a 
titled ancestor, discover a  remote connection 
to someone famous,  or just learn  a hit more 
about great-grandmother Calabrese or old un-
cle Tonoose. 
If learning  more about your ancestors en-
tices  you, you  can expect a  fascinating-and 
rewarding-search.  A  few  genealogists  with 
European  backgrounds  have  traced  their 
roots  back  to  the  3d  or  4th  Century,  al-
though  unless  you  have  royal  connections, 
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you're not likely  to be as  lucky.  Most of the 
records existing today are for landowners and 
nobility. If, however, you do find  volumes on 
a  certain  elusive  relative,  it  could  also  mean 
he  was  a  criminal  with  a  well-documented 
past-a good retort to those who boast blue-
blooded lines. 
No  matter  what  part  of  the  world  your 
ancestors  came  from-whether  Europe  or 
elsewhere-the best place to start your search 
is  on  this  side  of  the  Atlantic.  Begin  with 
yourself-the  first  "twig"  on  your  family 
tree.  Genealogists  suggest  sketching  a  rough 
diagram  of who is  related  to whom in  your 
family,  and  filling  in  as  much information as 
far  back  as  you  can.  The four  key  elements 
on your tree  should  be  names,  relationships, 
dates, and places (of  birth, death, and settle-
ment).  Next,  talk  to  relatives,  especially  the 
older ones. 
Many genealogists  find  it  helpful  to  rum-
mage  through  family  attics  and storage areas 
looking  for  clues  to  the  past  among  old 
records  such  as  insurance  policies,  Bibles, 
portraits  (look  on  backs  for  dates,  places, 
etc.),  tax  forms,  military  papers,  deeds  and 
the like. 
When you have retrieved as  much informa-
tion  from  these  "primary"  sources  as  you 
can,  it  is  time  to  proceed  to  "secondary" 
sources:  the  vast  record-keeping  facilities 
found throughout the United States.  You  can 
start in your own hometown or in  the city or 
county where your ancestors first lived in  this 
country.  Libraries and local and state histori-
cal societies can be very  helpful. At city court 
houses, you will find probate and tax records, 
wills,  birth  and  death  announcements,  and 
even  criminal  and  civil  proceedings.  Don't 
forget  the  local  church  or synagogue  which 
can also provide vital information. 
Most  professional  genealogists  travel  to 
Washington  D.C.  at  one  time  or another  in 
their  search  because  of  the  federal  govern-
ment's  centralized  record  storage  facilities. 
The  National  Archives,  for  example,  keeps 
naturalization  records,  passenger  lists  (a  few 
are  available  before  1820, many  after),  mor-
.  tality  schedules,  passport  applications,  some 
census  records,  claims  for  pensions  and 
bounty  lands,  and  other  such  information. 
The  Archives  also  has  branches  in  11  cities 
around  the  country and publishes a  newslet-
ter, Sources/ Prologue,  listing new additions to 
its  holdings.  (National  Archives,  Reference 
Services  Branch,  Washington  D.C.  20408; 
202/523-3220). 
Another good  source  in  Washington  D.C. 
is  the Local  History and Genealogy Room of 
the  Library  of Congress.  Among  its  collec-
tions  are  microfilms  of many  sources  in  Eu-
rope, such as  original  book material,  as  well 
as  family  histories  compiled  by  amateur ge-
nealogists around the country. (Local  History 
and  Genealogy  Room,  Library  of Congress, 
Washington D.C. 20540; 202/287-5537). 
The  National  Society  of the  Daughters  of 
the American  Revolution  maintains a geneal-
ogy  library  in  Washington  D.C.  with  a  spe-
cialized collection of over 65,000 books and 
pamphlets  and  more  than  30,000  manu-
scripts, includiHg published rosters of Revolu-
tionary  War  soldiers  and  patriots,  cemetery 
inscriptions,  abstracts  of  Revolutionary  War 
pension  files,  and  periodicals.  Librarians  do 
not do research  for visitors,  but people who 
are  not members of the society  may  use  the 
reference  facilities  by  paying  a  nominal  fee. 
(National  Society  of  the  Daughters  of  the 
American  Revolution,  177  6  D  Street,  N.  W., 
Washington  D.C.  20006-5392;  2d2j628-
1776). 
Another excellent library, also open to visi-
tors for a small fee,  is  found at the headquar-
ters of the  Na~ional Genealogical  Society.  Its 
collections include published and unpublished 
works relevant to genealogy, local history and 
heraldry.  Membership  in  the society  is  open 
to professionals  and  amateurs,  and  members 
have  mail  access  to  the  Library's  holdings. 
(National Genealogical Society,  1921 Sunder-
land  Place,  NW,  Washington  D.C.  20036; 
202/785-2123). 
If you prefer to have someone else  do the 
nitty-gritty work for you, you can hire profes-
sional  researchers  and  genealogists  who  are 
familiar with  the ins  and outs of Washington 
red  tape and genealogical  methods.  For a list 
of certified professionals, write  to the  Board 
for Certification  of Genealogists,  1307 New 
Hampshire  Avenue,  N.W.,  Washington  D.C. 
20036  (enclose  $2.00 and  a  large,  stamped 
envelope). 
Once you  have  traced your ancestors back to the  point where  they  arrived  in  rhe  United 
States,  you  are ready tO  begin  your search in 
Europe.  Two  international  groups  can  point 
you  in  the  right  direction:  International  Ge-
nealogical Club, cjo Baron Jean de Mice!,  61 
rue  d'Amsterdam,  75008  Paris,  France;  and 
Society  of Genealogists,  37  HarringtOn  Gar-
dens, London SW7  4JX. 
Throughout  Europe,  state  government  ar-
chives  can be  very  helpful,  although you  will 
have  ro  be  able to  read  the language  in  order 
to  understand  old  documents.  The Scandina-
vian  countries  are particularly  well-organized 
for  visiting  genealogists.  For  example  in 
Vaxjo, Sweden, the Utvandrarnas  Hus (House 
of Emigrants)  documents  "American  Fever," 
the  period  between  1846  and  19  30  when 
over  1  million  Swedes  eiTtigrated  to  North 
America (Utvandrarnas  Hus,  Box 201, 35104 
Vaxjo, Sweden). Denmark similarly records its 
emigration at the Danish Worldwide Archives 
(2  Konvalvej,  DK  9000 Aalborg, Denmark). 
If  you  would  like  to  join  other  amateur 
genealogists in  your search, Scandinavian  Air-
lines  has  organized  Heritage  and  History 
Tours  which  stop  at  these  and  other genea-
logical  facilities  in  Norway,  Sweden,  Den-
mark  and  Finland  (Scandinavian  Airlines, 
800  / 221-2350).  Other  genealogy  trips  to 
both Scandmavia  and  Scotland are  offered  by 
Passage  Tours  (1022  Nicollet  Mall,  Minne-
apolis,  Minnesota 55403; 800/ 328-7110). 
Those  with  ancestors  from  Britain  can  join 
tours  which  have  been  run  for  the  past  eight 
years  by Bill  Linder, a former director of cen-
tral  reference  at  the  National  Archives  in 
Washington.  The  annual  excursions  include 
lectures  on  British  research  by  noted genealo-
gists,  and  personal consultations  and  orienta-
tion  at  the  Society  of  Genealogy  Library. 
(Tour  to  Britain,  8306  Cottage  Street,  Vi-
enna,  Virginia  22180;  703/ 578-3049). 
Linder's  rours  are  usually  run  back-to-back 
with  similar excursions to Scotland  (write  DRH 
Associates,  2255  Cedar  Lane,  Vienna,  Vir-
ginia 22180). 
Once you  have  finished  your search (which 
can take 25  years or longer), you  may want to 
publish your findings  and  submit them  to ge-
nealogical libraries around the country and  in 
Europe. The American Genealogical Research 
Institute sells family  histories on  many  names 
from  Abbott to  York,  as  well  as  genealogical 
"starter" kits  which  include a comprehensive 
book,  How to Trace  Your Family Tree  (AGR I, 
1235  Kenilworth  Avenue,  N.E.,  Washington 
D.C.  20019;  202/ 399-0100). Another  how-
to  book  for  amateurs  is  Finding  Your  Roots 
($4.95  from  Action  for  fndependenr  Matu-
rity,  1909  K Street,  N.W.,  Washingron  D.C. 
20049; 202/ 728-4466). For other genealogi-
cal resources  and  materials,  write  to  Hearth-
stone Bookshop which specializes  in local and 
ethnic  history  and  Americana,  and  stock 
books,  periodicals,  maps,  charts  and  family 
tree  forms  ($1.00  for  a catalogue to  Hearth-
stone Bookshop, 108 S. Columbus Street,  Al-
exandria, Virginia 22314; 703/ 549-8211). 
The quest for your past can  be  educational, 
enlightening-and  sometimes  surprising. 
Though  you  may  have  a  goal  of  filling  in 
every  branch  on  your  family  tree,  keep  in 
mind  that  the  fun  i  in  the  actual  earch-a 
task  that can take you a lifetime,  but is guar-
anteed  ro  provide  hours  of  fascinating  dig-
ging. E 
Diana Scimone contributes regularly to Europe. 
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A recent  decision by the United  States
to subsidize the sale to Egypt of 1 mil-
lion tons of U.S. wheat flour has com-
plicated the already difficult task of
finding  a peaceful settlement for U.S.-
E.C. agricultural trade disputes. The
U.S. action was a retaliatory move
against  farm product export subsidies
granted  by the E.C., which for the past
20 years has been Egypt's leading sup-
plier of wheat  flour.
The 1-million-ton  sale would sub-
stantially increase the U.S. share of the
Egyptian  market for imported  flour.
During the 1981-82 agricultural mar-
keting year U.S. flour exports to Egypt
totaled only 630,000 tons, of which
550,000 tons were provided  in the
form of food aid. By constrast,  the
E.C. shipped Egypt I  million tons of
flour in l98l-82, including food aid
totaling 200,000 tons.
The United States agreed to sell sub-
sidized flour to Egypt to counter  E.C.
subsidies  it contends have won E.C.
expofters an unfair share of business
and have contributed to depressed
world wheat prices. A panel  set up un-
der the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (cnrr) is examining  those
Vice President Gerrge  Busb last mtmth.
U.S. charges. The E.C. claims its ex-
port subsidies have not given  E.C. farm
products an unfair advantage in world
markets.  The subsidized  flour sale was
announced by Vashington in January,
only a few days after the United  States
and the E.C. ended their first round of
talks aimed at patching up farm trade
differences  and avoiding a potential  ag-
ricultural  trade war. Both sides had de-
scribed the initial talks  as constructive.
The E.C. reacted to news of the U.S.
flour subsidy by announcing it would
not discuss  wheat flour with the Amer-
ican delegation when bilateral farm
trade talks resumed in Brussels  on Feb-
ruary 10. The Commission  said it
would use the February meeting to
seek to prevent further escalation of
U.S.-E.C.  farm trade conflicts. Jn addi-
tion, the Commission  said it saw no
reason in light of the new U.S. subsidy
program to pursue discussion  on U.S.
cnrr complaints over E.C. flour subsi-
dies.
The new flour subsidy agreement
obligates  the United States  to sell, and
Egypt to buy, 1 million tons of flour at
$155 a ton, substantially below  the al-
ready depressed world flour price. In
addition,  the agreement commits Egypt
to give preference  to U.S. flour in any
additional flour purchases it  makes
over the next  1 2 to 14 months.
E.C. Commission  President Gaston
Thorn told U.S. Vice President George
Bush last month during Bush's visit to
Brussels  that the E.C. would be forced
"to take (the flour deal) to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade as in-
compatible  with r;err rules and to re-
serve the right to take counter-action
of any funher action of this kind were
taken." Thorn said the U.S. action did
not seem compatible with the spirit in
which the United States and the E.C.
began talks last December  on their ag-
ricultural  disputes.
The "flour deal" was one of the many topics discusscd when E.C. Commission  President GastonTborn  met with U.S.
Fislr Poldcy lWarks
Ilflilestonefor EC
The adoption  of a comprehensive
Common Fisheries Policy  (cnn) by the
10 member states of the European
Community marked a new milestone
in the development  of the E.C. and put
to rest one of the Community's  most
colorful internal  squabbles in recent
yean. The new policy was adopted on
January  25, 1983 after over a year of
difficult negotations.  These negotia-
tions were imperiled late last year
when Denmark, believing it had been
shon-changed  by the proposed fishing
quotas, refused to accept before De-
cember 31 a compromise  package
agreed to by its other E.C. panners.
That was the deadline by which na-
tional fishing regulations were to take
effect in E.C. waters if Fisheries Minis-
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ters failed to achieve a Community-
wide policy.
Shortly after the deadline, the
United Kingdom  imposed a ban on
commercial  fishing by Denmark in
North  Sea coastal waters. The ban was
directed against  Danish fishermen fish-
ing near the Orkney and Shetland Is-
lands north of Scotland,  an area rich in
haddock and cod, and off the west
coast of Scotland,  where mackerel
abound. In defiance, Danish fisherman
and trawler owner Kent Kirk, a mem-
ber of the European  Parliament,  set
sail for Britian with 20-odd iournalists
in tow to challenge  the ban. Kirk was
subsequently  intercepted by British pa-
trol vessels  and sentenced  to a heavy
fine amid a swirl of publicity.
Meanwhile,  in a series of special
meetings, E.C. Commission  President
Gaston  Thorn and the E.C. Council  of
Ministers negotiated with the Danish
Government  in an effort to unblock
Denmark's  resistance to the common'
policy. Denmark  gave its approval  to
the pact after receiving  assurances  that
it would have first clainr in the future
on up to 20,000  tons of mackerel  per
year from Community entitlements  in
jointly controlled third-country waters
such as those off the coast of Norway.
"We are content  with the results
achieved. A compromise  between 10
countries with conflicting interests is a
tremendous  achievement," said Danish
Prime Minister Poul Schlueter after his
country gave its go-ahead  to the new
policy. The fisheries policy is designed
to keep E.C. waters productive by lim-
iting the total permissible  catch of ma-
ior commercial  fish varieties  and allo-
cating these among  member  states.
The policy gives E.C. fishing fleets fair
access to all Conrmunity waters. lt per-
mits orher member  stJtes to exercise
their "traditional" fishing rights inside
the 12-mile coastal zones within which
each member  state is permitted to con-
trol fishing.EC P11rtieip11tes 
in Textile Aeeord 
The  E.C.'s  Council  of  Ministers  has 
given  the go-ahead through the end of 
1986  for  the  Community's  continued 
participation in  the Multifiber Arrange-
ment  (MFA),  which  governs  an  esti-
mated  80  percent  of  world  trade  in 
~extiles. The Council made its  decision 
late last year after the E.C. successfully 
concluded bilateral agreements with 26 
of its 27 third world textile suppliers. 
The  MFA  allows  industrialized  na-
tions  tq  restrain  their  textile  imports 
from  countries  where  textile  produc-
tion costs are low, thus protecting their 
own domestic textile  industries.  How-
ever,  the MFA  may  only give  the Com-
Little Growth 
Seen in Output 
An  anticipated  decline  in  inflation-
expected to drop to a  single  digit  fig-
ure this year-will give investment and 
consumption  a  shot  in  the  arm,  but 
won't be  much  of a  stimulant for  the 
Community's  economic  output,  ac-
cording  to  the  EC  Commission's  an-
nual  economic  report.  The  report 
projects a  rather weak  1.1  percent in-
crease  in  output for  1983, the  fourth 
year  of  the  current  recession.  How-
ever,  the  Commission  sees  unemploy-
ment  rising  to  12  million,  as  well  as 
increasing budget deficits and the pros-
pect of a  long  period  of slow growth 
for E.C.  member states. 
Why  is  the  picture  so gloomy?  The 
Commission  blames  it  on  both  exter-
nal  factors,  such  as  oil-price  shocks, 
and on the failure of European econo-
mies  to respond  quickly  to changes  in 
the  economic  environment.  Lack  of 
technological  innovation, failure  to in-
EC to Fund 
Greek Antiquities 
Greece  will  get  a  $15  3,000  low-inter-
est loan from the European Investment 
Bank (EIB), the EC's bank for long-term 
finance, to set up an  archeological mu-
seum  on  the  Greek  island  of  Milos. 
The loan  is  part  of the  Community's 
effort  to  preserve  Europe's  cultural 
heritage and is  the first  such project to 
munity's  textile  industry  a  short 
breathing  space.  The  General  Agree-
ment  on  Tariffs  and  Trade  plans  to 
study  international  textile  trade  in 
developing  and  developed  countries 
with  an  eye  toward  promoting  freer 
trade in  that sector.  The study should 
be completed sometime in  1984. 
Earlier this year, the E.C.  had threat-
ened to quit the MFA.  The withdrawal 
of the Community, one of the world's 
largest textile consumers, from the tex-
tile  pact  could have  placed  the  future 
of  the  entire  agreement  in  jeopardy. 
The Community has announced that it 
will  take unilateral  measures to ensure 
its  textile  imports  from  Argentina  this 
year do not exceed the 1982 level.  Ar-
gentina  was  the  only  textile  supplier 
with  which  the  E.C.  failed  to  reach  a 
bilateral agreement. 
regrate European markets, high interest 
rates, and a strained international trad-
ing environment also play a role in  the 
bleak outlook. 
What's  the  solution  to  these  prob-
lems?  The  Commission  advocates  a 
long-run  "insurance  policy"  to  coun-
·teract  the  current  trend.  This  policy 
would include special efforts to cut de-
pendence  on  imported  oil.  Public  fi-
nance  policy  also  should  be  reformed 
so that investment, and not current ex-
penditure,  is  given  first  priority,  the 
Commission  said.  It  said  real  job-cre-
ation  programs  also  should  be  imple-
mented,  hand  in  hand  with  measures 
to  reduce  labor  costs  and  to  mend 
structural  weakness  in  vulnerable  in-
dustrial  sectors-steps  it  said  would 
improve  the  climate  for  investments 
and  business  profits.  The  report  said 
the growing  divergency  of the  econo-
mies  of the  Community's  10 member 
states jeopardizes the future of the Eu-
ropean Monetary System and that pub-
lic  policies  should  reflect  the  need  to 
bring these economies into line. 
benefit from EIB financing. 
The museum will  provide the proper 
environment  for  conserving  and  dis-
playing  Milos'  archeological  treasures, 
some  of which  date  to around  3000 
B.C. The museum is  expected to give a 
substantial  boost  to  the  island's  tour-
ism  industry, one of irs  most important 
sources  of revenue.  The  total  cost  of 
the  project  is  estimated  at  $303,600. 
The 15-year EIB  credit will  carry an  in-
terest  subsidy  of  about  5  percent 
drawn from the Community budget. 
Environment11l Aetion Progr11m 
An  ounce  of  prevention  is  worth  a 
pound of cure-at least that's the the-
ory behind the Community's Third Ac-
tion  Plan  (1982-86)  for  the  Environ-
ment,  published  late  last  year.  The 
document  outlines  an  overall  strategy 
for  actions  to  improve  and  maintain 
environmental  quality.  These  actions 
would be taken at all  levels of author-
ity,  from  local  and  national  to  Com-
munity-wide. 
The  Commission's  plan  calls  for 
greater  monitoring  of  pollution  and 
closer application of the "polluter-pays 
principle,"  a  concept  designed  to  en-
courage  industries  to  take  ami-pollu-
tion  measures and ro stimulate innova-
tion.  It  also  calls  for  introducing 
environmental  impact  assessment  as 
one of the steps  in  the  planning  pro-
cess  for both public and private devel-
opment projects and for new products 
and technologies.  As  a  step  in  this  di-
rection, the plan proposed a  new E.C. 
directive which would require environ-
mental  impact assessment  measures  to 
be  incorporated  into  the laws  of E.C. 
member states. 
The  Commission  warned  against 
cutting  corners  and  looking  for  an 
"easy way  out" when it  came to safe-
guarding  environmental  quality.  Envi-
ronmental policy should be carried out 
without  regard  to  short-term  condi-
tions  that  might  make  anti-pollution 
requirements look too  burdensome. 
Commission Proposes Modest 
Inere11se in F11rm Priees 
The  EC  Commission  has  proposed 
only  a  modest  increase  for  the  1983-
84 agricultural  marketing year in  com-
mon internal prices for most European 
farm  products.  However,  whether the 
actual  increase  in  farm  prices  for  the 
coming  season  will  be  as  modest  as 
that  sought  by  the  Commission  will 
depend  on  the  Community's  Council 
of Ministers  and  will  be a  telling  test 
of the political will  within  the  E.C.  to 
reform  the Common Agricultural  Pol-
icy  (CAP).  The  Commission  has  pro-
moted  reforms  in  the CAP  designed  to 
make  administering  the  policy  less 
costly and to bring closer to the world 
price  levels  the  relatively  high  internal 
prices for commodities the Community 
exports. 
The Commission proposed a general 
increase  of 5.5  percent  in  agricultural 
prices, with  lesser percentage increases 
for  some  of  the  Community's  most 
economically  important  crops.  The 
farm  price  package  put  forth  by  the 
Commission  would  increase  next  sea-
son's farm produce prices by an overali 
average of 4.4 percent, compared with 
an  average increase of 10.4 percent for 
1982-83. 
At their first  round of discussions on 
the  Commission's  farm  price  package 
in  mid-January, a few of the E.C.'s Ag-
riculture  Ministers  indicated  that  the 
proposed  price  increases  were  insuffi-
cient,  though  most  agreed  that  the 
Commission's price package would  be 
a  good  basis  for  an  eventual  compro-
mise  on farm  prices.  Britain's  Agricul-
ture  Minister,  Peter  Walker,  said  he 
advocated  even  smaller  increases  for 
some  items  than  those  recommended 
by the Commission. 
The  Commission's  price  package 
would limit the actual  increase in  sup-
port prices for some products in  1983-
84 to less  than  the  basic  5.5 percent, 
including milk (3.2 percent), grains (3.0 
percent),  and  rapeseed  (4.5  percent). 
EC  production  of those  commodities 
last  year exceeded pre-established lim-
its,  triggering  a  downward  adjustment 
in  their  1983  support  price  increases. 
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Gourmets the world over can continue 
to look to the E.C.  for a secure supply 
of foie  gras  now  that a  committee of 
the  European  Parliament  has  vindi-
cated  the  practice  of  force-feeding 
geese  to  fatten  their  livers.  Although 
people  concerned  with  the welfare  of 
animals have cited the practice as cruel 
and  disgusting,  the  Parliament's  Com-
mittee for Environment, Public  Health 
and  Consumer  Protection  has  found 
evidence that geese  may enjoy 
Geese,  says  the  committee  are  al-
ways  hungary.  Originally  a  migratory 
species, geese  accumulated  fat  in  their 
bodies,  especially  around  their  livers, 
before beginning migration. Once they 
were  domesticated,  human  beings  be-
gan  to  exploit  the  bird's  gluttonous 
tendencies.  In  its  recent  report on the 
fattening  process,  the  Parliamentary 
group  observed  that  the  fattening  is 
done by a person who "gently but vigi-
lantly  helps  the  bird"  eat  its  daily  ra-
tion. The report stresses that when the 
"fattener" arrives  on  the  scene,  geese 
often  actually  begin  calling  out  for 
more food. 
France  is  the  world's  leading  pro-
ducer  of  foie  gras,  an  industry  that 
provides  jobs  for  about  20,000  farm-
ers.  Hungary,  Poland,  Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, and Israel are also ma-
jor  producers,  followed  by  Japan, 
Spain,  Mexico,  Argentina,  and  Brazil, 
which  are  all  stepping  up  production. 
The  Council  of  Europe  has  rejected 
calls for an  EC  ban on the fattening of 
geese  for  the  production  of foie  gras 
pate. 
A Reprieve for B11by Se11ls 
Thanks to a  prospective  E.C.  ban  on 
imports  of their  pelts,  Canada's  baby 
seal  population  apparently  will  get  a 
reprieve  from  the  annual  seal  hunt, 
which  claims  about  187,000  of  their 
number  per  year.  Canadian  Govern-
ment  officials  have  confirmed  that 
most Canadian sealers  don't intend  to 
pursue  baby seals  this  season  because 
of the  economic  risks  impslicit  in  the 
potential ban. 
The idea of a  ban on baby seal  pelts 
has enjoyed wide public support in  Eu-
rope,  where  the  hunt  has  been  criti-
cized  for  the  cruelty  of  the  clubbing 
death that befalls its young victims and 
for contributing to the depletionof seal 
populations. However, the spectre of a 
Community-wide  import  ban  has  an-
gered  Canadian  officials  who  have 
steadfastly  defended  the  hunt as  a  le-
gitimate method of culling seal popula-
tions  and  as  an  important  source  of 
income  for  some  of  the  most  disad-
vantaged segments of Canada's  human 
population. 
Last  year  E.C.  Environment  Minis-
ters  recommended a  voluntary  ban  on 
imports of baby seal skins until  March 
1,  1983, when a  final  decision  on fu-
ture  import  restrictions  would  be 
made.  After  failing  to  win  a  commit-
© Blaine, The Spectaror, Hamilton, Canada 
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ment from Canada and Norway to call 
off their yearly  hunts,  the  E.C.  Com-
mission  last  October  recommended 
that the E.C. place a ban on imports of 
baby  seal  hides.  Included. in  the  pro-
posed  ban  were  products  made  from 
the  pelts  of  baby  harp  and  hooded 
seals,  known  respectively  as  "white 
coats and  bluebacks."  A  petition  call-
ing  for such  an  import ban attracted 5 
million  signatures  and  the  support  of 
90  percent  of  the  European  Parlia-
ment. 
The  United  Kingdom  and  the  Fed-
eral  Republic of Germany are the E.C. 
member  states  with  the  closest  com-
mercial  ties  with  Canada,  and  thus 
could suffer most economically from a 
Community-wide  pelt  ban.  Britain  is 
the  Community's  main  importer  and 
processor of baby seal  skins, an indus-
try  that provides  hundreds of jobs.  In 
Germany the  deep-sea  fishing  fleet  re-
lies  heavily  on  Canadian  waters  for 
14,000 metric tons of cod 
At  present,  despite  import  restric-
tions already in  place in  some member 
states, the E.C. remains a major market 
outlet  for  Canadian  and  Norwegian 
sealers. An  estimated 70 percent of the 
baby  seal  pelts  taken  in  Canada  are 
sold to Western Europe. 
Those Pessimistic Europe11ns 
Will  1983  be a  better or a  worse year  of  their  own  household  had  grown 
than  1982?  Most  Europeans  think  it  worse  in  the  past  12  months  (com-
will  be  worse,  according  to  a  recent  pared  with  15  percent  who  made  the 
survey  of public  opinion  in  the  Com- opposite  claim),  while  62  percent  felt 
munity.  Continuing the trend set  in  re- · that the general  economic situation of 
cent  years,  pessimists  in  their  assess- their  country  had  deteriorated  (com-
ment of what the future  will  hold (38  pared  with  14  percent who thought it 
percent)  outnumbered  optimists  (25  had improved). 
percent)  among  the  9,689  Europeans  How happy  are  Europeans?  The  re-
surveyed for the latest edition of Euro- cent findings show that 18  percen_t  sur-
Barometer,  a  public  opinion  survey  veyed  claimed  to be "very happy," 59 
conducted  twice  each  year  on  behalf  percent  to  be  "fairly  happy,"  and  21 
of the EC Commission.  percent  "not  too  happy."  The  Dutch 
The new  Euro-Barometer survey  re- were  well  in  the lead  in  the  happiness 
vealed  that most Europeans expect in- sweepstakes, with  44  percent claiming 
dustrial  relations  to  deteriorate  this  to be very  happy. The Greeks and !tal-
year,  with  an  increase  in  strikes  and  ians,  however,  showed themselves  less 
industrial  disputes.  Most also  expect a  satisfied with their lot in  life, with only 
substantial amount of trouble in  inter- 10  percent and 9 percent, respectively, 
national  relations  this  year,  although  claiming to be very happy. 
their  majority  is  smaller  than  in  the  As  for  European  attitudes  towards 
previous  year's  survey.  In  the  longer  the  Community,  there  is  still  a  vague 
term,  the  number  of  Europeans  who  consensus in  favor of the unification of 
said  they  felt  there  was  a  danger  of  Western  Europe-an  average  of  70 
world  war  in  the  next  20  years  now  percent  "for"  and  14  percent 
has  fallen  to  18  percent,  compared  "against."  The  majority  were  in  favor 
with  24  percent  at  the  end  of  1981  of a  united  Europe  in  all  10  member 
and 34 percent in  late 1980. The Irish  states,  including  Denmark  and  the 
(25  percent)  showed  themselves  a  bit  United  Kingdom, the two where senti-
more apprehensive about the threat of  ments  ran  most strongly  against  Euro-
world war than other Europeans, while  pean  unity.  However,  this  pro-Europe 
the  Greeks  (9  percent) and  the  Danes  sentiment  has  declined  almost  every-
(10  percent)  said  they  thought  that  where  since  1973,  particularly  in  the 
prospect less  likely.  Federal  Republic  of  Germany.  Ten 
On  the  economic  front,  the  survey  years  ago  the  Germans  were  far  more 
revealed  that  38  percent of the  inter- ardent  supporters  of a  united  Europe 
viewees  felt  that the financial  situation  than  the French;  today the opposite is 
true. 
Courtesy of French  National Railroads 
Commission Propos11l Would 
Improve Tr11nsport11tion 
New  road,  railway,  and  inland  water-
way  links  between  E.C.  countries may 
soon get a  $630 million  boost from  a 
five-year  experimental  program  de-
signed  by  the E.C.  Commission to im-
prove the quality and ease of transpor-
tation  within  the  Community.  If 
approved by Transport Ministers in  the 
member states,  the  proposed  program 
could  eventually  form  the  basis  for  a 
long-awaited  E.C.  Common Transport 
Policy.  The main  objective of the pro-
posed  program  is  to  fund  projects 
which  because of their size  could  not 
be  carried  out  by  national  authorities 
without help from the Community, ac-
cording  to  E.C.  Transport  Commis-
sioner Giorgios Contogeorgis. 
The first  part of the two-stage  pro-
gram  would  begin  this  year,  with 
nearly 50 million  in  Community funds 
earmarked for four major construction 
projects  in  five  countries.  Road  im-
provements  head  the  list  and  include the route between Athens and the Yu-
goslav border and the Rosslare-Dublin-
Belfast  road  in  Ireland.  Improvements 
in  the northwest-southeast transit route 
through  Austria  would also  be  funded 
under the  scheme.  The fourth  project. 
for  1983 would  be  the  modernization· 
of  the  Rotrerdam-Cologne-Stuttgart 
rail  link  between  the  Netherlands and 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 
The E.C. 's  Council  of Ministers has 
already approved part of the plan. The 
Commission would like  to see the an-
nual  expenditure  double  to  about 
$100  million  in  1984.  Projects  for 
next  year  would  include  modernizing 
the  Zuid-Willemsvaart  canal  between 
Belgium  and  the  Netherlands, improv-
ing  the  North-South  rail  link  between 
Copenhagen, Frankfurt and Milan, and 
electrifying  the  Colchester-Harwich 
railway  line  in  the  United  Kingdom. 
Modernization  of  Britain's  east  coast 
ports, a motorway linking Luxembourg 
to Trier,  Germany,  and  other projects 
aimed  at  improving  communications 
between  northwestern  and  southeast-
ern Europe. 
"Vredeling Proposal"  Revision 
The  E.C.  Commission  is  expected  to 
unveil a revised text of its controversial 
directive  on  worker  information  and 
consultation  rights-known  as  the 
"Vredeling proposal"-during the first 
half  of  1983.  That  initiative  would 
give  workers employed  by  a  European 
subsidiary  of a  multinational  company 
the right to be informed and consulted 
on  the  company's  financial  situation, 
policies,  and  business  decisions  likely 
to  affect  their  livelihoods,  such  as 
plant closings or worker lay-offs. 
The Commission  currently  is  in  the 
process  of  redrafting  the  Vredeling 
proposal  to take  into account amend-
ments  recommended  by  the  European 
Parliament and voted during the Parlia-
ment's  December  session.  The  Com-
mission has said it would be in  contact 
with both business and labor organiza-
tions during the redrafting period. 
According to  E.C.  Employment and 
Social  Affairs Commissioner lvor Rich-
ard,  the  revised  draft  would  exempt 
from  the proposal's disclosure require-
ments  "any information whose disclo-
sure  would  substantially  harm  the 
company's  prospects  or  substantially 
damage  irs  interests."  Richard  pro-
nounced  the  Commission  in  favor,  at 
least  in  principle,  of  many  of  the 
amendments  recommended  by  Parlia-
ment.  Many  of  these  amendments 
were  designed  to  allay  fears  that  the 
proposal  in  its  original  form  might 
EC Commissioner lvor Richard 
have  placed  too  heavy  an  adminis-
trative  burden  on  business,  throttled 
foreign  investment  in  E.C.  countries, 
or risked  compromising  vital  business 
secrets.  The goal  of the  proposed  in-
formation  and  consultation  rules  is  to 
make  multinationals  more  responsible 
to their local work forces. 
Richard, the Commissioner responsi-
ble  for  Vredeling,  planned  his  recent 
mid-February visit  to the United States 
to  discuss  the  proposal's  future  with 
American  officials  and  business  repre-
sentatives. Some executives of multina-
tional corporations, particularly Ameri-
can  ~mes, have shown themselves quite 
hostile toward the Vredeling idea, fear-
ing  that  the  directive  would rob them 
of management perogatives. 
Poland, Lebanon Benefit  from 
ECHelp 
Poland  and  Lebanon  were  the  chief 
beneficiaries of the approximately $88 
million  the  European  Community 
spent  to  provide  relief  to  victims  of 
natural  disasters  and  other  hardships 
beyond its borders last year under E.C. 
emergency  aid  programs.  The  figure 
does  not include  the substantial  value 
of food  aid  the  Community  provided 
from  its  own  stocks  in  response  to 
food emergencies. 
The  EC  spent  $25  million  to  com-
bar shortages of food and other essen-
tial  commodities  in  Poland  during 
1982.  Community  aid,  channeled 
through private  relief organizations, fi-
nanced  shipment  to. Poland  of  600 
truckloads 0 0,000 tons) of foodstuffs, 
medical supplies, and other necessities. 
The  E.C.  donated  nearly  $9  million 
through  the  International  Committee 
of the Red Cross and the UN Disaster 
Relief  Office  to  assist  some  230,000 
people in  strife-torn  Beirut and south-
ern  Lebanon.  Relief efforts also  aided 
flood  victims  in  Bolivia,  Yemen,  Nica-
ragua,  Honduras,  Tunisia,  and  Spain 
and provided drought assistance to Al-
geria and Morocco. 
In  addition, the E.C.  donated $47.7 
million  in  1982  to  aid  refugees  in 
Southeast Asia,  Pakistan,  Angola,  cen-
tral Africa, and Central America. Most 
of this refugee aid was administered by 
the Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees. 
EC Adopts Corporate Breakup  Rules 
The  E.C.  recently  adopted  a  set  of 
rules  designed  to  protect  the  interests 
of  employees,  creditors,  and  stock-
holders  of public  corporations  under-
going  a  breakup,  or  division.  The 
rules-known collectively as  the Sixth 
Company  Law  Directive-were  ap-
proved  by  the  E.C.  Council  of Minis-
ters  last  December.  Aside  from  safe-
guarding  stockholders  and  other 
interested parties, they also simplify the 
process of splitting up  or restructuring 
a publicly held company. According to 
the  E.C.  Commission,  the  directive 
should  encourage  the  formation  of a 
Community-wide capital market. 
The  directive  enables  an  existing 
company  to  transfer  all  of  its  assets 
and  liabilities  to two or more existing 
or  newly  created  companies  (in  ex-
change  for  stock  in  those  companies) 
without  having  to  go  through  costly, 
complex, and  often  lengthy  legal  pro-
ceedings.  It  allows  member  states  to 
relax  certain  procedural  requirements 
in  cases where a break-up, or division, 
Name . 
takes place under close court scrutiny. 
A  breakup,  split,  division,  or  scis-
sion,  as  the  transaction  is  variously 
called,  is  similar to a  merger (mergers 
were addressed in an earlier E.C. direc-
tive),  but is  considered somewhat risk-
ier for a company's creditors. Unlike a 
merger, in  which one company's assets 
and  liabilities  are  totally  absorbed  by 
another,  divisions  split  between  more 
than one successor company the assets 
our  of  which  any  claims  against  the 
divided company would be paid. 
For  this  reason,  the  newly  adopted 
directive  stipulates  that  the  successor 
companies  would  be  jointly  liable  if 
one  of  their  number  failed  to  satisfy 
one  of  the  divided  company's  credi-
tors.  For the protection  of sharehold-
ers, the directive  mandates a  report by 
independent  experts  on  whether  the 
share exchange ratio at which the split 
took place was  justified and it  requires 
a  report  from  management  on  the 
transaction's affect on employees. 
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The E.C.  Commission  has  recently 
authorized  the  following  emer-
gency and development aid projects 
(1  ECU  =  $0.97). 
Emergency  aid  programs-Leso-
tho:  7 5,000 ECU to assist victims of 
the  recent  fighting  in  Maseru  that 
followed  an  attack  by  South  Afri-
can  armed  forces  on  December 9, 
1982 ....  Ecuador:  100,000 ECU  in 
aid to help the estimated 50,000 to 
60,000  people  who  have  suffered 
crop  or property  losses  and  com-
munications disruption in  the wake 
of flooding  that devastated  several 
of Ecuador's coastal provinces. The 
aid  was  channeled  through  a  pri-
vate  organization,  " Deutsche 
Welthungerhilfe,"  and  covered  the 
purchase of food, medicines, tents, 
blankets and other items for flood 
victims ....  Yemen  Arab  Republic: 
1  million  ECU  to  assist  the  thou-
sands  of people  affected  by  a  De-
cember  13  earthquake  in  the 
Dhamar  region,  including  some 
300,000  to  400,000  people  left 
homeless.  Some of this aid was as-
signed to the Belgian Red Cross for 
financing  of  relief  operations  un-
dertaken  jointly  by  the  E.C.  Com-
mission  and  the  Belgian  Govern-
ment.  The  remaining  aid  was 
placed  at  the  disposal  of  the 
League of Red Cross Societies as a 
contribution to its aid program .... 
VietNam: 300,000 ECU to help the 
estimated  1.9  million  Vietnamese 
(including  640,000  children)  af-
fected  by  typhoon  Nancy,  which 
hit Viet  Nam from  October 19 to 
21. Thousands of houses were de-
stroyed,  along  with  hospitals  and 
schools, and an  estimated 300,000 
tons  of  crops  were  lost.  The  aid 
was provided in  response to an ap-
peal  made  to  the  international 
community  by  the  United  Nations 
Disaster  Relief  Office .... Mali: 




The Brussels Seminar Inc., a non-profit 
corporation  formed  to  promote  legal 
scholarship  and  U.S.-E.C.  understand-
ing,  has  just  launched  a  scholarship 
fund  for  U.S.  law  graduates  to  study 
the  law  and  institutions  of the  Euro-
pean Economic Community. The fund 
will  help  underwrite  the  expenses  of 
those  who  attend  the  annual  Brussels 
Seminar on Law and Institutions of the 
EEC,  held  each July  in  Brussels  at  the 
Institute  of  European  Studies, 
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, and Vrije 
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gram  for  the  purchase  and  trans-
port of animal feed to help the nu-
merous  families  whose  diets 
depend almost  exclusively  on  their 
livestock.  Drought has  severely  de-
pleted grazing and other customary 
sources  of  livestock  feed .... 
France  and  Italy:  1.5  million  ECU 
and  250,000  ECU,  respectively,  to 
provide  assistance  to  those  worst 
hit by flooding which struck 41 de-
partments  in  southwestern  France 
and  Italy's  Lunigiana  Valley  last 
December,  inflicting  enormous 
property  losses  . . .. Greenland: 
500,000  ECU  to  offset  the  eco-
nomic disruption  caused  by  unsea-
sonable  ice  floes  that  have  pre-
vented the estimated 50  percent of 
the  population  dependent  on  fish-
ing  from  pursuing  that  traditional 
occupation. 
Grants from  the  European  Devel-
opment Fund-Mali: 300,000 ECU 
to  train  rural  extension  workers. 
... Sierra  Leone: 7.5 million ECU to 
increase  the  number  of  people 
benefiting from the ongoing Koina-
dugu  Integrated  Development 
Project started in  1978  to improve 
living  conditions in  rural  areas  .... 
Guinea:  7.15 million  ECU  in  financ-
ing  for  renovation  and  expansion 
of the  plastics  factory  at  Conakry. 
... Ethiopia:  22.5  million  ECU  to 
expand  areas  served  by  hydroelec-
tric power  ....  All Caribbean  mem-
bers  of the  Lome  Convention:  8 
million ECU to promote tourism. 
Aid for Non-associated Developing 
Countries- Thailand:  3.3  million 
ECU  for  research  to  improve  the 
quality and range of oilseed  variet-
ies  available  to  Thai  farmers .... 
Andean  Pact:  500,000  ECU  to  fi-
nance  a  two-year  study  to  deter-
mine what  types of energy  projects 
would  most  benefit  the  Andean 
sub-region  and  the  five  member 
countries of the Andean Pact. 
Universiteit Brussel. 
Twenty-five  qualified  partiCipants, 
selected from among U.S.  law students 
who have completed at least two years 
of legal  training,  will  receive  scholar-
ships to  help  defray  the  costs of their 
studies during the three-week academic 
program  beginning next July.  The fac-
ulty  of the  seminar  includes  key  offi-
cials  of the  U.S.  mission  to  the  E.C., 
the  Council  and  Commission  of  the 
European  Communities,  and  law  pro-
fessors from the Belgian universities. 
Additional  information  about  the 
scholarship  fund  campaign  can  be  ob-
tained by writing or calling the Brussels 
Seminar  Inc.,  1800  M.  St.  N. W. 
Washington  D.C.  20036,  (202)  452-
8100.  Contributions  are  tax  deduct-
ible. 
Freer  Nuelet~tr  Trt~tde Sought in  E C 
The  E.C.  Commission  recently  pro-
posed steps it  said  would help free  up 
intra-E.C.  trade  in  nuclear  energy  re-
lated  materials  and services  and  bring 
Europe  closer  to  the  ideal  of a  "nu-
clear common market." The Commis-
sion called for amendments to the 25-
year-old  treaty  that  established  the 
European  Atomic  Energy  Community 
(Euratom), one of the three Communi-
ties that makes up the E.C. 
Euratom  was  formed  in  1957  to 
promote peaceful  uses  of nuclear  en-
ergy  after the  Suez  Crisis  drove  home 
the extent of Europe's dependence on 
imported oil. The treaty is  designed  to 
ensure  that  all  users  within  the Com-
munity  get  regular  and  equitable  sup-
plies  of nuclear fuels  and ores.  Today 
nuclear energy generates about 20 per-
cent of the electricity  produced in  the 
E.C. 
The proposed amendments generally 
would  prohibit  member  states  from 
placing  restrictions  on  the  free  move-
ment of nuclear fuels  within the Com-
munity's frontiers. They would end the 
buying and selling  monopoly  on  these 
fuels  that  the  19 57  treaty  granted  to 
the Community Supply  Agency.  How-
ever,  they would affirm  the Communi-
ty's authority to conclude international 
supply  agreements  on  behalf  of  its 
member states and to subject bilateral 
agreements  between  its  member states 
and  non-EC  countries  to  prior  ap-
proval requirements. 
In  addition  the  Commission  pro-
posed  a  system  for  safeguarding  the 
Community against  disruptions of nu-
clear fuel supplies, which could include 
the  possible  establishment  of  decen-
tralized  strategic  stocks and  provisions 
for  price  and  import  controls  in  the 
event of supply disruptions. 
The  Commission  said  its  proposals 
were needed to adapt the 19  57 treaties 
to the realities of today's market place 
for nuclear fuels  and services and that 
they would benefit both EC states with 
well-developed  and  lesser  developed 
nuclear  energy  capabilities.  The 
amendments would give  those member 
states with  fully  developed  nuclear in-
dustries  wider  outlets  for  their  prod-
ucts.  In  addition,  they  would  give 
member states  lacking  the  technology 
for a complete nuclear fuel  cycle more 
secure  access  to  fuels  produced  in 
other member states.  This  would pre-
vent  these  countries  from  having  to 
make a disproportionately large  invest-
ment in  technology to finance  a  small 
nuclear program, the Commission said. 
At the  Ht~tlfwt~ty Point in GATT 
The  advent  of  1983  marked  a  mile-
stone for  the tradition of liberal  inter-
national  trade  that  has  been  responsi-
ble  for  much  of  the  free  world's 
prosperity since the end of World War 
II.  On  January  1,  1983,  the  world's 
major trading nations reached the half-
way point in  implementing tariff reduc-
tions they  agreed  to during the Tokyo 
Round of Multilateral  Trade  Negotia-
tions  held  from  197  3  to  1979  under 
the auspices of the General Agreement 
on  Tariffs  and  Trade  (GATI).  The To-
kyo  Round  was  the  most comprehen-
sive  round  of  trade  negotiations 
launched  since  the  inception  of  the 
GATI. 
As the new year dawned, the nations 
who participated  in  the Tokyo Round 
made the  fourth  of eight  annual  tariff 
cuts  they  agreed  to  in  those  sessions. 
Coincidentally this fourth series of cuts 
took effect on the 35th anniversary of 
the GAIT's  entry into force  on January 
1,  1  948.  The  series  of  eight  cuts  is 
scheduled for completion at the begin-
ning  of 1987.  By  that time the  indus-
trial  countries  which  took  part  in  the 
Tokyo  negotiations  will  have  reduced 
their tariffs  on imported manufactured 
goods  by  about  one-third  from  their 
pre-Tokyo Round levels. 
Most tariff cuts on agricultural prod-
ucts  agreed  to  in  Tokyo  follow  ap-proximately  the  same  schedule  of  re- are  following  faster  schedules  for  re-
ductions  as  those  for  industrial  clueing tariffs  on  the products they  im-
products.  The  value  of  agricultural  port from  developing countries.  In  ad-
trade  covered  by  these  cuts  was  about  clition,  some  20  developing  countries 
$12 billion  in  197  6 and  is  now appre- have granted tariff concessions of their 
ciably  higher.  A  number  of countries  own. 
EC Enl11rgement: Still T11lking 
A  day-long  seminar  between  French  Both  ministers  said  the  seminar was 
and Spanish  ministers held early  in Jan- successful  in  identifying  common 
uary ended with promises of better un- ground  and  putting  into  perspective 
derstanding between the two countries,  quarrels  between  their  Governments 
but  with  no  concrete  progress  on  the . over such topics as  Spain's accession to 
issue  of  Spain's  entry  into  the  Euro- the  E.C.  and  French  policy  toward 
pean  Community.  France  has  been  re- Basque  guerrillas.  Spain  has  accused 
luctant  to  approve  Spain's  entry  with- France  of  harboring  Basque  guerrilla 
out  significant  changes  in  some  E.C.  suspects operating in  the  Pyrenees,  but 
(i) Bas, Tachydromos, Green: 
programs and  policies,  an  attitude that 
has  plagued  French  attempts  to  estab-
lish  better relations with  Madrid. 
French  External  Relations  Minister 
Claude  Cheysson  and  Spanish  Foreign 
Minister  Fernando  Moran,  who  led 
their respective delegations to  the  Paris 
meeting,  declared  themselves  ready  to 
open  a  new  era  in  relations  between 
the  two  countries.  "The  things  that 
unite  us  are  much  greater  than  those 
which separate us.  We  are not going to 
ler  ourselves  be  obsessed  with  particu-
lar  problems,"  Moran  said.  Cheysson 
commented  that  he  was  struck  by  the 
common  ambitions  shared  by  Spain 
and  France. 
stronger  cooperation  between  Spanish 
and  French  security forces  and changes 
in  France's political asylum  policy have 
helped soothe the dispute. 
Cheysson  made  clear at a press  con-
ference  following  the  meeting  that 
France  stood  by  its  claim  that Spanish 
entry  into  the  E.C.  would  threaten 
farmers  in  southern  France,  whom  he 
said  would  be  faced  with  a  flood  of 
cheap  wine,  vegetables  and  fruits  from 
Spain.  France  and  its  other partners  in 
rhe  Community affirmed  their political 
commitment to the entry of both Spain 
and  Portugal  into  the  E.C.  at  last  De-
cember's  European  Summit  meeting  in 
Copenhagen. 
EC to Continue Restrictions on 
Some Soviet Goods 
The  E.C.'s  Council  of  Ministers  has 
decided  to  extend  through  the  end  of 
I 983  restrictions  it  imposed  on  some 
Soviet-made goods last  spring  to  signal 
irs  disapproval  of  rhe  Soviet  Union's 
role  in  the imposition of martial  law  in 
Poland.  Polish  authorities  announced 
the  suspension  of martial  law  last  De-
cember only  after many  of the  martial 
law  restrictions were  incorporated  into 
Polish  civil  law. 
The  Council  extended  the  Commu-
nity's  import  restrictions  on  some  60 
categories  ot Soviet  goods  shortly  be-
fore  their  original  expiration  date  of 
Dec.  31,  1982. Those sanctions, which 
reduce  annual  E.C.  imports  of Soviet 
products by  an  estimated $144 million, 
apply  to  items  such  as  caviar,  other 
fisheries  products,  and  chemicals.  The 
E.C.  Council  of  Ministers  is  expected 
to  discuss  the  situation  in  Poland  be-
fore  the  end  of February  to determine 
whether  the  import  sanctions  should 
be  modified or rescinded. 
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Doctrine, and the Politics of Alliance: 
Theatre Nuclear Force Modernisation 
in NATO. By  Paul  Buteux. Westview 
Press,  Boulder, CO, 1983. 158 pp.  Pa-
per $17.00. 
Examines nuclear policy-making in 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO),  arguing that NATO's strategic 
posture is  more a result of political 
than military objectives. Points out the 
effect technological change has had on 
NATO's strategic and political premises 
and discusses recent proposals to intro-
duce the neutron bomb and intermedi-
ate-range nuclear weapons in  Europe. 
The Right of Initiative of the Eco-
nomic and Social Committee of the 
European <;:ommunities. General Sec-
retariat of the  Economic and Social 
Committee. Editions Delta, Brussels, 
1981.217 pp. 
Study of the new possibilities of in-
fluence acquired by  the EC's Eco-
nomic and Social Committee (ESC)  in 
1974, when  it  was given  the right to 
deliver opinions on  its own initiative. 
Contains a summary of the opinions is-
sued between 1972 and  1980, and ex-
amines the new relationship between 
the  ESC and other Community institu-
tions. 
Who's Who in the World, 1982-83. 
6th Edition. Marquis Who's Who, 
Inc., Chicago, 1982. 1178 pp.  $89.50. 
Biographical directory with more 
than 24,000 listings of international 
notables from government, science, 
business, the arts and other fields. 
Allies in a Turbulent World: Chal-
lenges to U.S.  and Western European 
Cooperation. Edited  by  Frans A.M. 
Airing von  Geusau.  Lexington Books, 
Lexington, MA  1982. 174 pp. 
$24.95. 
Authors reflect on  the increasing 
erosion of the U.S.-European alliance, 
and the changing European perception 
of the Soviet Union.  Major issues of 
the alliance are discussed, such as  the 
need for  joint crisis  management, the 
current questions on strategy, deter-
rence, and arms control, and attempts 
to coordinate economic policies. 
The Birth of NATO.  By  Sir Nicholas 
Henderson. Westview  P.ress,  Boulder, 
co, 1983.  130 pp.  $17.50. 
Written by a member of the seven-
power working party that drafted rhe 
North Atlantic Treaty, this account re-
veals the mechanics  ~f international di-
plomacy, the importance of personal-
ities and  outside events, and the roles 
of Britain and the United Stares  in  the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization ne-
gotiations. 
Promoting World Recovery: A State-
ment on Global Economic Strategy. 
Institute for International Economics, 
Washington, D.C.,  1982. 37 pp. 
$6.00. 
A statement on the world economic 
crisis signed  by 26 economists from  14 
countries, calling for an  international 
polit:y to lower inflation and careful 
management of expansion. Specific 
recommendations aiming at  realign-
ment of exchange rates and trade lib-
eralization are covered. 
Protectionism: Threat to International 
Order, The Impact on Developing 
Countries. Commonwealth Secretariat 
Publications, London, 1982. 152 pp. 
£2.00. 
Report by a group of independent 
economists appointed by Common-
wealth heads of Government to inves-
tigate the impact of protection on 
developing countries' trade. Considers 
both industrial and agricultural prod-
ucts, voluntary export restraints, the 
growth of tariff and non-tariff barriers 
and the adequacy of existing arrange-
ments to deal  with  resulting disputes. 
Government Support for Exports: A 
Second Best Alternative. By  Penelope 
Hartland-Thunberg and  Morris H. 
Crawford. Lexington  Books.  Lexing-
ton, MA, 1982. 104 pp.  $16.95. 
Deals with the inconsistencies in 
U.S.  trade policy between export pro-
motion schemes and the principle of 
free  trade. Argues  that foreign  compet-
itors enjoy advantages through financ-
ing and other non-tariff supports al-
lowed by  rhe General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade and presents the case 
that the United States should support 
its own exports in  order to restore a 
market balance. 
Enterprise Law of the 80s:  European 
and American Perspectives on Compe-
tition and Industrial Organization. 
Edited by  Frederick  M.  Rowe, et al. 
American  Bar Association, Chicago, 
1980. 254 pp.  $15.00. 
Proceedings of an  international sym-
posium, with  emphasis on competition 
policy in  times of economic crisis and 
new developments in  industrial orga-
nization and  corporate management in 
the E.C.  and  the United States. 
National Economic Security: Percep-
tions, Threats, and Policies. Edited by 
Frans A.M.  Airing von Geusau and 
Jacques Pelkmans. John  F.  Kennedy 
EUROPE  March-April  1983  53 Institute, Tilburg, the Netherlands, 
1982. 253 pp. 25 D.Fl. 
A study of various issues and poli-
cies that affect the national economic 
s~curity of a nation. Questions to what 
degree economic vulnerabilities 
threaten military security, political au-
tonomy and stability, and determine 
national policies. Offers suggestions 
for collective economic security 
through international cooperation. 
EEC Dairy Facts and Figures, 1982. 
Milk Marketing Board, Surrey, UK, 
1982. 192 pp. £4.00, prepaid. 
Eleventh annual summary of the 
E.C. dairy industry including tables on 
key E.C. prices, agricultural employ-
ment, milk utilization, trade, and con-
sumption. Special section on dairy in-
dustries in Spain and Portugal. 
The Impact of EEC Legislation on 
British Business. Conference of British 
Industry, London, 1981. 40 pp. 
£2.00. 
Industry's side of how E.C. legisla-
tion is  affecting British business. Al-
though the report criticizes the effec-
tiveness of harmonization efforts, and 
calls for more selectivity and re-order-
ing of priorities, it remains essentially 
pro-Community. 
Hungary: An Economic Survey. Occa-
sional Paper No. 15. By  Patrick de 
Fontenay, et al. International Mone-
tary Fund, Washington, D.C., 1982. 
59 pp. $5.00. 
A background paper prepared when 
Hungary became a member of the In-
ternational Monetary Fund in  1982. 
Covers basic information on popula-
tion, natural resources, and political 
system, as well as  more detailed studies 
of the domestic economy and the state 
of industries such as construction, min-
ing, energy, and agriculture. Also re-
views the budget, exchange rate devel-
opments, external debt, imports, and 
exports. 
East-West Relations: Prospects for the 
1980s. Edited by Giuseppe Schiavone, 
St.  Martin's Press, New York,  1982. 
217 pp. $32.50. 
Consideration of the benefits and 
disadvantages of closer interdepen-
dence 1:1etween  East and West by vari-
ous authors. Papers deal with basic po-
litical and economic issues of 
East-West relations and prospects for 
trade at bilateral and multilateral lev-
els. Cooperation in  technology and 
environment fields is  included. 
Conservative Politics in Western Eu-
rope. Edited by  Zig Layton-Henry. St. 
Martin's Press, New York, 1982. 352 
pp. $25.00. 
Examines and explains the success 
or failure of conservative parties in  ma-
jor West European countries, espe-
cially in  the post-war period. Links the 
economic downturn Europe experi-
enced in  the 1970s to a resurgence of 
conservatism, and emphasizes the con-
tinued strength of leading conservative 
parties in  Britain, Sweden, Norway, 
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France, Italy,  Denmark, and transna-
tional party cooperation in  the Euro-
pean Community. 
Japan and Western Europe: Conflict 
and Cooperation. Edited by  Loukas 
Tsoukalis and Maureen White. St. 
Martin·s Press, New York,  1982. 222 
pp. $25.00. 
Outlines past and present events in 
the relationship between Japan and 
Western  Europe, starting with a his-
tory of European influence in Japan 
and including chapters on japan's own 
economic and industrial policies, trade 
imbalances between Japan and the Eu-
ropean Community, issues of protec-
tionism and exchange rates, the role of 
the United States, and, finally, the pos-
sibilities of encouraging more coopera-
tion between Japan and Europe in  the 
management of international trade and 
monetary relations. 
Political Forces in Spain, Greece, and 
Portugal. By  Beare Kohler. 
Butterworth Scientific, Boston, 1982. 
281  pp. $59.95. 
Looks at the enlargement of the 
Community, taking into special ac-
count the political and social factors 
present in  Greece, Spain, and Portugal. 
Argues that the admission of these na-
tions into the Community is  based 
more on political than economic rea-
soning, and that it  is  the political 
forces that should be evaluated for 
their effect on integration. Gives de-
tailed discussion on Government and 
party framework for each country. 
Free Movement of Goods in the 
E.E.C.  By  Peter Oliver. European Law 
Centre, London, 1982. 278 pp. 
£34.00. 
A guide to Articles .30-36 of the 
Treaty of Rome, which cover the free 
movement of goods in  the European 
Community. Author consolidates vari-
ous rules and references from many 
cases and texts and the book is ar-
ranged according to specific practical 
problems. Analyzes the meaning and 
application of the principles of "quan-
titative restrictions" and "measures of 
equivalent effect" in  both imports and 
exports, the covers  relevent Commu-
nity legislati.on and implications of the 
Cassis de Dijon case. 
A Contemporary Crisis: Political Hos-
tage-Taking and the Experience of 
Western Europe. By Clive C.  Aston. 
Greenwood Press, Westport, CT, 
1982. 217 pp. $27.50. 
This study focuses on how hostage-
taking incidents, a new form of crisis, 
can be handled by  traditional crisis 
management techniques. Analyzes the 
similarities and patterns evident in  ma-
jor cases such as the 1972 siege at the 
Munich Olympics, the seizure of the 
U.S.  Embassy in Tehran, and the kid-
napping of General Dozier in  Italy in 
1981. Outlines factors that restrict the 
response of Governments and suggests 
management techniques. Includes a 
chronology of political hostage inci-
dents since 1970. 
Published for the Commission: 
Production and Utilization of Protein 
in Oilseed Crops. EUR  6894. Edited by 
E.S.  Bunting.  Martinus Nijhoff Pub-
lishers, Boston, 1981. 382 pp. $52.00. 
Proceedings of a seminar in  the EEC 
Programme of Coordination of Re-
search on the Improvement of the 
Production of Plant Proteins organized 
by the Institut fiir Pflanzenbau und 
Pflanzenziichting at Braunschweig, 
Federal Republic of Germany, 8-10 
July,  1980. 
Migratioo Phenomena of Radionu-
clides into the Geosphere: A Critical 
Review of Available Information. EUR 
7676. By  B: Skytte Jensen. Harwood 
Academic Publishers, Cooper Station, 
NY,  1982. $25.50. 
Prepared as part of the EC's Indirect 
Action Programme (197 5-79) on 
"Management and Storage of Radio-
active Waste." 
Directory of Environmental Research 
Projects in the European Communi-
ties, Parts I & II. EUR  8079. Commis-
sion of the European Communities. 
Peter Peregrinus, Ltd., Herts, UK, 
1982. 
Design and Technology of Solar Heat-
ing and Cooling Systems for Build-
ings.  EUR  6599. Edited by  E. 
Aranovitch. Elsevier Sequoia, Amster-
dam, 1981 . 280 pp. 
Lectures of a course held at the 
Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy, 
June 11-15, 1979. 
A Plutonium Recycling Scenario in 
Light Water Reactors. EUR 7768. Com-
mission of the European Communities. 
Harwood Academic Publishers, Coo-
per Station, NY,  1982. $29.50. 
Report on rhe EC  Indirect Action 
Programme (1975-79) on "Plutonium 
Recyling in  Light Water Reactors." 
European Communities Oil and Gas 
Research Development Projects: First 
Status Report. EUR  8043. Compiled by 
Derek Fee. Graham &  Trotman, Lon-
don. $50.00. 
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0  The European Community and the 
United States. Europe  ln(ormatimz No. 
)7(82, Commission,  Brmsel~. May 
1982, 27 pages .............................. free 
0  Information Report on Relations 
Between the European Community 
and the United States. Ewnomic J.nd 
Soci,ll Committee, Brussels, September 
28, 1982, 56  pages ........................ fret 
0  The European Community and the 
People's Republic of China. Europe  In-
formation  No. 60fH2, Commission, 
Brussels, June 1982, 24 pages ........ free 
0  The European Community and In-
dia. Europe  Information No. 62/Hl, 
( :ommission, Brussels, October 1982, 
I 0 pages ....................................... free 
0  Portugal and the European Com-
munity. J::urope  Information No. 
58/Hl, April  1982, 17 pages ......... free 
0  An Education Policy for Eurpe. Eu-
ropemz  Documentatic>11  No. 4{82, 
Commission, Bmssels, 1982, 31 
pages ............................................ free 
0  Public Supply Contracts in the Eu-
ropean Community. 1-:uropemz  /)o(u-
mcntation, Commission,  L\rus~els. 
1982. 28 page'> .............................. free 
Outlmes the possihilitics and pma-
dures for  tmdcring (or puhlit· supply 
cl)ntr,lcts in the F.C. 
0  European Competition Policy. 1-u-
rupcan  File  No. 2i83, Commission. 
Brussd~  • .January  1983, 7 pages  ...... free 
0  Community Demonstration Pro-
grammes in Energy Saving and Alter-
native Energy Sources. Europeun rile 
No.  1  jSJ, Commissihn, Brussds, Janu-
ary  1983, 11  pages ........................ free 
0  The European Community as a 
Publisher 1982/83. Office of Officd 
Publ i ~·.uions, L.uxl·mbourg,  I 982, 64 
pages ............................................ free 
Extract from  the ''Catalogue of Puhli-
c,lfions. '' 
0  EEC Food Aid to Zimbabwe. Eu-
mpc fn{ormati1m  Dcuelt)pment, Com-
mission, Brussels. November J9R2, 4 
p .clge~ ............................................ free 
0  Development of the Senegal River 
Valley.  Europe Information Develop-
ment, Commission, Brussels. Septem-
ber 1982, 30 pages ....................... .frec 
0  The European Investment Bank 
and the EEC's Cooperation with Med-
iterranean Countries. 1-:/JJ  lnformatimz 
No.  32, European Investment Bank, 
Luxembourg, November I 982, 16 
pages ............................................ free 
0  Trade Union Organizations in It-
aly. Trade Union ln{ormatimz, Com-
mission, Brussels,  1982, 31  p<lges ... free 
0  The Trade Union Movement in the 
Netherlands. Trade Union lll{orma-
tion,  Commis~ion, Brussels,  1982, 21 
pages ............................................ free 
0  The Trade Union Movement in 
Ireland. Trade Union 1  nformation, 
Commission, Brussels,  1982, 20 
pages ............................................ free 
0  Multiple Job Holders: An Analysis 
of Second jobs in the European Com-
munity. Sraristical Office, Luxem-
bourg, 1982, 161  pages ..............  $6.50 
Analvsis of data 011  second johs col-
lecte£f thorugh lahor {nrc£' sun•cys in 
I <J7- ,md 14-Y. 
C  Vacancies Notified: Methods and 
Measurcmem in the European 
Commuitv. Sratisrictl Office, luxem-
bourg,  19.fl2,  I 03 pages ........ ...... $4.50 
.\tudy on  uc:mdes notified to puhlic 
employment scn·ias. r:ot•crs the meth-
ods of collection. publication of in-
{ormatioll, and the terms ,md 'de{ini-
tiwts ,zpp/i,·"d  to the data. 
C J Industrial Disputes: Methods and 
Measurement in the European Com-
munity. SrJtistical Office, Luxem-
bourg: 1482,  140 page~  ..............  $5 .50 
Study on the  comparahilit) of statistics 
o11  iudusfr~,zl dtsfmtcs ilz  the  EC mem-
hcr states. 
0  Analysis and Forecasts 1982: Ob-
servation of Transport Markets. C'om-
mi<>sion,  Bru-.sels.  I 982, 66 
pages ......................................... $4.60 
Analysis of ,·urrent del'clotmzcnts in 
(rei~ht traffic lor ten (atcgories ul prod-
uds hv mad. rail.  mzd inland water-
wavs between the  EC. member states 
in  l9R I and forecast for  19H2. 
0  Common Customs Tariff 1983. Of-
ficial joumal of the  European Commu-
nities, Vol.  2S, L 31R{H2, Office of 
Official Publicouions, Luxembourg, 
November 15,  1982, 384 
pages ....................................... $20.00 
Schedule of customs duties for goods 
entering the  E.C. in  19HJ. 
0  The Agricultural Situation in the 
Community: 1982 Report. Commis-
sion, Brussels,  1983, 444 pages.$19.00 
Anal-vscs and statistifs 011  thl' structures 
and ~ituatum of the agricultural mar-
kets. factors  of" produdion.{i11ancial as-
peds o( the  E. C.':; Common A.gricul 
tural /'olin. and market outlook for 
agrimlturdl products. 
0  Report on Economic Relations Be-
tween the European Community and 
Central America. Working Document 
No.  /-(l4S /82, European Parliament, 
Luxembourg, October 4, 1982, 63 
p:tgcs .........................................  $2.00 
Report hy Mrs.  Heidcmaric Wieczorck-
Zeul 011  hch<~l( of the  Parliament's 
Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions. 
0  Report on Mediterranean Agricul-
ture and the Problems of the Enlarge-
ment of the EEC Towards the South. 
Working Document No.  1-78)  fR2, 
European Parliament, Luxembourg, 
November J, 1982, 78 pages ...... $2.00 
Report hy Georges Sutra de Gcrma 011 
hehalf" of the Parliament's Committee 
mz  Agriculture. 
0  Interim Report on the Enlargement 
of the Community to Include Spain 
and Portugal. Working Dvcument No. 
I-6~R j R2, European Parliament, Lux-
embourg, Onobcr 4, 1982, 121 
pages .........................................  $2.00 
Report hy  Lord Douro {or the l'arlia· 
ment's l'olitical Affairs Committee mz 
the c:ff"cas  c 4·  the third enlargement. 
0  Operation of Nuclear Power Sta-
tions 1981. Statisrical Office, Luxem-
bourg,  I '1H2,  167 pages ..............  S9.50 
Mmzthl-y ,md annual opcr.ztmg data for 
nuclear {JOil'Cr pl.mts and mr outline of 
the structure of the nudc.1r pl.mt situa-
tion. 
0  Economic and Social Features of 
Households in the Member States of 
the European Community. Statistical 
Ofti~T. Luxembourg, 1982, 9! 
pages ....... .................. ................ $6.50 
Data on household population hy age. 
C(onomicallv actit•c memlwrs. marital 
status, and ~ex. 
C  Annual Economic Report 1982-83; 
Annual Eco!!  mic Review 1981-83. 
Eumpe.tlt Economy No.  14, Commis-
sion. Brus<,els,  November 1982. 221 
pages ......................................... 59.40 
Report on tbe eanumzic sztuatimz in the 
E.C .. with ccwwtnit" policy gurdclincs 
f(>r  the member -state·~.  Reuicu• of the 
l'CiliiiJ111i<·  tre11ds  and c>Utlr>r>k  {t >r  I  'J8 . ~. 
0  European Regional Development 
Fund: Seventh Annual Report (1981). 
Commission, Brussels,  1982, 12  9 
pages .........................................  $8.00 
Describes the fund's actil'ities in  19H 1 
i11  financing indil'idu.Il projects and in-
tegrated opertitimzs in the E.C.  member 
stacs. 
0  Bibliography on Taxation. Docu-
mcntatitm Bulletin BjS, Commission, 
Brussels,  1982, 245 pages ...........  $3.00 
Bihliography of regulations,  E.C. Com-
mission proposals. other Communif)' 
dc)wmcntation, and mm-Community 
published works mz taxatiO!t. 
0  Second Environmental Research 
Programme 1976-1980. l:UR  7884, 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1982, 
1106 pagcs ...............................  $42.00 
Summary reports on research spon-
sored under the sewnd phase of the 
c1wimnmcntal research program in 
1  ()79-1980. 
0  Service Employment: Trends and 
Prospects. H 'R 7954, Series  FAST  No. 
4, Commission, Luxembourg, 1  982, 
194 pages .................................  $13.00 
Study mt the pattem of change in ser-
ui(C employment both in industry and 
hy occupation. 
0  Chemical and Physical Valorization 
of Coal. EVR  76.U, Commission, Lux-
embourg, 1982, 365 pages ....... $21.50 
Multilingual proceedings of a round ta-
ble held in  Brussels,  November 24-25, 
1980. 
0  Quality Assurance of Toxicological 
Data. FUR  7  27(), Commission, Luxem-
bourg, 1982, 177 pages ............  $11.50 
Proceedings of  a colloquium held in 
Luxembourg, December II-JJ,  /979 
(ocusi11g on the del!clopml'1lt of interna-
timzally acceptable printiples for quality 
assur,mce in toxicit)' testillf.{. 
0  Neutron Carcinogenesis. /:DR  8084, 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1982, 456 
pages ....................................... $22.00 
Pron't:dillgs of a sc:minar on th£!  risks 
of neutron exposure. 
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active Wastts Within the European 
Community. FlJR 6891. Commission, 
Luxembourg, 1980, 25 pages and 7 
maps ......................................... $85.40 
European catalog of  geological forma-
tions having suitable characteristics for 
the disposal of solidified high-level and f 
or long-lived radioactive wastes. 
0  Symposium "Flammable Dusts." 
EUR  7908, Commission, Luxembourg, 
1982, 208 pages .......................  $12.50 
Symposium held in Luxembourg, No-
vember .5,  19 81 , to provide informa-
tion on research in the E.C. member 
states on explosion prevention attd con-
trol in coal mines. 
0 · Synopsis of Results of the First Pro-
gramme on the Production and Utili-
zation of HydrOBen.  EUR  80.54, Com-
mission, Luxembourg,  1982  638 
pages ....................................... $32.00 
Extended abstracts of the final reports 
Of the research program. 
0  Technological Foreasting for 
Downstream Processing in Biotechnol-
ogy: Phase 1-Intetmediate Forecast 
Report. EllR  8041, Series  FA~T No.  6, 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1982, 76 
pages .........................................  $5.50 
Examines the likely structures of the 
expandi11g biotechnological industry 
and defines the types of  industries 
needed for doumstream processing. 
0  Late Effects After Therapeutic 
Whole-Body Irradiation. WR 8070, 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1982, 139 
pages ......................................... $9.00 
Proceedings of a s·ymposium held in 
Munich, August 27-28,  1981. 
0  Reports of the Scientific Commit-
tee for Food: Thirteenth Series. IVR 
7982. Commission, Luxembourg, 
1982, 19 pages ........................... $3.50 
Opinions 011 hazards from plastic ma-
terials of  acrylonitrile, styrene and 
vinylidem? chloride in contact with 
food; hydrolyzed lecithi1ls as food addi· 
tives; chemically-modified starches; the 
principles on which nature-identical and 
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0  Scientific POtential and Policies in 
the EEC Member States. HJR  7973. 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1982, 251 
pages ....................................... $15.00 
Evaluatiot~ of  research and develop-
ment potential in the  1  0 member states 
compared with the {hlited States and 
Japan. Covers both private and Gov· 
ernment expenditure and orientati(m 
and the ge11eral frameu•ork of  interna-
tiotzal cooperation. 
0  Extended Abstracts of Final Re-
ports in the Field of Solar Energy 
Applications to Dwellings. EVR  7977. 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1982, 120 
pages ........................................ $11.00 
Twenty·four abstracts of  ,;'nat reportS 
of studies financed hy the E.C.'s re· 
search program. 
0  Statistical Yearbook Transport, 
Communications, Tourism 1978-1979. 
Statistical Office, Luxembourg, 1981, 
2.59 pages ................................. $20.50 
Yearbook  1981. 
0  1980-1990: A New Developmen 
on the European Scientifi«; Policy.  ELJ R 
7, 121. Commission, Luxembourg, 
1  82, 682 pages .......  ,  ...............  $37.00 
Proceedings t)f a c;cmf-ermce held at 
Stras~t>urg October '20-22,  1980 deal-
rng with employnwnt prospects and 
mobility of scientists in Europe; science 
and society in Europe, innoztation 
opportunities; E.C. industrial research 
priorities for the  1980's; and lJ 11ew 
phase in the common researc6 and 
development policy of  the  E.C. 
0  Iron and Steel Yearbook 1981. Sta-
tistical Office, Luxembourg, 1981, 
134 pages .................................  $27  .00 
1980 data for the  E.C. iron and steel 
ittdustr)'. 
0  The Introduction of a Tax with a 
View to Reducing the Consumption of 
Non-renewable Resources. EllR  678.5, 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1981, 119 
pages ....................................... $13.00 
Investigates the use of a general $flies 
tax and a free  market system to reduce 
cmrsumpticm of non·renewable re· 
sources and to achier1e certain environ-
mental goals. 
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and Development 1975-1981. Statisti-
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E\'ery two weeks, le Journal 
Fran~ais d'Amerique brings 
news from  France to your door. 
Did you know that: 
5000 French homes have 
recently been equipped 
with electronic phone 
directories-a first? 
French subway cars are being 
installed in New York and 
San Francisco? 
The Eiffel Tower, Paris' 
Grande Dame, has just had a 
face lift? 
Le Journal Fran~aisnot only 
brings news from France, but 
much, much more. French 
History comes alive in "Les 
Grandes Heures de Paris." Per-
sonalities in politics, science, 
entertainment, and the arts 
share their views with our 
francophile readers. In recent 
months, interviews with Jeanne 
Moreau,  Christian Millau,  Con-
gressman Paul Simon, the French 
Ambassador, M. Bernard Vernier-
Palliez, movie director Costa-
Gavras have appeared in our 
pages. In addition, there are 
movie reviews, travel tips, 
cooking ideas, business ideas, 
sports. Plus a comic strip, 
Asterix, a horoscope and games. 
Tout en  fran~ais ,  naturelle-
ment. These regular features 
appear in every issue. As a 
service to our readers, le 
Journal  Fran~ais  d'Amerique 
presents Special Issues on 
Business, Travel, Food & Wine, 
Summer Schools Abroad, 
Books. Also for  Noel and 
Bastille Day. 
Le Journal Fran~ais 
d'Amerique links the French 
World and the United States. 
It is the largest French-
language publication in this 
country and the only one with 
subscribers in all 50 states. join 
100,000 discerning Americans 
who keep up with their French 
by subscribing tole  Journal 
Fran~ais d'Amerique. It is 
also a "magnifique" gift for 
French-readers on your list. 
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1051 ()i,·isafk ro StrC"C't 
San Francisco, C:\ 9411 5 
Rush ordns: 
H00-27'2-06'20 (toll fref') 
In (:;dif(mJia: -t-I S-9'21-.'}100 
OUI. Enter the following subscription to LeJournal Fran~ais d'Amerique: 
D  One year, $ 18 
D  2 years, $33 
D  for myself 
D  gift, card signed ___________  _ 
D  Send me your special group rates. 
D  !\.1 y check is enclosed  D  Bill me 
D  VISA  D  Mastercharge 
Card #  _ ___________ Expiration Date ___ _________  _ 
~arne _ _ _ _________  _ 
.-\ddress  --·  - -- ·- - .. ·-·- ------ - - -- -----------------
City _ ______  _  State _ _ ______  Zip _ _ ___  _ Fly the British wayto some of Britain's best bargains.
If the rooms could talk in the Tower of
London. thev'd tell of Sir Valter
Raleigh,  imprisoned  here for
thirteen years. Or of Anne
Boleyn, wife of Henry VIII,
who was beheaded  here. The
rooms can't talk, but the Yeo-
man'Warders-such  as the
gentleman above -often
recount the Tower's
ancient tales of intrigue.
They may also tell you of
some of London's  other sights.
But one thing they won't have to dcl
is tell you of a nice place to stay;we'll
do that right now.
London hotels from $18 to $69
a night.Those prices include  private
bath and Continental breakfast at
some of London's most comfortabie
and convenient  hotels. The Regent
Palace Hotel in the heart of Piccadilly
is even less- fi73 a night, without
private bath. A deal, wouldn't  you say?
A car of your own for just $L7
ada.y. There's no better way to see the
countryside than at your own leisure,
with your own rental car from Godfrey
Davis Europcar, Britain's largest car
rental company. A Ford Fiesta with un-
limited mileage is just fi77 a day An
automatic-transmission Tiiumph
Acclaim goes for only $28. It's a very
economicalway  to get around.
Thke ttre train to your car.All
over Britain. British Airways'
"Britain Rai/Drive" program gives
you a car for four days, unlimited
mileage, and a one-week economv
BritRail  Pass-for as little as $130. Tiavel
from city to city by train, then pick up
your car when you arrive; it's the
perfect ticket for people who'd like to
do their long-distance travelling bv
rail, their sightseeing  by car. Rates for
all tours are per person, double occu-
pancy.\rhlue Added Thx included at
hotels, not on cars. Prices are valid
April 1st through October 31st, 7983.
Britain speaks your language.
That means you can talk with the
people. \fith the dollar up, it means
Britain is abargain, as are British
Airways' low fares to London. Send
for the free color brochures-:Dollar
Save? Hol idays in Londo n',"' Fly/Drive
Holidays" and "Beautiful Britain'-
then see your travel agent.The ravens
are perched for your arrival.
l
British airways
Send to: British Titurist Authoritv
Uox 10042,  Dept. BA
I-ong Island Cinl NY 11101
or, Box 9000, Dept. BA
\hn Nuys,  CA,91409
Please send me vour free
c<lklr bnrchures.







"They savtheTowerwill fall ifthe ravens everleave.
So harfu agood lookaround...beforeyou  go inl
-Robert Morlqt at tbe Tbu,er of London.
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